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D I want to order a COl 1030 TELETERM with a : 

free extension cord. 
Please contact me immediately. I 

D Iwant more information on CDl's family of I 
TELETERMS. Please send me literature. ' 

Name __________ Title _____ _ 

Company ________________ _ 

Address __________ City_--:-___ _ 

El 
State ______ Zip ___ _ 

Phone _________ _ 

Computer System ______ _ 

a COMPUTER 
TECHVEN DEVICES: 
corporate 9 Ray Ave., Burlington, Mass. 01803 
partner Tel. (617) 273-1550 L ______ ' ___ . ____ ' _____ ~ 
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DIVA'S ~~MPU~LLBR.., PDP ll, AND 
3330 TYI?E DIS~ 
DRM: UNITE. 
AN IN~REDIBIE 

Gli:. 

An Episode in the True Chronicle 
of the DIV AJ: Proudest Peripheral 
Family in the Computerworld 
The computerworld stares in awe at the incredible 
wedding scene which has unfolded before them. The 
bride is minicomputer PDP 11, offspring of the 
illustrious maxi-computer clan, begat of Abacus. 
The bridegroom is DIVA COMPUTROLLER, 
scion of this proud, most respected peripheral family. 
Officiating at the ceremony is Duke DIVA Disc Duke DIVA 
Drive, direct descendant of IBM compatible 3330 
type disc drives. 

Realizing the great impact this interfacing will have on 
the computerworld, our happy guests monitor the 
wedding with joyous solemnity. 

"Mated, ", Interdat~ 70 whirrs, "PDP 11 will have 
access to 100 million bytes of data on a single spindle 
or 200 million bytes on a dual spindle disc drive unit 
within an average access time of 32 msecs." 

"And with COMPUTROLLER providing a buffering 
sector, data will be transferable at the rate of 645,000 
bytes/sec," marvels Nova II. 4 
"And keep in mind," interrupts a breathless <41'4. 

TI 980A, "that with Yr' .~>\ 
COMPUTROLLER ~ 
controlling eight drives, 
mini will have access to 1. 6 
billion 8 -bit bytes of 
data! !" 

But, hush! Listen to Duke 
DIV A repeatirig those 
al wa ys-inspiring words: 
"With the data stored in 
me, arid with provided 
interconnecting cables and 
distribution panel, I now 
pronounce you linked in 
holy matrimony." 

Resounding cheers befitting 
the occasion arise from the 
crowd. "A toast! A toast! 
A toast!" they roar. As is 
the custom, the proud 
parents, mini processor and 
DIVA controller, propose 
the toast to the dazzling 
couple: "To the most 
splendid and significant 
union in all our memories." 

Mini PDP 11 

"Vive, DiVA! Vive, DIVA! Vive, DIVA!" Everyone 
unwinds. 

But even as we listen to the clink of ceremonial glasses 
and the exuberant laughter, we sense an underlying 
sadness. Those unchosen minis - do they count for 
nothing now? Will they not be able to enter the world 
of high speed data storage/ access and low cost/bit 
performance? And why - throughout this entire 
festivity - has COMPUTROLLER remained hidden 

h under his purple robe? Is there more to 
~'--r COMPUTRQLLER than meets the eye? Be 

sure to join us for the next episode in the True 
Chronicle of the DIVAS 
when we will hear the 
horrendous accusation: 
"Bigamy! BIGAMIST!" 

In the meantime, learn 
COMPUTROLLER'S in
side story. Find out about 
the free implementation and 
training courses, the software 
packages, and warranties that 
go with each disc system. 
All you PDP 11 users call 
George Roessler at 201-
544-9000 for cost and 
delivery information. 
Or write: DIVA, Inc. 
607 Industrial Way West 
Eatontown, N.J. 07724 
TWX 710-722-6645. 

REGIONAL SALES 
OFFICES: 
CT: 203-526-3222 
CA: 415-349-3'482 
Wash. DC: 703-370-5211. 
GSA CONTRACT NO. 
GSS-OOC-001S9. 
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52 A Survey of 1974 Dp Budgets 
RICHARD A. MC LAUGHLIN. A survey of hundreds of 
representative installations shows us where the funds 
are going in '74. • 

58 Taxation in the Lease-purchase 
Decision 
DONAL.D D. MARTIN. Taxation as a model parameter 
has been conspicuously absent. 

61 Pricing Computer Usage 
J. J. SOBCZAK. Profit-oriented algorithms for com~ 
puter time charges do not produce the biggest bene
fits for a firm. Adjusting charges to discourage the 
use of expensive resources is all wrong, too. 

65 Upgrading- . 
One Company's Experience 
w. DAVID GARDNER. The problems and joys of up
grading, as seen by the assistant vice president of dp 
services at the Hartford Insurance Co. 
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67 Women Are More Predictable 
Than Men 
JACK M. WOLFE. Programming aptitude test results 
and actual ability correlate more highly for women 
than for men. 
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a million bytes of main memory? And is the world 
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about the cover 

Dividing up 

the dollar resources pie 

is an important part of dp 

planning. In this period of economic 

waichfulness, prud.ence leads us to paint 

the picture in muted hues. Design is by our art director. 
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The Glass Division of PPG INDUSTRIES is 
committed to technical training for both users 
and computer personnel. This is necessary, 
since its newest plant uses seven different com~ 
puters, including batch processing, process con- . 
trol and real time. John Rose and his staff 
present a dozen different courses regularly 
in Pittsburgh, with more courses being 
added each year. 

According to Mr. Rose, "The 'module month' 
lease of films is an excellent arrangement where 
one or more instructors present a variety of 
scheduled courses. Thirty films may be needed 
during one month of continuous courses, fol
lowed by a month with no films when the iri-

"EOUTRONICS films are excellent 
additions to our.formal courses. We 
use them whenever we can." 

John W. Rose, Supervisor 
Training and Development 
Glass Information Systems 
PPG Industries, Inc. 

structors are developing new courses or attend
ing courses themselves. There is no limit to the 
number of modules on hand, and you pay only 
for what you need." 
PPG Industries has tailored the EDUTRONICS 
TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH to their own re
quirements. You can too, and get exactly the 
multi-media mix of training materials you 
need-full-color video tape, films, workbooks, 
study guides and more. So no matter how you 
train your EDP professionals, look at the EDU
TRONICS TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH. And 
you'll clearly see how the best system is also the 
easiest to use for your company. 

edutrani[s 
Boston 

(617) 245·6980 
Chicago 

(312) 787·1722 

svstems international; inE. 
Lakeside Office Park, Wakefield, Mass. 01880 

(617) 246-0914 
Dallas Los Angeles. San Francisco 

(214) 233·9166 (213) 380·7811 (415) 989·0417 
Kansas City New York Toronto 

(816) 756-1333 (212) 421·4610 (416) 484-1992 
also in London and Paris 

A COleman •• American Company 
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ItS hard to love the hardware 
when the software is keeping you 
up all night. 
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There's a lot of great hardware around. But not much great 
systems software. 

Which explains why alot of programmers don't get 
much sleep. And why software development usually ends up 
costing more than the hardware. 

When we make a computer, we put as much work into 
the software as the hardware. 

So there's less work for you to do. And the work you have 
to do goes a lot faster. 

Our Real-Time Disc Operating System (RDOS ) lets you 
work the way you want. Interactively. Or Batch. It has a file 
management system that doesn't need any work at all. (It'll fit 
any application as is. ) RDOS supports higher level languages. 
And utilities like MACRO Assembler, Text Editor and 
Symbolic Debugger make it easy to pull everything togeth~r. . 

And once you've finished your applications software, 
your job is done. Because RDOS helps run your programs as 
much as it helps write them. 

. It even lets you do two things at the same time. Like 
write new programs while you're running old ones. 
Or run Timesharing and Batch. Or Remote Job Entry and 
Timesharing. 

Buy a Nova 840 from us and we'll give you RDOS. Free. 
Then maybe you and your programmers can go home 

and get agood night's sleep. 

DataGeneral 
The computer company you can understand. 

4r Data General Corporation, Southboro, Massachusetts 01772, (617) 485-9100. 
Datagen of Canada Ltd., Hull, Quebec (819) 770-2030/Data General Europe, Paris, France 504-23-44. 
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INTRODUCING 
THE LATEST ROCKWELL 

MOS/LSI ADVANCE ... 
AND NEW VERSATIUTY 

IN MACHINE DESIGN: 

What it does 
Our new Parallel Pro
cessing System 
(PPS) has the 
potential of 
cutting the 
cost of many 
machines
professional 
and program
mable calcula
tors, business 
machine terminals and system 
controllers. Even for small volume 
applications, PPS circuit costs 
will be in the range of volume
produced circuits. That's because 
the entire PPS system-except 
for one circuit - is predesigned 
to work in all these machines. 
Only one circuit is unique to your 
machine-and, once you've 
mastered microprogramming, you 
can design it yourself, with no 
Rockwell design involvement. 
Even if you're already using 
MaS/LSI, you should evaluate 
our new PPS. The "Characteris
tics" chart at right shows you 
its design advantages. And here's 
another advantage: Rockwell has' 
ready for you a complete package 
of design aids: a time-tested 
program for Micr~programming 

8 

NEWPPS. 
through Tymshare . . . 
special equipment for micro

pr9gram assembly and ROM 
emulation ... evaluation 
board for prototype testing 
. . . programmer's reference 
manual, and all required 
documentation. 
What it is 
The PPS performs the 
arithmetic and logic 
functions of a four-bit 

parallel microprocessor. It's based 
on a powerful one-chip CPU 
controlled by ROM micropro
gramming and possessing its own 
discrete I/O capabilities. The 
other building blocks are pre
designed compatible ROM/ 
RAM, ROM, RAM and I/O 
circuits plus a crystal-controlled 
clock generator circuit. The 
smallest PPS is a 2-chip set capa
ble of executing 704 eight-bit 
program instructions and storing 
76 four-bit words. It can be 
expanded into a 30-circuit system 
without need for additional 
buffering or drive circuitry. 
As a digital processor, the PPS 
can readily be interfaced with a 
variety of sensors-card readers, 

keyboards, displays, etc. 
What you should do about it 
Just drop us a line on your 
company letterhead and we'll 
send additional information so you 
can make your own micro
processor comparison. Marketing 
Services, Microelectronic Device 
Division, Rockwell International, 
P.O. Box 3669, Anaheim, 
Ca. 92803, U.S.A. 

ROCKWEll PPS CHARACTERISTICS 

Instructions ...... " ...... 50 
Instructions Cycle 

Time-JLS .............. 5 
Addition of Two 

8·Digits-JL S ........... 240 
Nesting of Subroutines-

levels ................ Unlimited 

ROM Chip Size ........... 1024 x 8 
(16K Words 

Max.) 

RAM Chip Size ........... 256 x 4 
(8192 Words 

Max.) 

I/O Capability ........... 24/CKT 
+12 CPU 

Write us today for an appointment 
for a PPS demonstration at 
IEEE in New York. 

Microelectronic Device Division 
Rockwell International 

.. where science gets down to business 
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We Make Documation Card Handling 
Equipment As If Your Reputation 
Were on the Nameplate 

If your job is to select or plan a computer 
system"then in a very real sense your name 
should be on Documation's card readers and 
punches. Analysis of computer system require
ments takes a very special set of skills. A type 
of experience that can't be measured in months 
or years. Brains. Pride in judgment. And just a 
dash of old fashioned guts. 
Because so much is at stake, we make 

Documation card handling equipment as if your 
reputation were on the nam"eplate. 
More than 100 of the best known and respected 
computer and minicomputer companies of the 
world now use Documation readers and punches. 
Many of these companies became our customers 
because you made your own independent 
evaluation and specified Documation. We think 
that says a lot about you, as well as us. 

I 
I I 

II DOCUMATION 
INCORPORATEO 

I POST OFFICE BOX 1240 
MELBOURNE, FLORIDA 32901 
TELEPHONE (305) 724-1111 
TWX 510-959-6286 
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Calendar 
FEBRUARY 
Second Annual Midwest Data Equipment Exhibit, Feb. 20-
21, Minneapolis. With an expected attendance of 500 users 
and manufacturers, this is an exhibit of interactive termi
nals, data communications equipment, and peripherals. 
Sponsors are seven manufacturer's representatives with of
fices in the Twin Cities. Contact: Clarence K. Peterson, 
Deerland Distributors, Inc., Hennepin Square Bldg., Minne
apolis, MN 55413. 

Fifth Southeastern Conference on Combinatorics, Graph 
Theory, and Computing, Feb. 25-March 1, Boca Raton, 
Fla. This conference is directed toward the applied mathe
matician or mathematical scientist whose work is concerned 
with mathematics having applications in business, industry, 
government, and the social sciences. The purpose of the 
conference is to promote a better understanding of modern 
applied mathematics, combinatorics, and computer science, 
and to acquaint the participants with the various techniques 
and algorithms available. Fee: $95, participants from busi
ness, industry, and government; $50, participants from uni
versities. Contact: Dean of Continuing Education, School 
Service Center, Florida Atlantic Univ., Boca Raton, FL 
33432. 

Course on Basic Systems and Procedures, Feb. 25-March 1 
(New York), April 15,-19 (San Francisco), April 22-26 
(Atlanta), May 13-17 (Houston), June 24-28 (Toronto). 
This American Management Assns. course is for newly as
signed business systems personnel or analysts, newly as
signed business systems managers needing a thorough re
view, and department heads or supervisors who want to 
revise their own internal system or who want to become 
more conversant with systems techniques. Topics include: 
fact-gathering techniques, methods for fact recording, fact 
analysis techniques and documentation, work measurement 
tools, forms design and control, basic PERT techniques, and 
preparation and presentation of systems project reports. 
Fee: $465, members; $535, nonmembers; reduced rates for 
teams Drom compapies. Contact: AMA, 135 W. 50 St., New 
y ork~ NY 10020. 

MARCH 
First Annual International Computer Film Festival, March 7-
9, Olympia, Wash. The purposes of this festival, sponsored 
by Evergreen State College's Dept. of Computer Services 
and the Washington State Arts Commission, are: 1) to pro
vide the first comprehensive forum for many of the comput
er films made in the last decade; 2) to assemble some of the 
major figures in the field, show their work, and suggest 
future directions; and 3) to bring this technological/ crea
tive interface to the public's awareness. Seminars will be 
offered during the daytime, with films shown at night (on 
the first night, educational films; on the second, artistic; on 
the third, technical and scientific). No fee. Contact: Rich
ard Speer, Dept. of Computer Services, Evergreen State 
College, Olympia, WA 98505. 

Annual Data Processing Symposium, March 27-29, Los An
geles. The Continuing Education in Engineering and Math
ematics program of the UCLA Univ. Extension, in coopera
tion with Informatics, Inc., is presenting this symposium on 
the theme "Information Systems and Networks: The New 
World of Information Retrieval." Topics include: the evolu
tion of interactive information systems, data bases, on-line 
information retrieval systems, cost-effectiveness of informa
tion retrieval systems and networks, and information net-

February, 1974 

works in the 1980s. Fee: $50. Contact: Tom Mincer, 
Continuing Education· in Engineering and Mathematics, 
Univ. Extension, UCLA, P.O. Box 24902, Los Angeles, CA 
90024. 

MAY 
1974 National Computer Conference & Exposition, May 6-
10, Chicago. This annual event of AFIPS is expected to 
attract over 35,000 participants and about 300 exhibitors in 
more than 800 booths. Over 100 sessions, emphasizing 
computer productivity as it relates to the user, will be 
organized around 10 major industry applications (commu
nications, health care and biotechnology, education, manu
facturing, distribution, retail, government, finance, industri
al process control, and transportation) and five broad sci
ence and technology areas (computer architecture and 
hardware, software systems, computer networking, informa
tion management, and management acceptance). Fee: $50, 
full conference advance registration, including Proceedings; 
$15, exhibits only (May 6-9); $20, anyone-day program 
and exhibits. Contact: AFIPS Headquarters, 210 Summit 
Ave., Montvale, NJ 07645. 

Eurocomp-European Computing Congress, May 13-17, 
Uxbridge, England. Eurocomp is the first in a series of 
annual computing congresses for users, suppliers, and de
signers of computer systems, organized by Online Computer 
Systems Ltd. and the Business Equipment Trade Assn. 
(BETA) in cooperation with the British Computer Society. 
Aiming to be the European equivalent of the NCC, it will have 
an integrated program of conference sessions, industry pre
sentations, and exhibits. The theme will alternate each year 

. between business/ commercial and scientific/ engineering 
applications; this year's theme will be commercial comput
ing. Fee: £68; after March 30, add £10. Contact: Sylvia 
Wall, Online, BruneI Univ., Uxbridge, Middlesex, England. 

Sixth Australian Computer Conference, May 20-24, Sydney, 
Australia. Papers will be presented on major aspects of com
puting activity, with emphasis on computing applications. 
Keynote speakers will examine such topics as: the impact of 
computers on the quality of life, management systems, 
trends in large-scale software developments, satellites and 
computer networks, computers and the law, computers in 
medicine, growth prospects for an Australian computer in
dustry, and projections of Australian manpower needs for 
the computer industry. There will also be panel discussions, 
seminars, workshops, and an exhibition of computers and 
allied equipment. Fee, including Proceedings: $55; after 
Feb. 28, add $10. Contact: Australian Computer Society, 
Inc., Box N 250 Grosvenor St. Post Office, Sydney, N.S.W. 
2000, Australia. 

JULY 
APL Summer Institute, July 8-26, Binghamton, N.Y. The 
State Univ. of New York at Binghamton Computer Center 
offers this national summer institute on various aspects of 
APL. The first week's session is on Elementary APL. Fee: 
$300. The second week, on APL packages, reviews necessary 
theory, and on different days treats the use of APL in 
computer-assisted instruction, statistics, management, nu
merical analysis, graphics, and plotting. Fee: $250; separate 
fees for individual sessions. The third week, Advanced APL, 

discusses topics such as teaching APL, producing complete 
program packages, style, debugging, and facilities like files 
and shared variables. Fee: $300; separate fees for individual 
sessions. Contact: Anne Kellerman, Computer Center, 
sUNY-Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901. 
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Attention: DOS Users 
With1to8 

Remote Locations. 
The Paradyne PIX is 

the perfect RJE System for you! 

PIX offers you the capability 
to do remote processing via 
standard IBM peripherals, 
using standard local software. 
No expensive front ends, no 
modems, no increase in core, 
no system upgrade, no 
lengthy reprogramming 
effort, no new and complex 
programming disciplines. 
Just a simple, straight
forward way to handle your 
remote processing 
requirements. 

PIX gives you true full duplex 
transmission, the highest 
speed dial-up transmission, . 

and data compression -all 
providing INCREASED 
SYSTEM THROUGHPUT 
and AMAZING COST 
SAVINGS! 

And one more big plus
direct factory service support 
from 16 strategic locations 
across the country, everyone 
with direct access to 
Paradyne's unique 
Computerized Diagnostic 
Center. 

Want to know what we can 
do for your remote 
applications? Please call or 
write: 

Corporate Headquarters: Paradyne Corporation, 8550 
Ulmerton Road, Largo, Florida 33540 (813) 536-4771 

Marketing Offices Located In: Akron, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, 
Detroit, Largo, Los Angeles, New York, Newark, Philadelphia, 
Pittsburgh, st. Louis, San Antonio, Oakland and 
Washington, D.C. 
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Yourturn to celebrate. 
,Forover three years we've b~en 

producing Matrix Printers, Plotters and 
Printer/Plotters like there's no' 
tomorJow. One after the other. Send ing 
them to hundreds of U.S. companies. 
To 18 countries.To fourcontinents. 

To some places~far from ourservice 
reps""'"7where.anMTBF of 3,300 hours 
isa godsend. , 

TOWQrk with 29 midi and 
mini-computers. 

Shipping them as fastas we could 
make them. 

. And in three years our Matrix units 
have become the industry standard. 

This has put us in a position io do what. 
no one else in the industry can do. 

Tht:mksto plummeting electronic, 
costs.(remember, Matrix has only three 
moving parts) ... and manufacturing. 
processes that have matured ... we are 
making the price of our plotters and 

printer/plotters more competitive than 
any comparable units. 

Starting.at only $5,100 for the 
Model 200 Plotter. 

Consider the price. And considerthat 
these are no ordinary output devices. . 

. . . 
Profile of the "standard of the industry." 

Matrix units have the highest 
reliability in the business. 

A yearly maintenance coritract 
50% less than anyone else's~ 

A warranty for parts and labor 
four. times longer than anyone else's. 
(One year vs. 90 days.). . .. 
. Unbeatable price/ performance ratios . 

in 8V2, l1, and 20-inch-wide 
Matrix units. . . ' 

More proven controllers and more 
powerful software. 

And better paper-handling capabilities 
than anyone else's. Matrix units alone 
use our MEWTtmwriting-atrue 
electrostatic writing technique with 

outstanding legibility. 
A choice of resolutions--.;;.,up to 160 

points per inch. No one comes close 
to that. 

No wonderth.at everybody in the .' 
electrostatic business uses us as the. 
standard ofcomparison. 

SO.ceJebratewith us. Our success 
affects you right where it feels best ... 
in the pocketbOOK. .' , 

This good news is brought to you 
by Versatec. Electrost':ltic speCialists 
with the broadest line of electrostatic 
devices anywhere. Leading the silent 
generation., .', 

Versatec Inc., 10100 Bubb Road, 
Cupertino,. California 95014 
(408) 257-9900 ' .. 

YVER8ATEC 

. . . . - . 

After three yean, Matrix is still the illdustry standard. 
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The Data Media Cabinet. Since 1956 when 
Tab introduced it, this revolutionary cabinet 
has quietly become a computer room word 
in media storage. With its broad selection 
of shelves, inserts, racks and rollout trays, 
it has readily and easily adapted to 
providesafe storage for 80 and 96 column 
cards, microfilm rolls and cartridges, fiche, 
mag tapes, disc packs (2315, 1316,2316, 
3336, 5440),. printouts,· manuals,binders, 
forms in cartons; even the department coffee 



What makes these new 
electronic calul1ators better? -Burro~ s expenence. 

Our new line of electronic display and printing 
calculators reflect Burroughs years of experience in 
providing innovative business machines for handling 
your data. 

Designed, engineered, manufactured and serviced 
by Burroughs, these new calculators offer-advanced 
features like: a Percent Equals Key that simplifies 
discount and tax calculations ... a Superspeed Key
board with two key roll-over to accommodate the 
fastest operators ... the Burroughs Panaplex™ dis
play for fast, accurate transcriptions. Plus automatic 
square root ... keyboard buffering ... computing 
capacities up to 28 digits ... and independent stor
age memories with separate control keys, to name 
just a few more. 

And like our computers, these new calculators 
incorporate the latest electronic technology to provide 
fast, dependable operation. 

In addition, they feature built-in ease of 
maintenance. Internal design· includes special 
electronic check-points that speed diagnostics. 
Modular construction permits snap-out/snap
in rep3:irs-right in your own office. Mainte
nance is performed by Burroughs highly trained 
Field Engineers-from over 2000 locations 
worldwide. 

Burroughs experience makes these new cal
culators worth more now, and. worth more at 
trade-in time. For complete details, call our 
local office. 

Burroughs 
World Headquarters. 
Burroughs Place. Detroit. Mich. 4,8232 
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:~~ LOOK AI-EAD rX~ 
~ NETWORK SINKING UNDER BUREAUCRATIC WAVES 

That big Agriculture Dept./GSA information network (November 1973, 
p. 120) looks like it's sinking beneath the bureaucratic waves. Last 
March, the Ag had 50 systems designers and related specialists working 
on the project. Last month, only one was left -- Bob Head, assistant 
director of the agency's office of information services -- and we hear 
that he will be looking for a job shortly. The troops out in the 
field allegedly don't want the system implemented because it would 
centralize responsibilities that are now dispersed. 

An rfp, due to be released the first of this month, probably won't 
be. A GSA source believes the delay will amount to "only a few days," 
but another fully knowledgeable observer is willing to bet there will 
be substantial slippage. If Agriculture pulls out, "the specs will 
have to be rewritten completely, and that's going to take weeks." 

The system encompasses five to nine large-scale processors dedicated 
to dp, and a sophisticated nationwide packet-switched communications 
network that would service several thousand terminals through 16 
regional concentrators, eight switching concentrators, and a network 
control center. 

USERS STILL RELUCTANT TO LOCK ONTO LEASES 
IBM rental customers aren't switching in droves to fixed- and extended
term leases, even though the company has suspended penalties for 
breaking them. A recent poll by this magazine of 119 IBM customers 
found only 22 planned this year to convert from rental to take advan
tage of free overtime use and other discounts offered with the longer
term leases. Another 22 already were on the longer-term plans, and 
seven were thinking about changing. But the remaining 68 weren't 
contemplating any change this year, possibly out of fear that IBM 
might succeed in overturning Judge Christensen's ruling against the 
penalties last September in the Telex judgment .. 

IBM NOTWITHSTANDING, NRMA STILL LIKES OPTICAL 
A move on the part of the National Retail Merchants' Assn. toward 
adoption of optical technology as the standard product marking means 
for retail point-of-sale systems came in for criticism at the NRMA 
convention in New York last month. But the NRMA doesn't seem to have 
been diverted from its course. "We still tend to favor OCR," said 
Hans Rubner of Montgomery Ward, chairman of NRMA's Merchandise Iden
tification Task Force. "The next question is what font." The NRMA 
committee has turned over its review of various marking technologies 
and its reasons for recommending optic to a Manufacturers' Liaison 
Committee of the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers' Assn. 
(CBEMA), composed of representatives of firms who make the equipment 
used in point-of-sale systems. This committee has been asked to 
consider possible fonts, and the next step, says Rubner, will be 
"interplay" between them and us. Some criticism of the optical 
direction at the New York convention was based on the fact that IBM 
has not adopted this technology in its POS line. Said Rubner, "we 
knew that before we decided optical was the way to go." 

WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD? 
Ross Perot might not want to try it but tiny Infonational, Inc. of 
San Diego was willing. It's facilities management for Equity Funding. 
The San Diego firm isn't taking over operation of one of the most 
widely publicized data processing services in the world without some 
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special concerns, but these concerns evidently are outweighed by 
favorable expectations. "We're walking in and taking over and 
immediately we're behind in terms of control," said Infonational's 
president, Gary McMullen. "New management (Equity is operating under 
Chapter X proceedings with court appointed officers) has been very 
understanding. Problems have been identified but not corrected and 
control is not 100% my responsibility." 

Infonational had a 256K 360/40 in its Los Angeles data center, and 
Equity had the same in its center in Century City. "One machine can 
do all the work," said McMullen, so one will go back and the combined 
work of Equity and the Infonational center will be handled from 
Century City. Infonational has employed some 30 former Equity dp 
employees, mostly in keypunch and operations. 

INSTANT BILLiNG BY THE METER MAN 
One of these days the meter man, carrying a 10-pound computer-based 
device, will read your water, gas, or electric light meter, punch in 
the data, and print out the bill, leaving it under your door. Utility 
executives, worried about rising postage rates, were understood to be 
excited over the "Port-a-Biller," shown to them at a gathering in 
New Orleans by Bell & Howell's Electronics and Instruments Group, 
which hopes, to field test the device before midyear. 

With a 3K Intel microprocessor and touchtone pad, the battery
powered device holds 50 blank bills, calculates the amount due after 
the meter reading is punched into it, and then prints it out in OCR-A 
font. Bell & Howell next month will introduce an OCR reader and MICR 
printing system to process customer remittances under the Port-a
Biller system. 

ENTREPRENEUR'S DREAM COME TRUE 
Some technologically-advanced and cheaply manufacturable products can 
be anticipated. A 20-man R&D outfit in Riverton, Wyo., LRC, Inc., 
has sold its first product, an impact type matrix printer that has a 
"substantially higher performance than any other serial printer on 
the market." Like an entrepreneur's dream come true, the company 
stands to get up to $4.7 million for the printer. It's already 
received $1 million from Texas Instruments which acquired exclusive 
rights to it. LRC, started by Ray Larsen when UCC moved its Datel 
Communications terminal manufacturing operation from Riverton to 
Dallas, has a second product near completion that "is going to make 
more money for us than the first one." 

Larsen, a wild, red-headed inventor who looks every inch the part, 
also has a memory device in the pipeline. But it's the recent 
addition to the staff of Nick Kondur that made the matrix printer a 
marketable product. Kondur was research director for Victor Compto
meter"and was able to apply his expertise in manufacturing and 
packaging. In case you're wondering, LRC stands for Longitudinal 
Redundancy Check, an aviation term. 

SHUGART DEVELOPING A $3K PRINTER 
Shugart Associates, the Sunnyvale, Calif., manufacturer staffed by 
many former Memorex people, is about to announce a product other than 
a floppy disc system. It's a 100 to 300-lpm printer that will compete 
with similar offerings from Centronics, Data Products, Data Printer, 
and others. The Shugart printer design team, headed by ex-IBMer 
Albert Chou, is reportedly planning to offer a device with a greatly 
reduced number of moving parts, priced at roughly $3K in unit 

(Continued on page 133) 



And join the thundering herd to 
Inforex's new key-to-disc System 1303. 

Like you, most computer users 
have stacks and stacks of data to process. 
So they need a data preparation system 
that's big in throughput, big in editing, and 
big in communications. 

That's why so many companies 
are changing to the new Inforex 1303. 

Now, Inforex System 1303 offers 
improved key-to-disc data entry. With ca
pabilities like: advanced applications ori
ented editing and cross footing. Eight 
levels of program control with, up to 1000 

~ bytes of blocking. Bi-synchronous commu
nications from 300 to 9600 baud for local 
and remote installations. .Line and serial 
printers. And a 2400-foot, 45 inches per 
second, tape drive, in standard densities, 
for direct computer processing. 

System 1303 thrives on any diet. 
A proven price performer for: payroll, 
receivables and payables, order entry, 
inventory control, and more. 

Choose Inforex. We're your an
swer. Concurrent data entry and verifi
cation plus CRT display on System 1303 
make sure your computer is getting the 
right input. There are other enhancements 
like eight levels of reformatting, virtual 
program control, automatic batch trans
fer and complete operator statistics, includ
ing keystrokes. So you can be assured that 
each job has been efficiently prepared for 
final computer processing. In addition, file 

search and update in place on both disc and 
tape continue to be an Inforex exclusive. 

Maybe that's why so many com
panies all over the world have chosen 
Inforex. For a demonstration, call us. We're 
the high performance feed company for 
your computers. Offices in major cities 
throughout the United States, Canada, 
and Europe. Distributors worldwide. 
Inforex, Inc., 21 North Avenue, Burlington,' 
Massachusetts 01803. 

";\'INFOREXI 
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Computer Hardware Inc. has a painless cure 
for overworked 1130 systems 
Add a disc storage system with 20 times the' capacity and 
more than 12 times the speed of the integral disc drive in 
your 1130. Our CHI-1114 disc storage system has 
a capacity of 10.24M words and can be expanded 
to 20.48M words by adding a second disc drive. 
No software modifications are required to install 
a Computer Hardware Inc. disc storage system. 

Add a line printer that plugs right into your 1130 
and turns out a steady 600 lines per minute. The 
CHI-1103 line printer uses your existing software 
without modification and provides easy, front-panel 
access for paper and ribbon changing and all op
erator controls. 

Add core at half of IBM's cost. Add 
a big chunk of core. As much as 65K, 
by plugging right into the CPU with 
the option of accelerating your ma
chine to 2.2 p..sec. And when you add 

CHI core, your 1130 DM2 programs need no modification. 
There's a lot more add~on capability at Computer Hard

ware Inc. Write today for complete information on 
all our 1130-compatible products to extend the 
life and value of your original CPU investment. (If 
you now have an 1800 system, say so-we'll tell' 
you what we have in that department.) 

Don't wait ... cure your overworked 1130 sys
tem with peripherals from Computer Hardware Inc. 

XCHI· 
COMPUTER· 
HARDVVARE INC. 
CHI Field Offices: New York, NY (212)759-8885; 
Oak Brook, IL (312) 986-0141; Fullerton, CA (714) 
871-2030; Tacoma, WA (206) 473-0505; Houston, TX 
(713) 665-7741; Anchorage, AK (907) 272-7074 

Add-on peripherals from Computer Hardware Inc. 
P.o. Box 4496, Sacramento, California 95825, (916) 481-7723 
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Peripheral vision. 

From the beginning, we 
have preferred concentration to 
diversification. We don't supply 

.. everything that attaches to 
your computer. But the things 

. we do supply are the best. 
What do we supply? 
Drum plotters. We're the 

world's leading supplier of 
both hardware and software. 

Flatbed plotters. Several 
years ago, we saw a need and 
an opportunity to expand the 
plotter's uses. The flatbed 
plotter allows a variety of 
materials to be substituted for 
paper, and it has expanded the 

24 

market for computer graphics, 
as well. 

Microfilm plotters. Here, 
we got bigger by getting 
smaller. With microfilm. Our 
1675 COM plotter/printer and 
our 2100 COM printer deliver 
the best price/performance in 
the industry. 

Disk memory equipment. 
This was our second area of 
concentration. In a remarkably 
short time, we have become the 
leading independent supplier. 

Tape systems. We've 
recently begun to concentrate 
on tape. The result is that 
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our new 1040 Thpe Drive 
combines the features of 
others with our own 
experience. We intend to be a 
leader in this field. 

The point is we have not 
grown by accident. Thirteen 
years after our beginning, we 
have become a leader in 
computer peripherals. 

For information on 
peripheral products, call your 
local Cal Comp office, or contact 
California Computer Products, 
Inc., DM-M2-74, 2411 West La 
Palma Avenue, Anaheim, 
California 92801 (714) 821-2011 
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Keypunch Work Station includes 
Keypunch Desk, Cousti-Cover sound 

dampening enclosure, card rack, 
posture chair and footrest. 

Microform Work Station uses Optimedia 
Reference Stand, Posture Chair, 
Footrest and Card Tray. Optimedia 
Reference Stands are available in a 
variety of colors with woodgrain or 
off-white plastic-laminate tops. 

data entry and terminal 

Printer Terminal Work 

. work stations· 
You can improve the productivity of your data entry and terminal 

operators. Wright Line's specialized equipment used with operating 
devices creates highly efficient operator work stations. These 
planned work environments combine adequate work surface, 

proper viewing and keyboard heights, storage space, non-fatigue 
posture seating, and enclosures with cable access for 

machine accessories such as data phones and modems. 

Station with Optimedia Printer 
Stands and Posture Chair. 
Optimedia Printer Stand has bin 
and cut-out top for feeding 
continuous forms and basket 
for collection of forms. 

Complete information including typical 
work station environments for all types 
of data entry devices, CRT terminals, 
printer terminals and microform 
readers are shown in our new color 
brochure. For a copy circle the readers' 
service number or write direct to 

Wright Line, Division of Barry Wright 
Corporation, 160 Gold Star Boulevard, 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606. 

Typical CRT Terminal Work Station uses Optimedia Reference Stand 
with two drawer pedestal, Wright Line Posture Chair, Footrest and 
Reference Manual Stand. Optimedia Reference Stands are available 
in' several sizes and heights with or without drawer pedestals. 
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When you need 3M's help, 
we'll call out the whole clan. 
When you use "Scotch" computer tapes and disk packs, 
you get the combined skill and dedication of more than 
1000 special people. The 3M Clan. People who have 
h~d the industry with innovations in computer media 
technology, starting with the development of the 
first computer tape in 1953. A clan which stands behind 
its products with orie of the largest and most extensive 
groups of technical sales representatives in computer 
People who thrive on assisting. People who will go 
to any length to solve a customer's problem. The Data 
Recording Products Division of 3M. A proud clan. 

"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Company. 
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Letters 
Uninvolved 
I was entertained and enlightened by 
Phil Hirsch's article about the old in
ventor, Vernon M. Bugg, and his pro
longed tribulations with IBM, in the 
December issue (p. 100). And while 
the account of, and reasons for, Bugg's 
$120 million antitrust suit against that 
company and AT&T are all quite fasci
nating, there appeared in the piece an 
interpretive comment that was not ac
curate. 

Referring to Mr. Bugg's suit to re
cover damages for the alleged confisca
tion of his teletype inventions, the 
writer says: " ... Rodgers, author of 
the widely-praised history of IBM called 
Think, has seen the rest of the docu
mentation and is helping Bugg prose
cute his case." 

I have no involvement at all in the 
prosecution of this bizarre but, in my 
judgment, thoroughly justified damage 
suit. The Washington law firm engaged 
by Mr. Bugg is taking care of that. I 
never met Vernon Bugg until after the 
publication of my book about Thomas 
J. Watson and his life and times at 
IBM. If I had, I would surely have 
devoted a chapter to his close and his
toric association with Watson in the 
critical years of the company's phe
nomenal development. Bugg is a re
source for a writer and is one of those 
overlooked personages who ought not 
to be lost to industrial history. I have 
some plans to write about him but 
none to "help" prosecute his case. 
That's quite out of my league and be
yond the range of professional interest. 
Nevertheless, I hope he wins his case in 
the courts. Between IBM and AT&T, 
according to strong evidence I have 
seen, the giants suppressed his inven
tions and kept. competition from enter
ing the teletype field for 40 years. For 
this, Bugg deserves full redress from 
them, late as it is. 
WILLIAM RODGERS 
Centreville, Maryland 

Ludicrous linguistics 
In his stimulating discussion of the 
COME FROM statement, Mr. Clark over
looked the question of what would 
happen if two or more COME FROM 
statements tried to transfer control 
from the same statement. The obvious 
answer is that the system would enter 
multitasking mode and generate a new 
task for each extra COME FROM. This 
would be a painless way of introducing 
multitasking into FORTRAN. 

Suppose, for example, that a pro
grammer was using a system with mul
tiple cpu's and wished to execute two 
subroutines, A and B, in parallel. The 
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following program would do so: 
10 CONTINUE 

COME FROM 10 
CALLA 
STOP, 
COME FROM 10 
CALLB 
STOP 

I hope Mr. Clark further contributes 
to programming linguistics by explor
ing the inherent potential of the GO 
AWAY and GET LOST statements. 
JOHNF. SOWA 
IBM 
Yorktown Heights, New York 

Mr. Clark's article is a beautiful spoof. 
His factoral algorithm, in particular, 
really captures the imagination. If we 
proceed in this fashion, someday we 
may write some no-programs which 
will require no effort at all to document 
and read. 
ANTHONY AMORT 
Senior Programmer Analyst 
Eaton Corp. 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Can it be possible that author R. Law
rence, Clark is unable to squarely face 
his readers after writing, "A Linguistic 
Contribution to GOTo-less Program
ming," (Dec., p. 62), hence a side 
view of his face? 

Where I "come from," we call it a 
"put on." 
ALICE FENYES 
Bankers Trust Co. 
New York, New York 

How not to manage 
Professor Beer's efforts at economic 
cybernetics in Chile under the Allende 
government provide a classic example 
of how not to manage a mechanization 
conversion (Dec., p. 125). By neglect
ing factors outside the scope of the 
system (in the "world system") and by 
ignoring opposition from within (in 
the "distribution subsystem"), Beer 
and his erstwhile employer insured 
their own failure. 

These are items that 'every analyst 
must know and recognize before he 
can manage a conversion. One simply 
cannot ignore the "real world" (in this 
case, literally) in which a system must 
function, but sometimes the size and 
scope of our systems and our· infatua
tion with the ultim'ate goals cause even 
the best of us to lose this· perspective. 
A ruined national economy and a vio
lent revolution are the price that was 
paid in this case. Textbook writers 
should not allow future analysts to for
get this tragic example. 
ERIC R. ZIEMER 
Systems Analyst 
Illinois Bell Telephone Co. 

Frequent phalluses 
Mr, Callahan, ("Who Is Qualified," 
Dec., p. 170), has been infected by 
one of the most frequent (though less 
publicized) fallacies of this and other 
industries-that the professional appli
cant is and should be a male. The 
article contains 12 references to the 
professional "man," as well as a gener
ous sprinkling of the masculine pro
nouns. As the author himself says: 
"This unfortunate situation (the arti
ficial shortage of personnel) is not go
ing to change 'until managers begin to 
challenge, examine, and correct these 
false assumptions in their hiring prac
tices." 
PAM MCPHERSON 
Systems Analyst 
Southeastern Massachusetts Univ. 
North partmouth, Massachusetts 

Structured programming 
So now it's structured programming 
and chief programmer teams that will 
clear up all the troubles and make mas
ter programmers of all us clods. Par
don me while I yawn; I've been here so 
many times. 

What do we have that's new? Write 
in small modules, with one entry and 
one exit point. That's the way good 
closed subroutines have been written 
ever since Maurice Wilkes taught us 
how to use them 20· years ago. Indent 
the various levels of logic; that has 
been around a long time. Avoid 
GOTO'S; in well-written code, few are 

needed. Just about everything I see in 
this new amazing concept was advo
cated sorpe 15 years ago by Charles L. 
Baker at Rand. . 

I object to the implications in the 
articles. Already I have been asked 
"Do you teach structured program
ming at your university?" Well, no; 
we're trying to teach computing, which 
is a very broad subject, and program
ming is its smallest part. The writing of 
computer instructions, in whatever 
language, is a necessary thing, but far 
removed from the main problem, 
which is to get the desired solution 
organized in a logical and testable 
form. There is a strong implication 
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Sykes 
winsl 

Sykes was selected by more 
companies planning to buy mag
netic tape cassette systems 
this year than any other brand, 
according to three different 
brand preference surveys con
ducted by leading computer 
p'ublications. 
This strong market acceptance 
has come from our developing a 
system in response to your 
needs. The Sykes Compu/Cord
er excells as follows: 

• Searches bi-directionally at 
120 ips. 

• Packs 1000 bpi's. 
• Reads and writes at up to 

12,000 bps. 
• Restores synch on a single 

character. 
• Reliable to 108• 
• loads a 4K program in 

7 seconds. 
• Carries 78% more data per 

cassette. 
• Available with interfaces and 

software for most mini
computers. 

And more which you'll find in the 
I brochure we have for you when 
you write us. 
Let Sykes help you win too! 

IUIII 
SYKES oATATRoNICS INC. ® 
375 ORCHARD STREET 

RoCHESTER.NEW YORK 14606 
(716)-458-8000 TELEX 97-8326 
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letters __ _ 
that Utopia has arrived; that, by fol
lowing some simple mechanical rules, 
all our computing problems will go 
away. Sorry, fellows, but I can't buy it. 
Every single advance in software (as
semblers, compilers, subrouting, modu
lar programming, flowcharting) has 
been introduced with exactly the same 
claims. Each such advance (and the 
totality of structured programming 
may well be one) adds to our bag of 
tricks. And none of them contributes 
very much to the real underlying prob-

_ lem, which is clear thinking in the area 
of problem solving. 
FRED GRUENBERGER 
California State Univ. 
Northridge, California 

It is with some irony, no doubt, that 
your headline in the December issue 
speaks of "revolution in program
ming." Evidently, putting a sophisti
cated tag on a simplistic idea is sup
posed to cause a shock. Why "struc
tured" programming? Who can possi
bly support the contrary: program-
ming without structure? . 

It is interesting to note that the con
cept really refers only to procedural 
coding: Nothing at all is mentioned 
either about data references or inter
rupt handling. If "structured" pro
gramming is a manner of "organizing 
and coding programs that makes the 
programs easily understood and modi
fied" then it is not much more than a 
platitude, like urging "good and use
ful" documentation. 
DAVID SCHECHTER 
Arthur Young & Co. 
New York, New York 

Congratulations on the excellent arti
cles on the coming revolution in pro
gramming by Dan McCracken, et al. 
At the U.S. Bureau of the Census, we 
have studied and experimented with 
structured programming for several 
months and began teaching it to our 
programmers on Nov. 5, 1973. In a 
recent survey of over 300 program
mers this course was requested more 
than any other. 

Anyone for founding a new industry
wide Special Interest Group for the 
Generation and Advancement of Stru~ 
tured Programming (SIG/GASP)? 
PAUL D. OYER 
U.S. Bureau of the C'ensus 
Washington, D.C. 

Clean and tidy 
This letter is being written in response 
to Dan McCracken's invitation at the 
end of his overview of structured pro-

gramming. While I cannot clarify the 
history of structured programming, I 
have a suggestion on how to provide 
structuring facilities in languages .(not
ably FORTRAN) which are not inherent
ly capable of such techniques. 

Consider an analogy between ma
chine language and higher level lan
guages. Most machines still require 
branch or jump-type instructions to 
implement control flow. Higher level 
languages mask these nasty features by 
providing constructs (such as CASE, IF
THEN-ELSE, etc.) which the program
mer can use instead. The compilers still 
generate the machine-code branches, 
but they are removed from the realm 
of the programmer. 

Now look at FORTRAN as an inter
mediate language: one which has good 
facilities for assignments, input! out
put, etc., but one which reverts to the 
lower level branching operations, speci
fied explicitly by the programmer. 
Since it is virtually impossible to ex
tend FORTRAN at this -late date, what I 
am suggesting is to provide a program 
(pre-compiler, if you will) which 
would generate FORTRAN GOTO state
ments where required, much as other 
compilers generate machine-code 
jumps. 

Most FORTRAN shops already have a 
FORTRAN pre-processing program 
(known variously as TIDY, CLEAN or 
some other such name). This program 
was written to clean up FORTRAN 
source programs. It primarily renum
bers statements to make the programs 
easier.to read. Many versions can also 
translate manufacturers' extensions to 
standard ANSI and indent Do-loops (as 
suggested by McCracken and hosts of 
others). My suggestion is to add a few 
"macro" facilities to these programs. 

Suppose that we introduce some 
AL90L-68 type control statements into 
the TIDy-aCceptable source programs. 
To simplify recognition by both TIDY 
and programmers, use some special 
character to flag these keywords 
(i.e.,#) . 

Now, as TIDY is performing its 
passes over the source, let it generate 
any and all GOTO (and CONTINUE) 
statements necessary to reflect the de
sired structure in terms of valid ANSI 
FORTRAN constructs. As it does so, it 
would make comments out of the orig-

-inal structuring statements. The result
ing programs would be standard ANSI 
FORTRAN (and thus would not require 
any extensions of any existing FOR
TRAN compiler). It should be noted 
that these techniques are fairly simple 
and almost any shop with TIDY should 
be able to add the required code. 
RONALD HOCHSPRUNG 
Northwestern Univ. Medical School 
Chicago, Illinois 0 
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We Get Along With Everyone 
INCOTERM® SPD® 900 Remote Batch Ter

minal Systems are compatible' with practically 
every major terminal ... whether batch or in
teractive. This fanciful keyboard illustrates the 
point. 

INCOTERM Sales Offices: 

Not fanciful, however, is INCOTERM ver
satility. You can select 2780, 3780, and 2740, 
360/20 and 2265, 1004 and Uniscope 100, 200 
User Terminal and Series 710. Interface with'a 
combination of service bureaus and CPU's. 

Read cards at 150 or 300 cpm. Print at'200 
or, 400 Ipm. Communicate at rates from 1200 to 

- 4800 baud. Store up to 500,000 bytes on the 
optional SPD Diskette. . 

Use the SPD 900 for remote batch proc
essing ... and for order entry" remote job 
entry, file inquiry., 

Call or write: 

CORPORAT/ON 
6 Str~thmore Road. Natick, Massac,tlusetts 01760 • (617) 655-6100 

Atlanta (404) 289-4230 • Boston (617) 655-6100 • Chicago (312) 593-2230 • Dallas (214) 634~2600 • Los Angeles (213) 640-0328 
New York (212)541-5780 • Orlando (305) 894-2605 • San Francisco (415)697-3643 • Seattle (206) 682-7597 • Washington,D.C.(703)524-8610 
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When we added a buffer 
to the Model 33, .. 

we turned a workhorse 
into a 120 cps racehorse. 
We've stretched the capabil ities of the Model 33 

data terminal by integrating it with a 120 cps 
magnetic tape cassette buffer. 

So you get the lowest cost 1200 baud terminal, 
the flexibility of both paper and magnetic tape and 
the reliability of the good old 33. 

The high speed of the unit reduces telephone 
charges, or use ofWATS lines. 

The ASR tape capability lets you set up format 
control on paper tape for multiple tran?action type 
appl ications. The cassettes perform data storage 
and transmission functions. 

Some other goodies: three line speeds-10, 30 
and 120 cps; data search and back spacing 
capability; $108 per month for the KSR model, 
$121 for the ASR. . 

Our new 33 plus cassette buffer brings our 

product line up to 74 terminal models with 202 
options. This means you can solve your various 
terminal problems in a variety of ways .. 

If you use more than one terminal, you can mix 
different terminals- each matched to the specific 

. requirements of each location in your system. Our 
systems planning experts will help you make the 
optimum choice. 

And then we support your system with our unique 
maintenance program, Termicare~ 

If you would like more information about our 33 
plus buffer, or about any of the 276 ways we can 

meet your needs, please contact me. 
Z. V. Zakarian, Western Union Data 

Service Company, 16 McKee Drive, 
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. 
800-631-7050 (N.J. 201-529-1170). 

"But it's available at 
workhorse prices. As low 

as $108 a month~' 
z. V. Zakarian. 

!!:!!! data SE!rv1Ce5 compan!::l 
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Price Winner· 
The Dorapoint 1100, the new Intelligent 

Terminal from Datapoint Corporation, is a 
winner in the toughest competition: price and 
performance. Incorporating basic features of 
the well established Dorapoint 2200, the 1100 
delivers an intelligent data entry capability 
you can tailor closely to the immediate worl~ 
needs of your field offices and then upgrade 
easily and economically as these needs 
enlarge. 

First, compare the 1100's basic operating 
features with competitive systems and you 
willl~now why it's the Performance Winner. 
Available with 4K or 8K of random access 
1600 nanosecond memory, the 1100 offers a 
12x80 video display, a full ASCIII~eyboord for 
direct data entry, dual tape cassette units and 
a fully programmable internal computer. The 
1100 comes with a complete Cassette Tape 
Operating System and other proven operating 
software. inciudingDATAFORMIi. a unique 
dora entry language,- and emulator pacl~ages 
for communicating with all major main frame 
computers. And when it comes to price. the 
1100 wins hands down at $138 per. month on 
a 36 month lease. 

Next, consider your expansion needs. 
Should your worl~ requirements ever surpass 

Performance Winner' 
the 1100's limits, you can painlessly upgrade 
your field offices to the widely used Datapoint 
2200 Terminal Processor, and beyond that to 
the Datapoint 5500 Bemote Processor. To 
upgrade to either of these units, no software 
revision or systems reworl~ing is necessary. All 
you need do is pull the plug on the 1100. put 
it in for another. No other computer 
manufacturer can now offer such a family of 
upward compatible dispersed processors. 

If you are currently initiating. or want to 
upgrade, your company's dispersed data 
processing capability, why settle for anything 
less than the Winner. For more information 
on the Datapoint 1100 and on the 2200 and 
5500 systems, write or call the sales office 
nearest you or contact Datapoint Corporation, 
Attn: Marl~eting Department, 9725 Datapoint 
Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78284 (512) 
696-4520. 

1100 2200 

Dispersed Data Processing The Datapoint Way 

5500 

Home Office: 9725 Datapoint Drive/San Antonio. Texas 78284/(51-2) 696-4520· Direct Sales Offices: Atlanta/(404) 458-6423· Boston/(617) 890-0440· Chicago/(312) 671-5310 
- • Cincinnati/(513) 421-6122· Cleveland/(216) 921-9200· Dallas/(214) 630-1342· Detroitl(313) 557-6092· Greensboro/(919) 299-8401· Houston/(713) 688-5791 

• Los Angeles/(213) 645-5400· Minneapolis/(612) 854-4054· New York/(212) 759-4656· Philadelphia/(215) 643-5767· Phoenix/(602) 265-3909· Pittsburgh/(412) 931-3663 
, • San Francisco/(415) 968-7020· Seattle/(206) 455-2044· Washington D.C./(703) 790-0555 
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Our new RDS-500minicomputer ... a real hero 
for half the cost ofamere mortal. 

Any minicomputer will cost you. 
Including Durnew Supermin. 

, ... ButSupermin-ourRDS-500- ' 
takes justabout thesmallest bite 
in the business: about half of our 
rnajor competitor's. 

, And our mini marvel gives you 
maxi features that include: 
9ysten1cha~acteristics you'd 
e><pecttofi l1don lyon big 
r,nachines.Multi-portmemory 
syst~rnforgreaterl/O bandwidth 

,.~. hig~speedfloating~point 
arithmetic ... Bgen~ralpu rpose 

. :,CPUregisters •. ·~100 nanosecond 
" "'CPUclocktime 

PowerfulsoftV\fare like Real~ 
Time FORTRAN, COBOL, . 

\ Multiprogramming,HPG,' RJE 

The NEST - real-time process I/O 
interface between our RDS-500 
Supermin andyour plant auto
mation digital and analog 
controls 
An international service organ
izationof 2500 members 
Lease and rental plans to fit 
your budget. 

The dramatic RDS-500 Super
mindetails are available right 
now. Just duck into the nearest 
telephone booth,orsendus a 
postcard. (And as you do, 
remember: 25 years ago, we 
thrilled the world with our 
Hurricane Computer. Today we 
celebrate a quarter of a century 
in computers with ... Superm in!) 

Raytheon Data Systems, 
1415 Boston.;ProvidenceTurn
pike, Norwood, Mass. 02062. 
(617)762-6700. TWX: 710-336-
0646·.Telex: 92-440B. Att: Bill 
Karavatos. Raytheon (mini
computer, programmable 
terminal, and microwave radio 
systems. They make it easier for 
yourdata to work harder. 

··>RAYTHEON DATA SYSTEMS 
,. 

,. An equal~6pp()rtunity employer. Chailenging positions open; 





INTRODUCING 
THE ·INTELLIGENT WAY TO DO 

LARGE SCALE REMOTE JOB ENTRY. 

Corporate Offices: Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 (313) 971-0900. District Sales Offices: Atlanta (404) 
457-1166· Boston (617) 890-7290· Chicago (312) 986-1833 • Cleveland (216) 831-8625. Dallas (214) 
521-6710· Detroit (313) 355-5770 • Hartford (203) 529-1100 • Houston (713) 688-5224. Indianapolis 
(317) 784-6779 • Los Angeles (213) 640-0120 • New York (212) 371-9050 • Philadelphia (609) 665-1170 
• Pittsburgh (412) 922-3350 • San Francisco (415) 349-6626 • St. Louis (314) 878-0090 • Washington 
(703) 525-7300. Canada: Sycor International Ltd., Toronto (416) 429-0883. Service Centers in 80 cities. 
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It's our intelligent Sycor 340. 
You see, we've given it the 

same large scale remote job entry 
capability as IBM's 2780. Includ
ing a high-speed card reader, 300 
Ipm printer, 2780 compatible 
bi-sync ... the whole package. 

But that's where the simi
larity between the two ends. Our 
Sycor 340 not only costs less, but 
runs circles around the old 2780 
when it comes to intelligence and 
versatility. 

Standard on the Sycor 340 is 
its capability for error-free data 
entry. It's also programmable-so 
you can edit, validate and per-
. form range checks and other 
operations only an intelligent ter-
minal can. Since it already fea
tures a CRT and keyboard , 
console, you don't have to pay for 
them as extras. 

And how's this for versatility: 
you can use the 340 to talk to your 
time-sharing computer using our 
asynchronous communications 
package. 

Or if you need bulk storage, 
you can get an optional IBM
compatible magnetic tape drive. 

What's more, for those loca
tions where you don't need a 300 
Ipm printer, we have 50lpm and 
80 cps models for you to choose 
from. 

To find out more about this 
versatility, economy and 2780 
compatibility in large scale 
remote job entry, call your Sycor 
representative today. 

It's the intelligent 
thing 
to do. 

SYCOR 
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HyType I Reliability, Speed, Print Quality. 
Most of the big names are equipping their systems with 
the Diablo HyType I Serial Printer. Tilese facts tell you why: 
Reliability-Diablo has eliminated more than eO% of the 
moving parts common to most serial printers. replacing 
them with servos which provide trouble-free performance 
with minimum routine pre'Jentative maintenance. Quality 
and speed-HyType prints in clear, crisp easy-to-read type 
at average speeds of 30 characters per second on average 
text, two to five times faster than the most commonly 
used printer of the past. Quiet and economical-HyType 

is quiet, compact and priced to provide designers with the 
ultimate in efficiency ami cost effectiveness. Options 
and accessories-HyType is available with pin feed, split 
platen and forms tractor. You can choose from over a dozen 
type fonts in snap-in character wheels. Multi-strike carbon, 
and two color ribbon cartridges are nvailable. If you are 
investigating mini-computers. terminals, or business data 
processing systems, make sure the serial p(inter provides a 
full measure of high reliability in heavy duty service. 
Demand Diablo HyType I. For complete technical presen
tation write or call Diablo Systems Inc., 24500 Industrial 
Blvd., Hayward, California 94545, (415) 783-3910 

Diablo Systems, Incorporated 
A Xerox Company 
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL UNITS 

Magnetic -Tape Units 

COPE 1200 Series RBT 

REMOTE BATCH TERMINAL SYSTEM 



A better 
communications system. 

No matter what mainframe you're using, 
you can build a better data 
communications system with COPE 
terminals, controllers and peripherals. 

Start at your CPU and add a COPE 
Communications Controller. Choose a 
COPE 4705 to front-end your 360/370. 
It's an enhanced alternate for the IBM 
3705 at lower cost. Or specify our COPE 
65 for full-duplex operation at up to 
50 Kbps to your Univac 1108, CDC 6000 
or IBM 360/370. Both controllers allow 
you to realize the utmost in efficiency 
from your big computer. 

Plus, COPE offers both Teletype and 
CRT consoles for operator 1/0 control 
and a line of industry-compatible 
conversational keyboard terminals. 

When you put it all together, you'll 
find COPE provides the most flexible, 
modular, cost-effective data 
communications system in the industry. 
And backs it up with complete software 
services and full maintenance by an 
expert Field Engineering Department 
with offices conveniently located 
throughout the U.S. and in Canada. 

To find out more about our total 
systems capability, call your nearest 
Harris Communication Systems, Inc., 
office or contact the home office listed 
below. 

Next, for your remote location, there's 
just one choice in remote batch 
terminals-the COPE 1200. Latest in a 
broad line of COPEs, the 1200 provides 
an extremely high rate of throughput 
using ordinary voice-grade telephone or 
Telpak lines. COPE 1200 provides your 
most cost-effective, reliable access to 
your big computer. 

r-----------~--D2l 

TO: Harris Communication Systems, Inc. I 
11262 Indian Trail/P. O. Box 44076 I 
Dallas, Texas 75234 (214) 241-0551 

Then you need to surround your 
COPE terminal with the peripherals that 
will do the best job for your application. 
COPE has card readers from 150 to 
1200 cpm. Line printers from 50 to 1500 
Ipm. Card punches up to 200 cpm. Mag 
tape-7 or 9 track-200, 556, 800 or 
1600 bpi. 

You can choose half- or full-duplex 
communications modems operating on 
voice-grade telephone circuits from 

Please send more information on COPE 
Communication Systems. 

I'm especially interested in your: 

o COPE 4705 0 COPE 1200 Series RBTs 
Communications 
Controller 

o COPE65 
Communications 
Controller 

Name 

Company 

Street 

o COPE 1000 Series 
portable keyboard 
terminals 

o Please Have a 
Salesman Contact Me 

Telephone 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 2 Kbps to 50 Kbps. And from multiple 

communications interfaces: ordinary 
voice-grade lines, co-axial cableor 
Telpak lines. 

City State Zip I L _______________ J 

IJ-flARlFIlIS 
a COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. 

a subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation 
11262 Indian Trail/P.O. Box 44076/Dallas, Texas 75234 (214) 241-0551 

Canada: 1400 Don Mills Road/Don Mills, Ontario (416) 449-8571 
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Cramped for space in your production of computer
generated graphics? Stretch out on the king-size 22-inch 
bed of the new Gould 5100. In fact, the Gould 5100 
gives you the widest plotting capability at the fastest 
speed of any electrostatic unit. With a price/perform
ance ratio superior to every other printer/plotter on 
the market. 

The Gould 5100 has been specifically designed for 
scientific and engineering work where speed is essential, 
and where the ability to print out such materials as 

minute. Direct on-line interfaces are available for IBM 
System/360 and IBM System!370 computers as well 
as for most mini-computers. 

And Gould software is the most efficient and flexible 
available anywhere. In addition to the basic software 
package that emulates the widely accepted Calcomp 
graphics package, specialized engineering, drafting, 
scientific and business graphic software enables your 
computer to efficiently handle the most sophisticated 
computer graphics. 

seismographic charts and A to D r:··:':··'·::·:::·'C?···,(,:,:···:t::···::,:·:""'>",·,·,':·:':(·:·: .. ···'· .. F·7:,,"·'·:·:·:7"':>·':/:;:\·:··"J" Built with traditional Gould 
size drawings is required. 

And it's absolutely loaded 
with features. 22-inch wide 
roll paper. Up to 3 inches 
per second in graphics 
mode. Resolution of 100 
dots per inch horizontally 
and vertically. Superior den
sity of plotter output. 

What's more, the optional 96 
ASCII character set allows the 
Gould 5100 to print 264 characters 
across the page at 1200 lines per 

. quality, and backed by Gould's 
own reliable service, the 

Gould 5100 will greatly . 
expand the efficiency and 

throughput of your pro
duction of computer

generated graphics. Let our 
Pete Highberg or Bill Koepf 

prove it to your satisfaction. Get 
in touch with them now at Gould 

Inc., Dept. D2, Data Systems 
Division, 20 Ossipee Road, 

Newton, Massachusetts 02164. 

The new Gould 5100 
printer/plotter. It lets you 

work out on the biggest bed 
in the business. 

DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION 

-} GOULD 
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Before we deliver a Westinghouse ter-
"minai, its reliability has been con
firmed by a rigorous, 7-day burn-in 
cycle. Each terminal is placed on con
tinuous, operational test at 40°C 
(104°F) to screen out possible circuit 
defects and assure all systems meet 
their performance specifications. 

The result is a terminal you 
can depend on. In fact, 

our MTBF is 

now over 4,500 hours. That spells re
liability whether the application is a 
management information system, co
ordinated production control, batch 
entry system or engineering design 
and testing. 
Besides reliabi lity, the Westinghouse 
1600 provides the user with excep
tional flexi bi Iity thanks to an extensive 
range of features offered as standard 
in the base price. These include both 
synchronous and asynchronous oper
ating modes, eleven switch-selectable 
data rates plus format mode and a full 
selection of edit functions. In addi
tion, a low-cost option -station address 
for polling by computer-can yield 
significant cost reductions by line 
sharing. 
You can be sure ... if it's Westinghouse. 

Want more information? Just call any 
of these representatives. 

WESTON MARKETING 
CORPORATION 
2351 Shady Grove Road 
Rockville, MD 20850 
Tel. Rockville, MD 301-948-8300 

New York, NY 212-541-5340 
Chicago, IL 312-827-7787 

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES 
3848 E. Colorado Blvd. 
Pasadena, CA 91107 
Tel. 213-681-1093 
Distributed in U.K. by: 
The Exchange 
Telegraph Company Limited 
London 01-739-2041 Telex 27595 
Westinghouse Canada Limited, 
Box 510, Hami Iton, Canada 
416-528-8811 Telex 021-655 

w WestinghOl!se 
- helps make It happen 
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Remote-site data collection operations that are wholly dependent on mainframe 
processing can be painful and costly. 
Sanders' clustered intelligent 8100 Remote Batch Terminal System can offer 
quick relief. With its 5-million-byte disk storage and IN-FORM software, it can 
function offline as a virtually self-contained computer system. It simplifies, 
~' I controls, standardizes. It improves turnaround time, reduces labor 

I', needs, saves you money. From the leading company with 
,f ,':i~ total hardware, software and maintenance resources in 

the distributed data processing field. Sanders Data 
[I~~~I1~~ Systems, Inc., Daniel Webster Highway-South, 

Nashua, N.H. 03060. Call (603) 885-3727 . 

. Sanders ... the intelligent answer 
European Sales Offices: Sanders Data Systems, Ltd., 51/53 Brick Street, London WIY 7DU, England; 
Sanders Data Systems, GmbH, 6 Frankfurt am Niederrad, Rennbahnstrasse 72/74, West Germany. 
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When your computer 
is talking to· Son Francisco 
and nobody's listening, 

it's ex Qensive, 

General OataComm's 
201-5 Modem 

won't let it ha ppen. 

Most switched network 201-
type modems suffer from two 
shortcomings. 

First, they cannot recognize when a 
communications line has been inadvertently 
disconnected; unless an EDT (end-of-text) 
signal is received, they go merrily on with 
their transmission, even into a dead line. 
That's costly in telephone line charges and 
even more costly in wasted computer time. 

Second, they have difficulty in slipping . 
back and forth between data and voice 
modes with the result that the"y "forget" 
whether they should be transmitting or re
ceiving or that they sometimes disconnect 
when they really mean to change modes. 

General DataComm's 201-5 LSI synchro
nous modem has a circuit design that elimi
nates those two data transmission bugaboos. 
It also has a lot of other superior features 
like: Built-in Diagnostics which permit on-

the-spot verification of mod
em operation without special 

test equipment. 
High-speed Operation for 2000 or 2400 

bps operation. 
CBS or CBT Compatibility. 
Interchangeable' with Western Electric" 201A 
modems. 

Other General DataComm 201 modems are 
available with features to meet your special 
requirements - the 201-9 private line mo
dem, for example, has addressable re~ote 
diagnostics so that yqu can test an entire 
nationwide network from one central point, 
and 201A-B/C modems are enhanced re
placements for the corresponding WECO 
units. 

Why not contact our applications man
ager, Jack O'Neil, for the full story. You can 
call him at (203) 762-0711 or write him at:. 

I. II ~~al DataComm Industries, ~~. 
Wilton, Connecticut 06897 ICCMA 
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NEW! Computer printout form 
with "Eye Track"'color guides 
for easier~ clearer 
line-by-line reading 
of reports 

Now-line-by-line reading of your data reports can be easier, faster-without 
distraction from other data lines above or below. "Eye Track" color bars in the 
new Speediread computer printout form provide an ocular track to make 
across-line reading of data clearer, faster. 

Specifically formulated color guides make each data line distinctive, 
independent of other data units, permitting undistracted, comfortable reading 
across the report.'You read faster, with less eye fatigue, as data characters are 
full size, affording maximum readability. 

The size of Speediread is also better for handling and binding. Its con
venient 8% -inch depth offers 68 lines of data---.:its 14.3-inch width provides 
printout space for 132 characters per line. You literally pack more data into 
less paper. 

Ask for test or working samples from your local Moore representative. Call the 
nearby Moore office or write to us at: Niagara Falls, N.Y., Oakland, Calif., 
,Denton, Texas, Glenview, III. 

Data is full size, not reduced to cause eye strain. 
Across-line reading is easier, faster. 

Reduced-size data can cause eye strain, poor 
legibility, with blurred data lines hard to read. 

SPEEDIREAD packs more data in less paper 
Packs in data 
More data per report-68 lines per form 
-full 132 printer characters across the 
sheet. And-every line can be read 
perfectly. 

More readable 
Eye guides of special warm and cool 
colors aid in across-form reading. 
Eliminates eye fatigue from reduced, 
blurred data lines. 

Easier handling 
Convenient 8% -inch depth for ease in 
reading reports. Bound easily, using 
marginal-punch' holes. No additional 
prepunching or special holders re
quired, 

*Trademarks of Moore Business Forms. Inc. 

Saves trees 
Less page depth than normal 11-inch 
depth-a saving of more than 25% in 
paper pulp. Less paper saves trees
a real aid in conservation, ecology. 

Sequence 
Multiple forms come from printer in ex
act sequence with no sorting needed. 
Eliminates need for resystematizing 
process~ flow. 

Faster thru-put 
8% -inch depth means faster computer 
skips over unused lines. Instant mUl
tiple copies eliminate need for extra 
data processing and equipment. 
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Highlights data 
Speediread packs masses of data onto 
reports in blocks and lines. "Eye Track" 
color guides isolate each line. 

Cuts storage space 
Speediread is made with paper of lower 
caliper to ease bulky storage problems 
and reduce needed file capacity. 
Smaller cartons, too, cut storage space, 
reduce shipping costs, and are easier 
for operators to handle. 

Full-size data 
Full-size alpha and numeric characters 
-no reduction to cause illegible lines 
or data. All data on copies sharp and 
clear. 
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SPEEDIREAD 
"EYE TRACK" 
COLORS 
BY WORLD'S 
LEADING 
COLORIST 
~oiors used 
In Speediread 
were selected 
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A totally new way to. bU); use 
and upgrade COlllputer systems. 

The Plan introduces the 
first two-year guaranteed trade
in schedUle. This program fully 
protects your computer invest
ment when it's time to expand. 
Grow as much and as fast as 
you wish. The Plan will back you 
all the way. . 

The Plan 1?rotects your 
budget by eliminating arbitrary 
system packagh,!g~ You only buy 
what you need. With 3 discount 
schedules, you need pay as little 
as possible. 

The Plan also protects 
your software investment. Only 
Prime offers upward and down
ward system compatibility. 
Without modification. 

The Plan offers a whole new 
maintenance procedure, too. 
Built-in integrity checks can 
isolate a fault to a circuit board 
and maintenance is as simple as 
replacing the board 

There's even a pro~m 
called Air Spare .. It's fast deliv
ery of a backup board and low
cost repair of the defective one. 

Everything we offer at 
Prime, hardware, software and 
support, works together as a IQg
ical system, be it large or small 
You can put together a powerful, 
reliable, easy-to-use computer 
system at a better total system 
price than ever before possible. 
The Plan shows you how. ' 

Read on. 

Plan on a guaranteed trade-in 
You can start your system 

with any Prime Computer. If,for 
any reason it isn't the best one 

, to handle e~aI!ding applications, 
trade it in. Trade all of It or . 
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parts of it. Trade whatever is 
standing between you and bet
ter performance. 

For instance, to upgrade 
from a Prime 200 to a 300 
processor, simply trade in the 
original processor board. You 
can then plug in a fully equipped* 
Prime 300 for $5000 (less a 
,50% trade-in credit for certain 
optional features on the 

original processor). 
You can also elect to keep 

the original processor as a spare. 
The cost is only $1000. Keep 
your original power supply, 
memory and chassis, too. Or 
selectively upgrade any of them 
under similar trade-in arrange
ments. 

Of course, all the software 
written on the original system 

* Standard features include: virtual memory, restricted execution mode, memory 
protection, byte parity, extended direct. addressing" integer multi'ply / di~de, . 
direct memory access system, automatIc program lOaders and mlcrovenficatlOn. 
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will run on the new one without 
modification. Only Prime makes 
this possible. Only the Prime 
Plan guarantees it. 

Plan on unheard of 
compatibility 
You can write real-time 

and time-independent pro
grams on any Prime processor, 
in any language, under Disk 
Operating System control, or as 
stand alone programs, using a 
common set of support pack
ages. You can tIWn execute the 
develaped programs on the 
same or any other Prime l!!0C~ 
essor under Disk or Real Time 
Operatirzg System control, or as 
stand alone programs -without 
rrwdijication. Furihernwre, the 
Prime 300 supports a multi
user, viriual me1JWYY version of 
the Disk Operating System 
(nOS VM) and a foreground/ 
background version of the Real 
Time Operating System 
(RTOSYM). 
Choose Any Choose Any Develop- Choose From 
Processor mentSystem Support Packages 

100 DOS File Systems 
200 Libraries 
300 Stand-Alone Utilities 

IOCS Drivers 
Choose Any Choose Any Oper-
Language ating System 

Macro Assembler DOS 
FORTRAN RTOS 

BASIC Stand-Alone 

Plan it right, right oft 
The right combination of 

computer resources are all here 
and they're yours to select. 

Pick a processor. Enhance 
it with options if you wish. 
Select memory size and speed. 
Add peripherals and controller. 

February, 1974 
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~ First Increment 4K 8K 
s Cycle Time 1 J-tSec 1J-tSec C1> 

::::l Parity no no 

"§ 5 Slot x x 
..: 10 Slot x x 
Co) 17 Slot x x 
'" Battery Backup x 
~ Automatic Pr<?g. 

C1> 
~ Load x 

Direct Mem. Access x 
Integer MUL/DIV x 
Extended Direct 

Addressing 
Microverification 
Single Precision 

Floating Point 
Arith. 

Double Precision 
Floating Point 
Arith. 

Writeable Control 
Store 

Virtual Memory 

Then package the electronics in 
the right size chassis and you're 
done. We'll provide the right 
power supply to handle what
ever YQu put together. 

There are no arbit~ re
strictions. No surprises, either. 
With the chart above you could 
start planning now. 

Plan on running full time 

Prime service is every bit 
as sound as its technology. It's 
just as inventive, too. For in
stance, you can pick a full service 
contract or choose to· use our 
services only when required. In 
either case we maintain a 
nationwide network of service 
and customer service represent
atives. They're ready to help. 

We even have a way to 
hold maintenance costs to an 
absolute minimum. We call our 
idea Air Spare. For ·$200 we'll 
loan you a spare (processor, 
memory or controller). We'll 
then repair the faulty unit while 
you keep on running. And better 
than running, the whole replace
ment is hanilled by air e~ress. 

Read more about it ill 
the Plan. 

CIRCLE 34 ON READER CARD 

PROCESSOR 

200 300 
4K 8K 8K 8K 

750 nsec 750nsec 750nsec 600nsec 
yes yes yes yes 
x x 
x x x X 

x x x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 

x x 

x x 

x 
x 

One more thing to plan on 

The Prime Computer 
User Plan is a unique and re
markably logical document. 
You've just been treated to a 
sampling here. For the first time 
you'll know everything to 
expect in a computer system 
Read the Plan. Send for it today. .----.-
I To: Prime Computer Inc. I 

23 Strathmore Rd. 
Natick, Ma. 01760 

I 
0 Send the Plan I 
o Send Planner 

(He'll call for an I appointment.) I 

I Name I 
Title 

I Company I 
I 

Address I 
City State Zip 

I PRIME I ._--_. 
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Before you buy ... let us show you 

OUR RELIABLE, LOW COST COMPUTER TERMINAL 

50 

B)E'E I ) 

EAST: Maryland, (301) 588-8134; Massachusetts, (617) 623-7800; New York, (516) 487-0690, (315) 437-6666, 
(716) 328-2230, (607) 785-9947; Pennsylvania, (215) 265-1020 

CENTRAL: Alabama, (205)539-4411; Florida, (305) 425-5505, (305) 776-4800, (904) 243-6424; Georgia, (800) 939-1674; 
Illinois, (312) 298-3600; Indiana, (317) 244-2456; Kansas, (913) 362-2366; Louisiana, (504) 366-5766; Minnesota, (612) 884-4336; 
Missouri, (314) 938-4992; North Carolina, (919) 768-3600, (919) 489-1546; Pennsylvania, (412) 366-5056 

WEST: Arizona, (602) 956-5300; California, (415) 321-2414, (213) 937-0790, (714) 544-5121; Colorado, (303) 355-3521; 
New Mexico, (505) 265-5655; Texas,(214) 233-5744, (713) 771-3504; Washington, (206) 632-0710 

CANADA: Toronto, (416) 724-8015; Ottawa, (613) 729-4004; Quebec, (514) 488-0404; British Columbia, (604) 526~3312 

EUROPE: England, Middlesex, 01-952-8471; Holland, Schiphol, (020) 151602; Netherlands Tracor Europa B.V., (020) 151602; 
Sweden, Scandia Metric AB, 08/820410 
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Editor's Readout 
EFTS: THE FED MEANS BUSINESS 
The Federal Reserve Board is about to 
take us one step closer. to the"~heck
less/ cashless" society. Alarmed by the 
rapidly growing use of checks (they 
estimate a' doubling of the present 25 
billion items a year over the. next dec
ade if the trend continues), the Fed has 
issued proposed regulatory changes * 
governing the use Qf their interregional 
electroniC funds transfer network, the 
underpinning of Hie nation's paymerit 
mechanism .. 

The proposal is' "intended to deline
ate the legal rights and. responsibilities 
of the parties t() electronic transfer of 
funds using the Federal Reserve facili-:
ties.'" It expands "Regulation J ," which 
governs the current system's check col
lectionprocedures, '. by establishing 
rules under which Reserve banks could 
accept and deliver both credit and deb
it transfers by wire over the Fed's na
tional communications network. The 
Board not only' ask~ for comments on 
the proposed regulation, it is also seek
ing opinions on what it considers the 
big· picture. Specifically, who shouid 
own al1d operate the electronic' pay
ments system; who has access to. the 
system and on what terms; and how 
should costs be allocated. Deadline for 
submissions is March 8, a longer than 
normal period (the proposal was issued 
on November 19,1973), reflecting the 
Board's desire ·for feedback on the 
broad issues as they see them. 

The proposed regulation is at best 
sketchy; if an electronic funds transfer 
system (EFTS) were. grown from this 
rocky soil, it would evolve like a Los 
Angeles suburb-sprawling and un
wieldy, difficult to administer, and in 
constant need of repair. However" the 
Fed's offering seems to be in the nature 
of a trial ball()on, and, if our conversa;. 
tions with concerned individuals in and 
out of the financial industry are . any 
indication, the Fed can anticipate a 
massive response. A good deal of that 
response wilt be concerned with what's . 
left out of the proposal rather than 
what's-fnil. 

For example, there's nomention'of 
line security and error checking even 
though there's been a good deal of 
press lately about the. "new criminal," 
the electronically adept crook who 
makes the computer his accomplice. 
Feeling the need for a new car or 
perhaps a trip to a country with no 

extradition laws, he may decide to tap 
into, the EFTS, electronically transfer 
funds from a well-stocked, pre-selected 
account into his own, cash in, and 
leave . 

. COinparison of a si~aiure card 
against the signature on the back of a 
check is a currently valid security tech
niqii~; when the piece of paper is re
placed· by an ~lectronic impulse, how 
will the counterfeit be detected? . 

It might als'o be. possible' for an en
terprising business or' individual to 
snarl the finances of.an enemy or a 
particularly troublesome, competitor. 
Using a legitimate company, the perPe
trator may be able to initiate debits 
against his enemy's accounts from in
surance companies, stores1 ' and utili
ties, l~avinghim with a mess that may 
take months to unraveL There is no 
pr~cise indication 'in the proposed regu
latiori as to how. the individual or busi
ness will be .appraised of debits to his 
account. . Will there be' a daily state
ment? Will ihe account holder have to 

. watch his account constantly in order 
to identify unauthorized withdrawals 
and initiate. action to have. them cor
rected? Plans for such measures as en
cryption, . passwords, call-back to veri
fy, or other security and error-:-check
ing techniq~esmust be incorporated 
into any proposed system. . 

Another glaring omission .. from the 
Fed proposal is a safeguard to individ
ual privacy. At the present time' the 
sheer volume of separate checks makes 
data correlation difficult and builds in 
a measure of protection. But, if data 
on individual and business transactions 
are centralized, correlation becomes 
feasible and. information on an indi
vidual's financial life becomes much 
easier to access. 
, The first question is who owns the 

data.?And how will the owner, wheth
er it be the Fed, or a combination of 
the Fed and the participating users of 
the system, allocate access to the data? 
To what extent, for examp,le, will the 
Internal Revenue Service be allowed to 
tap the data base? , 

As the commercial banks and the 
Fed continue their push toward a na
tionalsystem, the attractiveness of the 
new and inexpensive financial services 
-such as automatic depositing of pay
roll checks; and pre-authorized pay
ments . of fixed monthly bills-will 

* Federal Reserve System (12 CFR Part 210) Transfer of Funds Through Federal Reserve Banks. 
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eventually lead to w~despread customer 
acceptance of EFTS. We'll probably 
never· reach the stage where checks or 
cash become. totally abolished, but it 
may. become increasingly difficult to 
purchase goods and services as the re
tail sector reacts to public acceptance 
and such advantages as instant credit 
checking and security (less cash on 
hand for woidd-berobbers). 

It ail sounds wonderful but what 
happens to the indtvidual who either 
chooses not io b,ecome a' part of this 
highly automated system, or, because 
he does not ·fit a pre:-established norm, 
is refused access to the system? Unless, 
like. Euelr Gibbons, he can wander the 
woods .and fieldse~ting pine trees and 

. dandelions; be's in trouble. 
And then we 'have what Bob Long at 

the Bank Administration Institute calls. 
"system shelters," the loophole in any 
systenithat is doggedly sought.for and 
exploited by its users .. In the case of 
banking, it's that great American game 
called "float." Individuals play it, cor
porations-play it. When EFTS starts and 
the· float. sinks, which members of the 
Fed system will be gainers and which 
losers? And although the more virtu~ 
ous among ~s may .. state that float is 
Immoral and good riddance, we've all 
been doing it for years. How we make 
the transition to a floatless society 
ougllt to be on the Fed's mind. (They 
might contact their European counter., 
parts who have been thinking about 
EFTS for years.) . . 

Although the Fed, proposal is in
complete, its issuance. does serve .notice 
that EFTS, long considered a technolog
icai pipe-dream that might come . to 
pass sometime in the indeterminate fu':' 
ture, is just around the corner. There 
seems to be a tacit assumption on the 
part of the Fed and the financial com
munity that such a system is inevitable 
and desirable. This may well be the 
case, but, before proceeding any fur
ther, the Federal Reserve Board 
should, in a definitive study, show jilsti-:
fication for implementing EFTS. The 
study, which would be the cornerstone 
for. substantial public debate, should 
address sociological as well as financial 
considerations. Alternatives to EFTS 

should also be a part of the package. 
. Again, the deadline for comment is 

March 8. The address is: Secretary of 
the Board of Governors, Federal Re
serve System, Washington, DC 20551. 

-John L. Kirkley 
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A SURVEY 
by Richard A. McLaughlin, Articles Editor 



OF 1974 dp BUDGETS 
The year 1974 opened to mixed re
views. 1973 had taken its best shot and 
left us feeling the pinch of uncontrolled 
inflation, coupled with shortages in 
energy and materials. Many strings of 
lights were left packed in the rafters in 
hopes that next Christmas would bring 
enough electrical power to run them. 
And data processing managers were 
worrying about supplies they had long 
taken for granted-in things like con
tinuous forms and card stock. 

All of the things that were happening 
in the "outside world" were having their 
impact on dp planning. To find out how 
much, DATAMATION conducted an in
depth survey of several hundred dp 
installations. We found guarded opti
mism, some shuffling of dollar re
sources, and a "steady as she goes" 
attitude. In general, we found the instal
lations were reacting to outside forces, 
not anticipating, not innovating. For 
instance, though we found managers 
who were willing to stockpile as many 
forms as they. could, we didn't find 
many that were allocating funds for 
standby power supplies. 

Data processing is still big business, 
but if our picture of it is representative, 
the rate of growth of the industry has 
slowed from a canter to a crawl. As far 
as we can determine, dp expenditures 
ran about $26 billion last year, and 
may go to $28 billion in 1974. The dol
lar amounts are impressive, but infla-
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tion alone could account for much of 
the difference between the two figures. 
There isn't much space for expansion. 

Where dp installations planned bud
get increases averaging about 11 % last 
year (and generally spent just a little 
over their budgets), the plans now 
allow for an increase of only 8 % this 
year. And half of that will go towards 
increased personnel expenses. Dp sites 
are still upgrading hardware and tak
ing on new applications, but perhaps at 
a slower rate than they once did. 

That doesn't mean that the workload 
is being proportionately held in check. 
In fact, things are up about 20% mea
sured in jobs per month or in total 
transactions. What it boils down to is 
that the dp manager is being pressured 
to produce more output for very little' 
more money. Sounds like home, doesn't 
it? 

How will they do it? Partly by 
switching over to extended term leases 
(especially now that IBM may not be 
able to enforce its early cancellation 
penalty clauses), partly by cutting 
down on outside services, and partly by 
shaving a little here and there on small 
items like the phone bilI (on the lines 
that don't carry data). Some reason
able-sounding alternatives are not being 
considered. In particular, we could find 
no indication that users planned to 
switch to independently manufactured 
peripherals, or to third-party leases. 

Those that have independent peripher
als or outside leases will keep them; 
other folks will mostly keep what they 
have, too. 

The big picture is that people costs 
are budgeted for a 7.3 % increase, 
hardware gets 9.2 %, and everything 
else heaped together gets 6.3 % more 
this year. But the gross figures don't 
mean much unless you know where the 
money is going. A System/ 3 installation 
isn't likely to be too concerned about 
how General Motors spends its dp 
money, either. Therefore, instead of 
running one big survey, we actually 
ran seven small ones in parallel. We 
split up our sample based on hardware 
dollars, and separated those from Can
ada for special consideration. We ran 
the same analyses against each group, 
and found a surprising amount of 
agreement. 

Tn setting up the six basic U.S. 
groups, we included sites that spent a 
certain number of dollars per year on 
hardware regardless of whether that 
hardware was rented, purchased, or 
leased. The only major hitches were 
that we had to learn how many dollars 
are being amortized each year for the 
purchased equipment, and had to make 
certain that all the numbers include 
maintenance. Both of these things were 
done, so that the members of each 
group are as alike as we could realis
tically make them.' 



SURVEY 
1974 BUDGETS 

One thing we found to be true of 
nearly all sizes of computer sites was 
that more money is being budgeted for 
acquiring software in 1974. Part of this 
increase may be the delayed effects of 
IBM'S unbundling, but there's more to 
it than that. Software funds to be paid 
to the mainframe vendors are up some
thing like 50%, but the increase in 
funds for software from independent 
sources is up well over 100% in most 
cases. Although it is true that a larger 
percentage of users pay for software 
from '. their computer vendors, the 
smaller group that buys outside pack
ages actually spends more. 

Another thing we saw is that despite 
all the flap about computer abuses and 
unauthorized access to data, very little 
is being budgeted for security. Funds 
earmarked for security may actually 
fall into other categories, like space 
rental and overhead. But if this is true, 
it suggests that no special kinds of pre
cautions are being taken for dp security. 

Another even stranger lapse comes 
in the area of training. Ours is a people
intensive industry. Dp shops spend far 
more on people than on machines. Yet 
in our whole survey we found only five 
or six people with titles like "trainer," 
and the budget percentage set aside 
for training is miniscule. 

Finally, the use of outside .services 

of an kinds, service bureaus, contract 
programmers, and consultants, seems 
to be down across the board. There is 
still hope for the consultants though, it 
turns out that Canada wants them. 

Please keep a couple of things in 
mind when reading the following sum
maries and charts. Every manager 
breaks down his budget differently. In 
order to have any kind of consistency 
in our data, we had to request that the 
managers translate their budgets to our 
way of doing things. This took a couple 
of hours in most cases, and sometimes 
they succumbed to the temptation to 
lump things together. We suspect this 
happened in hardware, for instance, 
where the money for peripherals was 
sometimes lumped into the cpu/ 
memory category. 

Also, the figures we present in the 
charts are averages. A small number 
may mean that people spend very little 
on that particular item, or that very 
few sites budget for it, or both. This 
kind of thing happens with Computer 
Output Microfilmers (COM), for 
instance. 

We think the overall drift, the rela
tive differences in the sizes of the num
bers, tells more than the actual figures. 

Less than $25K/year 
Spending $25,000 per year will do a 

lot for you in terms of cars, refriger
ators, and penthouse apartments if your 
tastes aren't too extravagant. In data 

processing hardware, this amount limits 
you to an IBM System/3 Model 6, a 
1401 if you still have one, or an NCR 

Century 50. Some high-class account
ing machines fall into this category, 
too. It was the smallest group we sur
veyed, but making the survey sample 
larger probably wouldn't have changed 
our findings much. In computing, you 
can't do much on a $2,OOO-a-month 
budget, and you must be truly inventive 
to make that budget very complicated. 

As in most data processing situations, 
people are the biggest expense items 
for the small shops, running over half 
of the total yearly expenditure. This 
was the only category of users that 
actually budgeted an overall decrease 
in money for supplies and accessories 
and other non-hardware items. These 
are often entry-level shops, though, and 
we think the decreases reflect the fact 
that the second or third year's running 
costs less than startup. One factor that 
seems to reinforce this impression is 
that 1973's spending included money 
for consultants' fees, and in 1974 the 
shops aU plan to go it on their own. 

$25K to $100K/year 
A shop spending up to $1 OOK/ year 

($8,333/month) on hardware may 
have a System/3 Model 10, a Bur
roughs 1700, NCR Century 100 or 200, 
a Honeywell 105 (sometimes even an 
HIS 2030), or a Univac 9300. In most 
cases, these are batch-oriented shops, 

PERCENT OF BUDGET DEVOTED TO HARDWARE BY INSTALLATION SIZE 

to $25K/year $25K to $100K $100K to $250K $250K to $500K ' .• $500K to $lM Over$lM 

CENTRAL SITE HARDWARE '. Data~e:ntr~FEqufp·ment-· w --~-r.2~r~--· -. ·-···.--:::!:8i6$--~::r.cr5% 4:'5'p~-' _.,-=. -~-;::r0'~~:901l 

Computers/Memory' 16.62% 24.93% 18;91% 15.93% 18.76% 18.28% 

c8f4,Ptjl~lbufp"uf';Microfilm-~-,·,-,;",,~g:gg~"~~~~""·5:g5>~:~--·~;~'·8:~·~;-,=,~~ta:.y~~~~-.. ;.."-,-··g:~~~~'~--·M ... lB~~~~ 
Film Readers, Printers, etc. 0.88% 0.18% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.07% 

A~~'~Q¥;l~~~~'§1~~ar'~-' .-. -" ·.~ ___ -6-:gg~--· --,--~:,~,~~,-~"-,,, ,-.. g~~~-. -.. '. -.-.. J?:'~§~-. -.~'~' -~~:§,~,~,~~-~" .... -.. ,~~:~§~ 
Other .. . 0.00%. 0.91% '. 0.57%. 0.12%. 0.16% 0.92% 
C~oJ:r~IJSi,te._·D:!t.l;d_. _. _,~. _~,_~"~_,_._;a6,.,l.a,9fL~~.·'~'· ~"_:;U:i ... 2~%_"_" __ '"_M;".a2 .• Qa9£t~_._· ~. _.a,PJJ.5'%_'d''';'~_O;.~.;_.a_3,.2~.%~. __ ~".~,R-t,§.~.,%_._ 

REMOTE SITE HARDWARE 
Computers/Memory 
Terminals 
Communications Gear 
Other 

0.00% 0.05% 0.92% 0.59% 1.63% 6.47% 
0.00% 0.81% 0.96% 2.41% 1.28% 2.99% 
0.00% 0.15% 0.23% 0.23% 0.06% 0.82% 
0.00% 0.07% 0.39% 0.10% 0.00% 0.23% 

Remote Site Total 
t TOTAL"HARDWARE BUDGET % 

0.00% 1.08% 2.50% 3.33% 2.97% 10.51% 
26.1~3%~~~-3~6~;3~1 %-~-. ~··34.52%c--~~3~9~~;';;;4~8~%~~36.:;;fr·%~~· '-',' 4S:3-4%~ 

PERCENT OF BUDGET DEVOTED TO OTHER EXPENDITURES BY INSTALLATION SIZE 

to $25K/year $25K to $100K $100K to $250K $250K to $500K·. $500K to$lM . ,Over $lM· 
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but an increasing number of those at 
the higher end are moving into tele
processing. 

As mentioned above, one "truth" we 
discovered about nearly all of the shops 
of all sizes is, that software expenditures 
are going up. In this group, nearly a 
third of the shops giving us a detailed 
breakdown of their budgets had set 
aside something for software from their 
mainframe manufacturer, and they had 
set aside 25 % more cash than last year. 
Half that many set aside funds for soft
ware from independent vendors, but 
they spend more, and they have bud
geted an increase of over 300% (a total 
of four times last year's sales). 

Only about 20% of the shops spend 
money on telecommunications, but 
there are twice as many of those people 
as there were last year, and they are 
earmarking more than twice as much 
as they did in 1973 for remote site 
communications hardware, terminals, 
and data lines. Remote site expendi
tures, on the whole, are up over 40%. 

Other big increases this year are for 
contract programmers. Again, only one 
shop in five hires outside programmers, 
but they are planning to spend nearly 
three times as much this year as was 
spent by this class of shop in '73. 
Money for consultants is up too, but 
only about 10% of the shops are 
involved. 

These sites are being impacted more 
than any others with the increase in the 

cost of supplies. The supplies budget is 
up over 19 % compared to the average 
rise of 13 %. We'd guess that they are 
most often running high-pressure 
schedules of nearly 100% production 
work. They're probably flogging their 
machines for all they are worth, and 
are especially vulnerable to the rise in 
the cost of paper. 

They get· an extra point for being 
concerned with security too; the money 
for this is up over 50%. 

$100K to $250K/year 
This category (up to $21,0001 

month) includes shops with IBM 3601 
30s and 40s, 3701 125s and 135s, NCR 
Century 300s, HIS 2200s, or RCAI Univac 
Spectra 70/35s. About a third of them 
are into teleprocessing. As a percent
age of the "average" budget, data lines 
are up 66%, central site communica-. 
tions hardware is up nearly 25 %, and 
remote site communications hardware 
(not terminals) is up over 40%. 

Software dollars are growing as a 
percent of the budget, and 50% more 
sites are buying software from their 
mainframe manufacturers (presuma
bly they are learning about unbun
dling) . Again, fewer of them are spend
ing more dollars on outside software, 
but for some reason we cannot explain 
fewer . people are buying from inde
pendents this year in this size shop. 

Like the next smaller-size shop, these 
installations are paying more for secur-

ity. (Equity Funding's computer opera
tion is about this size. by the way.) 
Still. very few of the shops in this cate
gory are greatly excited about the se
curity problem, at least as far as their 
dp budgets go. 

Outside people servic.es, contract 
programming, consultants, and tempo
rary help are down. So are outside 
batch processing and remote batch ser
vices. Meanwhile. the cost of salaries 
and fringe benefits is up, so maybe 
these shops are doing more in-house. 

There's an increase in interest in 
computer output microfilm. too. Al
though it still affects only 10% of the 
group, that's five times as many people 
and more than five times as many dol
lars as last year. 

$250K to $500K/year 
We usually consider computer de

pJrtments of this class "middle size," 
although nearly 90% of all U.S. com
puter departments are smaller. These 
are the people running a 360150 or 
even a 370/145, or a Univac 1106, a 
CDC 3500, HIS 2070, or multiple cpu's 
that add up to $42,0001 month. The 
machines are supporting remote sites 
half the time, and the budget allotted to 
central site communications hardware 
leads us to beli~ve they often obtain a 
front-end processor to support the ter
minal load. They spend a lot on termi
nals, more than twice what the next 
smaller shop does. They're planning to 

PERCENT OF BUDGET DEVOTED TO PERSONNEL BY INSTALLATION SIZE 

to $25K/year $25K to$lOOK $100K to $250K $250K to$500K $500K to $lM Over $lM 

ITEM 
Salaries and Fringe Benefits 50.92% 52.13% 54.91 % 48.73% 52.03% 38.87% 
Training 0.23% 0.28% 0.37% 0.40% 0.49% 0.25% 
Conferences 0.10% 0.30% 0.39% 0.28% 0.24% 0.19% 
Other (travel, etc.) 1.57% 0.08% 0.17% 0.19% 0.34% 0.12% 

r···TOTAC··PERS6NNEl.:.-··BUOG·ET··%-·W.,5i:82%··-····-~.,.,.,c·52.-79%""·~· . .,"-"""55~8·4%~~··~··w.'w-4§:60%"~·m.-···."~-53:TO%»"'··~·":··-·--·::f9743·%~1 

PROCESSING THE SURVEY . to be going through a change of life: 

D~ATA their] 974 budgets were either three 
MI/",\ or four times as large as their 1973 

expenditures (or were one-third to 
one-fourth as large as 1973 expendiThe dp managers who cooperated in 

our survey are from DATAMATION'S 
Computer Executive Panel. The 
panel comprises over 1,000 dp exec
utives from large and small compa
nies scattered across the U.S. and 
Canada. Its members were chosen 
to statistically represent industries, 
hardware brand and size, and even 
parent company size ranges. 

Nearly 300 of these people sup
plied their confidential budget infor
mation. We selected the responses 
that were the most detailed, setting 
aside those that were ambiguous or 
that had other problems. Some in
stallations we learned about seemed 
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tures). These, too, were set aside. 
The result of this mechanical 

"smoothing" operation was a sam
ple consisting of 181 "stable" U.S. 
installations of various sizes, and 
13 Canadian installations. 

Broken down by hardware ex
penditure, the 181 U.S. sites fall into 
these categories: 
Hardware expenditures of: 
Less than $25KI year 
$25K to $1 OOK 
$100K to $250K 
$250K to $500K 
$500K to $lM 
~ver $lM 

7 
67 
51 
24 
15 
10 

The data collection medium was 
a four-page, 200-item questionnaire. 
After screening <and editing, these 
were keypunched at Dylakor's Los 
Angeles service bureau. A full ques
tionnaire required a 33-card set, but 
very few installations required that 
much data to describe their budgets. 

.One of Dylakor's own proprietary 
software packages, DYL260, was 
used to build files and create reports 
for each of the six minisurveys. 
(DYL250, the $1 ~ month utility, is 
the better-known of the Dylakor 
products. The 260 version is an up
date that makes report generation 
almost easy enough for an editor 
who hasn't coded anything in five 
years.) 

Line printer output led directly to 
the charts included in this article. 0 
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spend more, too. The allotment for 
central site communications gear is up 
nearly 20%, terminals are up over 
60%, and remote site communications 
gear is up over 40 % . 

They love outside software, appar
ently. Half of them spend money on it, 
and the average expenditure is over 
$15,000 per year, compared to an aver~ 
age of about $6,000 per year they spend 
on software from IBM or whoever built 
their mainframes. 

With the exception of the communi
cations-related stuff, budgets for these 
shops look more stable than most, per
haps because running this size installa
tion is well within the state-of-the-art. 

$500K to $1M/year 
The shops that spend up to $84,000 

per month to get a 370/158, Univac 
1110, or their equivalents, are sophis
ticated and generally self-sufficient. 
They seem self-sufficient in that they 
spend nearly zero on outside computer 
time (they most often have more than 
one cpu) , on outside programming 

(since they may have two dozen full
time programmers on the staff), or on 
consultants (our sample was biased by 
one shop which is spending $140,000 
this year on consultants). 

Their budgets are stable except for 
increases in software and terminals. 
They are spending more than they used 
to on software from independents 
(100% more, in fact), but on the aver
age, they spend less per installation 
than 360/50 shops do. Still, their soft
ware budgets are up 50% overall. They 
spend a lot of money on ordinary 
vaniIIa-ftavored terminals (three and a 
half percent of their total hardware 
budget), and they have set aside even 
more (four and a half percent) for 
remote site cpu's or intelligent termi
nals. In addition, they've budgeted for 
a 40% increase in the use of data lines. 

Over $1M/year 
This is the big league. Aerospace 

firms, large insurance companies, and 
General Motors are some of the firms 
that would spend over $1 million per 
year (over $84K per month) on hard
ware. Most sites have multiple com
puters, many of which may be large. 
The firms are unusual in another re-

0.8% Software 

Hardware 
39.1% 
$11.0B 

0.9% Data Communications 

6.8% Supplies 

1.1 % Consulting 

0.2% Conference Attendance 

0.5% Time-Sharing Services 

","","--- 0.6% Batch Services 

~.3 % Remote Batch Services 

0.3% Contract Programming 

2.2% Other 

Projecting the Survey Data 
There is always the temptation, once survey results are in, to attempt to put 
a size label on our industry. We have tried it. The pie chart, that shows 
expected total 1974 dp expenditures in the U.S., was constructed by applying 
a multiplier to our total sample. The multiplier, in turn, was arrived at by 
using our best guess at the number of dp shops like those we surveyed that 
live in the U.S., about 34,500. 

Since we have not surveyed either shops with dedicated-purpose machines, 
like process control sites, or users who do not have their own computers, the 
numbers cannot be expected to represent the whole industry. They represent 
instead that part of the industry made up of stable shops with general-purpose 
computers installed. We would expect the numbers to be very low for outside 
services of all kinds, since they blatantly disregard service bureau users, 
among others. 
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spect, too. Their people expenditures 
are less, as a percentage of their total 
dp budget, than any other class of com
puter sites. Since they spend far more 
than other sites on remote computers 
( 14 % of their hardware budget) and 
terminals (about six and a half per
cent), this probably means they are 
the central sites in set-ups where appli
cations programmers and others are 
attached to the large remote sites. This 
would also explain the low percentage 
of budget allocated to data entry. 

Apparently, these huge centers are 
going to play things closer to the chest 
in 1974. Although their total expendi
tures will be up slightly, they are turn
ing off the tap on outside service 
money, especially outside batch proc
essing (down 25 %) and contract pro
gramming (down more than 70%). 

The hefty increases in budget items 
go to software again. There will be 
85 % more funds for acquiring soft
ware from their computer vendors, 
and a staggering 230% increase in 
funds for proprietary software from 
independents. As in some of the other 
classes of shoos, fewer members actu
ally get software from independents 
than from the mainframe manufacturer 
(all of them will be paying mainfram
ers while about two-thirds will buy 
from independents), but 75% more 
real dollars will go to the independents. 

Canadian dp shops 
If U.S. installations are setting aside 

lots of money to compensate for in
creased costs of paper and other sup
plies, the Canadians must be expecting 
a blockade. An average budget increase 
for supplies south of the border (our 
northern border) is about 13%. North 
of the border they are budgeting for 
almost 29 %. They are unlike us also in 
that they are budgeting increases for 
contract programming .. and especially 
for consultants. They don't use many 
contract programmers, but more than 
half of our sample used consultants. 
Dollars for consultants are up too, by 
over 40%. That should give all those 
U.S. consultants that were left out of 
our budgets a place to go for the sum
mer. 

Unlike U.S. shops, the Canadians are 
not budgeting big increases for soft
ware. they already had big budgets for 
it. About half the shops buy outside 
software and about half buy it from 
their mainframer: like U.S. shops, the 
expenditures for independent software 
are bigger than for mainframer pack
ages. 

They seem to be lagging in the use 
of teleprocessing, as few have allocated 
money for data lines. On the other 
hand. maybe their new Dataroute digi
tal net is having effect: the budget for 
data lines is up over 150% in the third 
of the popUlation that uses them. 0 
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Taxation influences must 
be incorporated into cost models 
for a more realistic appraisal 

TAXATION IN THE LEASE~ 
PUROHASE DECISION by Donald D. Martin 

The unique decisionconceming the 
lease-purchase of computers has re
ceived recent attention in DATAMA

TION. Erdei presented a breakeven 
graph (Aug., 1972); Brandon included 
a breakeven method in his article 
(Sept., 1972); Hekman constructed an 
improved lease-purchase model around 
discounted cash flow (Dec., 1972); 
then Jones questioned the presented 
techniques in the August 1973 issue. 
All of these ideas have contributed to 
the leas~:-purchase decision. But I have 
n.oticed the absence of a significant 
factor throughout all of these articles. 
None of the presented models include 
taxation as a model parameter. . 

Realistic model building requires 
that relevant factors be included in the 
model and that the decision-making 
environment be closely simulated. Ne
glecting taxation as a parameter means 
that a very real influence is not 
considered. 

The model constructed in, Fig. 1 will 
overcome this deficiency. This after
tax model considers the influence of 
federal corporation income tax, state 
corporation income tax, and local 
property taxes using the following as
sumptions: The federal rate is assumed 
a constant at 48 %; S is used to repre:.. 
sent the state rate; Q is used to repre
sent the local property tax rate. 

Other symbols used are t, represent
ing leasing duration; G, representing 
computer useful-life; r, being the or
ganization's internal rate of return; F, 
the monthly lease cost; i, which is t + 
112 rounded up to give tax benefits 
only at year end; and P (t), the pur
chase cost at time t. With these as
sumptions the. model equation is shown 
in Fig. 2. It should be noted that a cost 
model does not justify utilization of. a 
computer but does allow the least cost
ly computer to be selected, given that 
the decision to acquire has occurred. 

'~', .. ': .. =, 
I~ 

leasing period 
during which 
actual cost is 
( .52 - S) L per 
time period 

,~:,~.= ;:::: 
periods after computer 
purchase during which 
local property tax and 
depreciation tax savings 
help defray each other 
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~ecision made to 
purchase computer 

~:::::=======:::::=::::::~, ... :;:::::::::=======:::;;;;;;..--;;::::-
Total Useful-Life 
of Computer = G 

Fig. 1. After-tax model of lease-purchase cost flows 

The after-tax model was used on 
Hekman's example' of the IBM com
mercial contract. The relevant param.;. 
eters are S = 4%, r = 10%, F = 
$10,905,P(t) = 55% accrual of lease 
amount for a maximum of 12 months, 
Q = 2 %, original purchase price = 
$583,440, and G = 8 years. Fig. 3 
shows the results of this example iIi the 
after-tax model. The figure. illustrates 
that the optimum time to purchase is 
never reached. Including the taxation 
influence changes the optiinum pur
chasing time from near one year to 
perpetual leasing. 

Repeated simulations of the model 
over wide ranges of parameters lead 
me to some interesting conclusioris; 
The true after-tax cost is always lower 
than a before-tax model. Taxation in
fluences also significantly delay the op
timum time to purchase. It was' also 
found that only with an internal rate of 
return between .05 and .10 and lower 
is it better to purchase. This can be 
interpreted to mean that an' organiza
tion with a higher internal rate' of re;. 
turn should lease perpetually and in
vest capital elsewhere. It was also 
found that a rising property tax, in
creases total cost, but a rising state 
income tax lowers overall cost-a re
sult explained by the fact that state 

cost (t)=( (i ~ r) t )<12)(F)(';2-S)(t) 

J 
+ P (t) (1 + r) (t+l/12) 

G . 
l ~ ( (I + r) -\ G

P 
(t) . (.48 + S) ) 

1 = t 1 

Fig; 2. After-tax model equation 

taxes are functions of expenses while 
local property taxes are based on value. 
More significantly, neither tax affects 
the optimum point of . conversion. 
(More complete graphical results of 
this coinplete simulation are available 
by forwa,rdinga, self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to Dr. Donald Mar
tin, Rockhurst College, Kansas City, 
MO 64110.) 

'To give an idea of how the taxation 
in~uence affects lease-purchase deci-
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sions, Hekman's case study is used as a 
basis for comparison. His example 
shows the optimum purchase time of 
an IBM 370/145 cpu to be eight 
months at an internal rate of return of 
10%, with a total cost to be between 
$975,808 and $1,001,512. The after
tax model predicts that optimum t is 
never reached when the internal rate of 
return is l 0%. If a customer converts 
from lease to purchase at eight 'months 
instead of doing perpetual leasi~g, at 
least a 14 % increase in cost is incurred 
[i.e. ($350,182 -' $301,403)/ $350,182]. 
Ignoring taxation therefore a~ds ap
proximately 14% to total cost. ' , 

As Jones states, model building with 
discounted cash flow techniques'does 
imprOVe the . model but even a· DCF 

model is only '<lS good as the factprs 
included. Taxation influences ne'ed' to 
be placed into cost models. As the ex
ample illustrates, cost minimization .In 
the 'lease-purchase model cannot opti
mally occuruntiI taxes are included. 

Time to 
Conversion = t 

.05 
':25 
.50 
.75 

1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
2.75 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 
5.50 
6.00 

minimum cost 

Cost (t) 
$375,547 

367,968 
358,870 
350,182 
341,891 
345,675 
347,040 
348,051 
348,726 
349,746 
349,793 
349,547 
349,023 
345,592 
342,798 
333,210 
328,767 
307,174 
301,403 

Fig. 3. Example of after-tax 
model. IBM commercial contract 
forQ = .02, S = .04, and R = .10 

All models are, by definition, simplified 
replicas of reality and never contain 
each and every,influence. But to ignore 
taxation in any cost model is only to 
invite cost overruns and ultimate 
disaster. 0 

Dr. M.artin is chqirman of·the ac
counting dept. at Rockhurst College 
in Kansas City, Mo. He has previ
ously held syst~m~ analyst, posi
tions,a~d has a- PhD frorn'~he Univ. 
of Missouri. 
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Need additional 
memory for your 
minicomputer? 

fABRI-TEK can supply it. 
Fabri-Tek has the,add-on system that's made for your 
mini .. ~ ready for off-the-shelf delivery. Plus, you're 
assured of unquestioned reliability and guaranteed 
availability through the use of high volume "field 
proven" core memory. 
CHECK THESE PRICES* -
POP-8 Series ........ 24k words/$5200 ea. @ qty. 1 
PO P-11 Series . . . . . .. 16k words/$4180 ea. @ qty. 1 

64k word~/$12,560 ea. @ qty. 1 
POP-12 Series. . . . . .. 24k words/$5200 ea. @ qty. 1 
Nov~ 1200 Series .... 32k wordS/$6825 ea.@ qty. 10 
HP 2114 & 2100 Series 24k words/$6060 ea. @ qty. 1 
Another plus is our on-site or factory,service 
capability by a highly trained professional staff. 
More new models. And ease of interface, too. 
Because all of Fabri-Tek's Add-On 'Memories are plug 
compatible and contained in an external e'nclosure 
with'power supply. 
This approach features the following: 
1. Ability to utilize a core memory with a "track 

reco'rd" because the form factor or design doesn't 
have to change with each introduction of a new 
mini add-on. 

2. No more than one card slot is used within the CPU 
to configure the maximum amount of core memory. 

3. No additional power drain on your CPU power supply. 
They're all available in 8k word increments to larger 
than the maximum allowable word size for some models. 
Also ... we're not new in the cpre memory business. 
For over a decade our product line has consisted of a 
wide range of cores, planes, stacks, and core 
~emory systems. 
Who could ask for anything more? 
You, we hope. For more information, write or call: 
·Prices subject to change without notice. U.S. prices shown. 

~ ~A~~II ®lr~l~ INC. Leader in 
LLD COMPUTER SYSTEMS Me;~6v~:~~~!~KJe 

5901 South County Road 18. Minne!3polis, MN 55436. (612) 935-8811 

SALES Chicago Denver New Jersey Sunnyvale 
OFFICES IN: (312) 437-4116 (303) 753-0631 (201) 964-4770 (408) 739-4780 

Boston Dallas Long Beach Phoenix Toledo 
(617) 969-5077 (214) 233-0872 (213) 420-2493 (602) 266-4448 (419) 865-6693 

CIRCLE 15 ON READER CARD 

Hon8 Kong Tokyo 
K21 191 (03) 432-6901 

Munich United Kingdom 
089-755-8298 01-903 1923/5 
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Provided that dp customers understand 
the algorithm for computer charges, 
prices should be set high enough to recover 
costs, not high enough to make a profit 

PRICING 
COMPUTER USAGE 
Most data processing installations are 
faced with the problem of allocating 
costs among their users. At a session 
dealing with this subject at a recent 
SHARE conference, Mr. Gottfried Lud
erer remarked that it is very difficult to 
discuss data processing accounting sys
tems, since accounting objectives vary 
from installation to installation. The 
ensuing discussion period later in the 
session proved his assessment to be 
quite correct. Differences of opinion 
could most often be attributed to dif
ferences in accounting philosophy. 
There are, apparently, many who con
sider the accounting routine just 
another tool the dp manager has in his 
arsenal Jor manipulating users. Is this a 
valid point of view? If not, why not? Is 
it even really necessary to charge inter
nal customers for computer work? 
What is it that is supposed to be ac
complished? 

From a financial control point of 
view, the primary function of the data 
processing accounting process is to 
maximize the benefit the firm receives 
from its dp resources by providing the 
user with the information required 
to make prudent business decisions. 
Though such a goal may be generally 
accepted, it is not entirely clear how it 
is achieved. The objectives of this arti
cle are: to demonstrate that in order 
to maximize dp benefits, the account
ing I procedure must above all other 
considerations be cost reflective and, 
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therefore, the major design objective in 
developing an accounting algorithm is 
to establish prices that reflect as closely 

. as practical, actual costs to the organi
zation; and to show· that there are 
many popular accounting practices 
and techniques in use today that pro
duce results that are decidedly not cost 
reflective. 

Importance of cost reflective 
pricing 

Classical microeconomic theory can 
be used to establish that a cost reflec
tive accounting system does, in fact, 
maximize the benefit produced by the 
computer dollar or, stated in other 
terms-if a computer center attempts 
to make a profit or sell computer ser
vices below cost, forces have been 
created that encourage suboptimum 
conditions. In The Economics of 
Computers,! E. F. Sharpe argues that 
the computer center should be estab
lished as a cost center rather than as a 
profit center. His analysis can be used 
as well to show that the "price" set for 
computer services must be a reflection 
of cost in order to maximize profit. 

In Fig. 1, the Total Cost (TC) curve 
represents the cost to the computer 
center, and therefore to the firm, of 
providing capacity for a specific quan
tity of computer work (Q is used to 
represent units of computer work). In 

1. E. F. Sharpe, The Economics 01 Computers, 
Columbia Univ. Press, New York, 1969. 

by J. J. Sobczak 

other words, a cost of Tel dollars is 
required to install computer systems 
capable of producing Ql work units. 

The Total Value (TV) curve repre
sents the value to the user, and there
fore to the firm, of that work. Its shape 
(increasing at a decreasing rate) re
sults from the well-known law of di
minishing returns. The more you have 
of something, the less valuable an addi
tional unit of that something is to you. 

Fig. 2 represents the marginal cost 
and value curves that correspond to 
the total curves in Fig. 1. These curves 
represent the cost and value of an addi
tional unit of capacity. The optimum 
operating point for the firm is where 
the marginal value of an additional 
unit of work is equal to the marginal 
cost, which is shown at Ql units in Fig. 
2. Producing any more is akin to 
spending $10 to receive $8 in value, 
clearly not an astute economic deci
sion. Referring again to Fig. 1, it can 
be seen that the total profit to the 
company is equal to TVl-TCl dollars. 
This is the profit maximization point; 
producing any other quantity of work 
will result in decreased profits. 

However, consider now the case 
when the computer center is attempt
ing to maximize its own internal profit. 
Previously, the revenue to the comput
er center corresponded to the TC curve. 
To examine the computer center as a 
profit center , a revenue curve must be 
added above the cost curve. This is 
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Pricing 

represented by the TR curve in Fig. 3. 
The TV curve in Fig. 1 represented 

the total value to the buying division 
and therefore the firm. However, since 
the objectives are now to maximize 
computer center profit, the value curve 
to the computer center is the TR curve. 
The TR curve is also the cost curve for 
the buying division. This curve is, by 
necessity, below the TV curve since 
revenue is simply price times quantity 
and a buying division will not pay a 
price that is higher than the value re
ceived in return. The profit maximiza
tion point for the computer center is 
where the marginal revenue equals the 
marginal cost. From Fig. 4' it can be 
seen this is' at a capacity of Q2 work 
units. The price the buying division 
will pay for Q2 work units is not more 
than the value he would receive, or 
P2. 

In this case, the total profit to the 
firm is equal to TV2-TC2. This profit is 
divided between the computer center 
and the buying division, with the com
puter center receiving a total profit 
equal to TRI-TC2, and the buying divi
sion, a profit equal to TV2-TRI. The 
total profit however, TV2-TC2, is less 
than the original TVI-TCI profit when 
the computer center operated as a cost 
recovery center. Hence, establishing 
the computer center as a profit center 
could work to the detriment of the 
firm. 

The profit center concept, in this 
case, encourages exploitation of one 
division over another. This problem 
could be reduced by allowing the buyer 
to purchase .outside services which 
could theoretically force the computer 
center to sell at a price lower than P2. 

In any event, the theoretical maximum 
profit to the firm cannot be greater 
than the profit realized when the com
puter center operates as a cost recovery 
center. A similar analysis can be used 
to show that setting computer center 
prices below cost also produces a sub-
optimum condition. ' 

The analysis demonstrates that if a 
computing center sets its prices at cost, 
and if buying divisions respond to 
these prices in a prudent fashion, value 
to the firm will be maximized. The 
computing center's obligation appears 
to be to establish prices that properly 
reflect costs, and this seems to be a 
reasonable limit to their responsibility. 
It ~oes not seem proper to expect them 
to police the buying division's actions 
nor to bestow on them the power to 
manipulate these actions. 

Establishing the internal transfer 
price at cost differs from the concept 
of price as viewed by the economist or 
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businessman. The economist believes 
that price should exceed cost by only 
what is required to yield a competitive 
rate of return on invested capital. Of
ten, he views a fair or normal profit as 
an element of cost. The businessman, 
'~n the other hand, considers cost as 
only one of the factors determining 
price and feels that factors such as 
product demand and the value to the 
consumer must also be considered. The 
term "cost" is also apt to be used in 
different senses. Usually the differences 
center around various methods of 
treating fixed costs as opposed to vari
able costs. Since the majority of costs 
in most computer centers are usually 
of a variable or semi variable nature, 
this problem is not of the magnitude of 
those found in other areas. Still, care 
must be taken in deciding which costs 
should be used in developing billing 
rates. 

It is important to note that sensible 
user reaction to the prices established is 
implicit in this entire discussion. If us
ers do not respond in a cost sensitive 
manner-in other words, the prices set 
on dp services are not a factor in their 
decision-making process-the dp ac
counting system has not provided any 
benefit. In fact, the firm will probably 
incur a loss since there is usually sub
stantial overhead associated with estab
lishing and maintaining an internal 
transfer payment system. The point is 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

that distributing costs among the users 
is not "good in itself," and the user 
must react in order for benefit to be 
derived. 

Perhaps for a much more simplified 
version of the micro economic analysis, 
one should imagine a computer center 
that sets a price of $150 on computer 
services that actually cost the firm 
$100. If the potential buyer perceives 
the value of the computer services at 
$125, he will make a decision not to 
avail himself of the computer, and the 
firm will suffer an "opportunity loss" of 
$25. Similarly, if the computer center 
establishes a price of $100 on comput
er services that actually cost $150, the 
buyer who values the services at $125 
would decide to computerize resulting 
in a $25 reduction in the firm's profit. 

Common non-cost reflective 
accounting practices 

The intent of the preceding discus
sion is to prove the assertion that a cost 
reflective accounting system is required 
if a firm is to maximize the benefit 
produced from its data processing ex
penditures. A discussion of prevalent 
violations of this principle follows. 

With large multiprogramming sys
tems, the accounting algorithm must 
allocate costs on the basis of system 
resources ( cpu, processor storage, 
channels, etc.) utilized to be cost re
flective. Installations accounting on an 
elapsed time basis, simulated stand-
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alone elapsed time, or simply on the 
basis of cpu use, do not properly ac
count for resource usage. Such tech
niques are decidedly not cost reflective 
and it is not difficult to develop realistic 
examples where actions that reduce 
running time in a standalone system, 
or result in decreased central processor 
usage, could actually be more costly in 
a multiprogramming environment. 

Many accounting routines charge 
improperly for programs that use a 
disproportionately large amount of a 
single resource. It is not absolutely cor
rect to say a job should be charged in 
proportion to system resources used, 
since disproportionately high usage of 
a single resource can inhibit the use of 
the other system resources. For exam
ple, if a job uses most of the processor 
storage that is available, central pro
cessor usage and other resource usage 
can usually be expected to be lower 
than average for the duration of the 
job, resulting in decreased revenue. 

The situation is somewhat analogous 
to a uniprogramming system where a 
one-hour program may have been us
ing the cpu only 10% of the time but, 
since no other program could use the 
remaining processing cycles, it was 
proper to charge the program the full 
cost of the entire processor. Some mul
tiprogramming accounting algorithms 
neglect this factor altogether. In oth
ers, there seems to be an attitude that a 
user should be penalized for such us
age, over and above the loss of revenue 
incurred, and an unreasonable sur
charge is invoked. 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 
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As the microeconomic analysis illus
trates, charging a job two or three 
times above cost is no better than 
charging two or three times below cost. 
Another problem "often encountered is 
that such a complicated solution is de
veloped in attempting to properly ac
count for such usage that it is doubtful 
the user could react sensibly because of 
the algorithm complexity. 

Accounting algorithms 
Many installations have recognized 

the desirability of establishing a mea
sure of computer work. Upper man
agement, . while observing a steady 
growth in dp budgets, has been told 
that the cost of computing is decreas
ing. What is required is a measure of 
total work performed so that it can be 
divided into the" computing expendi
tures to show that the unit cost of com
puting is decreasing. Many have de
veloped such a measure and are also 
using it as an element in their account
ing algorithm. 

Work conceptually consists of the 
execution of instructions and the trans
fer of data. With virtual storage sys
tems, the work performed in executing 
a program is also a function of the 
program's locality of reference. A sat
isfactory measure of work, by its na
ture, must remain constant and inde
pendent of the computer system used. 
In fact, its desirability is based on a 
need to compare and evaluate comput
er systems. This requisite, however, is 
contrary to the aims of a cost reflective" 
billing philosophy that requires execu
tion costs to change along with changes 

in the relative costs of the various re
sources that comprise the system. 

For example, if a cpu is replaced by 
another that, for the same cost, can 
execute instructions two or three times 
as fast, the cost of executing programs 
that tend to be cpu-bound falls dra
matically, relative to the cost of a tape 
copy, for example, which remains ba
sically unaffected. If the accounting 
algorithm does not recognize this 
change in relative cost, it is not cost 
reflective. Similarly, the units of work 
should not change; since the theoreti
cal amount of work performed has not 
changed. Therefore, using the unit of 
work as an element in the accounting 
algorithm can cause difficulties in satis
fying both requirements. 

Many claim that an accounting al
gorithm should discourage the use of 
expensive resources. This objective is 
often implemented by placing an un
reasonable surcharge upon the "expen
sive resource," employing a charging 
philosophy whose intent is apparently 
to penalize usage of these resources. If 
the resource in question is, in fact, 
expensive, a cost sensitive algorithm 
will reflect this. The microeconomic 
analysis demonstrates there is no sub
stantiation for charging any more than 
actual cost. 

Another twist along the same lines is 
the structuring of rates so as to 
discourage inefficient resource usage. 
Again, this is often accomplished using 
an overcharging penalty philosophy as, 
for example, placing extremely high 
charges on programs using hardware 
emulation features in order to encour
age conversion. Ironically, the micro
economic analysis demonstrates that 
overcharging itself encourages ineffi
cient allocation of resources. 

The cost reflective criteria can be 
carried to an extreme when developing 
an accounting algorithm. Two r~quire
ments have been presented that enable 
a firm to efficiently use computer re
sources. The actual costs of perform
ing computer work must be available, 
and the customer or user must react to 
these costs in an economic fashion. As 
mentioned earlier, merely allocating 
costs equitably is not good in itself and 
both factors must be" present in order 
to have an effective system. 

However, for the customer to react, 
he must be able to understand the al
gorithm in use. For this to occur in 
most installations, the algorithm must 
be relatively simple. Consequently, the 
perfect accounting routine does not 
exist; perfection would require exact 
cost reflection while being so emi
nently simple, even novice program
mers could fully understand it. A prop
er balance must therefore be estab
lished. If the simplicity requirement is 
not recognized, an extremely complex 
algorithm· may result. Some installa-
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Pricing is so specialized that there are a small 
number of users, the high rates are 
proper. The case of an obsolete re
source is a good example of one of the 
advantages of cost reflective account
ing, since it is an excellent means of 
identifying the savings potential asso
ciated with a conversion. 

tions have developed such elaborate 
accounting systems that an experi
enced system programmer would have 
difficulty deciphering the various ele
ments contained in the algorithm. However, there is also the case 

where low utilization exists because the 
resource is new and usage has not had 
a chance to develop.; An installation 
manager would be qUlck to point out 
that establishing full·~ cost recovery 
rates at the outset for such resources 
would discourage use. The proper ac
counting for this situation would seem 

A special case exists for resources 
that experience low utilization. Cost 
reflective rates for such resources are 
extremely high, since a relatively small 
number of users must recover the en
tire cost of the resource. If the low 
utilization condition results because 
the resource in question is obsolete, or 
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to be to develop rates that assume final 
expected utilization, and identify the 
losses incurred during the period that 
use is below the expected level as a 
launch cost associated with installation 
of the resource. 

An argument often presented 
against the type of analysis offered in 
this article is that dp users don't really 
respond to charging for dp services, 
and the accounting process is merely a 
game played to satisfy the firm's finan
cial community. Rather than a refuta
tion of cost reflective pricing, these are 
actually arguments in opposition to the 
entire process of charging internal us
ers for dp services. 

Perhaps an installation manager 
should first ask the following ques
tions: Does the charging process really 
have an effect on data processing usage 
in the company? Do my users receive 
"rubber stamp" approval for the data 
processing portions of their budget? 
Do programmers or their . managers 
really care how much their programs 
cost to run? If those costs were avail
able, would they make efforts to reduce 
the costs through more efficient pro
gramming techniques? 

If honest answers to those questions 
are in the negative, and this may be the 
case in no small number of installa
tions, then a dp accounting system con
stitutes an unnecessary expense and ef
forts should probably be directed to
ward reevaluating the financial control 
philosophy of the organization. 

On the other hand; if the user com
munity is responsive to the prices set 
on dp services, it is difficult to support 
an accounting system design that does 
not produce cost reflective results. -A 
successful cost reflective accounting 
system will provide the user with the 
information required to maximize the 
benefit the installation receives from its 
computing systems. 0 

Mr. Sobczak is presently an internal 
management consultant in the 
Management Services Dept. of 
Ford Motor Co.'s Finance Staff. He 
has worked in a variety of dp ca
pacities with emphasis on hard
ware/software planning and system 
performance evaluaton. He has an 
MBA from Univ. of Detroit. 
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An interview with an 
insurance company dp exec 
focuses on a two-year upgrading project 

UPGRADING-ONE 
COMPANY'S . EXPERIENCE 
During the winter of 1969-1970, Wil
liam L. Harrison', assistant vp of the 
Hartford Insurance Co.'s dp services 
dept., had an . uncomfortable feeling 
that everything at the job wasn't going 
precisely'the way he wanted it to go. It 
wasn't so much that he didn't like what 
..yas happening at the installation, as it 
was that he w~sn't sure what was going 
tQ happ~n in the future. 
, ,"We knew we didn't want to ~eep 
going th~ ''Yay: we had been going," 
rec~lls Harrison. "We j~st didn't like 
th~ idea' that we' 'Yere reacting to the 
environment." . 

The "environment" at Hartford was 
IBM, . just' as it is at most other big 
computer installati"ons. So in April 
1970 the' Hartford, under the direction 
of Harrison an4 Edward J. Becan, 
another executive iIi the dp dept., set 
up a special planning unit to help pave 
the way for upgrading. The job was a 

We just kept going 
and going, 9nd the 
machines kept coming 
in. . 

formidable one; not only were the 
Hartford's sales ($1.8 billion this year) 
growing about 15 % a year, but th~ dp 
workload was growing more than 25 % 
a year. Moreover, the Hartford had all 
almost unwieldly installation of nine 
large mainframes-two 65s, three 50s, 

. and four 30s. "It was a motley combi
nation, all right," Harrison remembers. 

One of the first, most important ac
tivities of the planning group was 
to' examine any potential alternative 
mainframe manufacturers. The Hart
ford gave some cursory consideration 
to RCA, because of its time-sharing ca
pabilities and its relative compatibility 
with IBM programs. But, in the' la'st 
analysis, the Hartford found.it was al: 
ready locked in with IBM andc~)Uldn't 
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by W. David Gardner, New England Bureau Manager 
give any other mainframe manufactur- . 
ers serious consideration, Moreover, 
Harrison decided that the route to go 
was to' "integrate" the nine cpu's into a 
slower:-but more pO'werful-number 
of machines. 

"We knew that we really couldn't 
integrate unless we got locked in to 
IBM even further," says Harrison. 
"And, with tighter cpu integration, it 
becomes harder for other vendors to 
crack in, although we can, and do, 
bust out of our chief vendor here aild 
there in the peripherals and front-end 
areas." 

At any rate, the Hartford's planning 
activities were in full swing when IBM 
announced its 370 line in mid-1970, 
"We found that the key thing was to 
have a basic document, or plil.ll, of 
where we wanted to go with our dp. 
We then fit IBM'S announcements 
around our plans, and tried to make 
the IBM products complement' O'ur 
plan. Without our own basic docu
ments, we would have been reacting 
chiefly to IBM'S." 

Harrison worked with a basic two
year h~rdware plan in which virtually 
all possible parameters are evaluated
everything from software and man
power needs to' forecasting of the 
workload growth. The plan was up
dated every six months. 

But how do you set up a game plan 
for replacing nine old mainframes and 
scores of old tape and disc drives with 
newer equipment-particularly in . a 
pathologically secretive industry in 
which users often have little inkling of 
what future product offerings will be? 

,The game plan, as Harrison learned, 
was fraught with danger. Harrison was 
tagged by IBM in that cat-and-mouse 
game unique to the dp industry in 
which IBM (or another mainframe 
maker) obsoletes a machine with a 
new one more quickly than the user 

had anticipated; with the result that the 
value of the old machine depreciates 
more quickly than the users had antici
pated. Harrison was one of those un
lucky chaps who purchased a 165 
without knowing that IBM'S virtual 
memory 168 would be coming out rel
atively soon. Nevertheless, the Hart
ford, which leases the remainder of its 
equipment, obtained one of the first 
165s, so Harrison feels the move was 
still a sound one. Others who pur
chased 165s later in the delivery cycle, 
Df course, were left holding the bag. 

In addition to hardware require
ments, the plan cDvered those of soft
ware. "One of the biggest problems we 
had was that every proposed opera
tional change required many different 
people with different skills to' look at 
the change," Harrison said. "This 
problem was created by becDming in
tegrated, but it had big paYDffs." 

... I think that things 
improve overall when 
you have a multiple 
vendor environment. 

The dp facilities were traditionally 
batch-oriented and, in addition, the 
Hartford cut over to corporate telepro
cessing in 1969 to service its 50 re
gional offices. Most of the mainframes 
were already operating on os-a bless
ing~but one model 50 was Dperating 
on DDS. Harrison recalls that the DDS 
program was operating so smoothly 
that it simply wasn't recognized as a 
potential problem at first. 

The decision was made to' convert 
the DDS to' OS in early 1972, and this 
was accomplished with the assistance 
of a $50,000 modification prDgram the 
insurance firm purchased from an in
dependent software house. 

The insurance company had another 
built-in assist in its upgrading endeavor 
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-the Hartford had already written its 
own COBOL subsets as a matter of 
course. Thus, the 'various equip~ent 
had a common language with standard 
interface. However,' the company had 
inadvertently deviated from its stan
dard plan' with 3330 'disc files, and 
Harrison says his people 'had to put 
great effort into preparing standard in-
terfaces for the 3330s'. ' -

Additionai software used for the up
grading project was HASP which, since 
it more or less sits on top of OS, was 
useful for the extensive spooling re
quired in the ne", multiprogramming 
environmenj. Other software was of an 
expected nature, and involved insta~l.; 
ing 1401 emulators and simulators, 
and installing MCS arid ASP. ' 

'The entire conversion period took 
18 months' and ended in mid-1972~ 
The first machine' togo, was a 30-
most of the work 'On that machine was 
then being run on one of the 65s. Then 
the first 155 was brought in, replaCing 
the two 50s. Then another 30 was tak
en out along with 'the 'first, of the 65s. 
At this point,' the 165 was installed 
and, later, another 155.'Pinally, in or
der of removal, the last (?5, 50, and 30 
were taken away: La~er, as -the work
load grew, another '155 was installed, 
but this was not'reallY associated with 
vhe upgrading endeavor. ' 

It was virtually a riever-ending job 
for those involved in the upgrading: 
"We never'thought we'd stop," said 
Edward Becan, recalling the time. "We 
just kept going and going; and the ma
chines just' kept coming in. It never 
really' did come to an' end. One day 
things ju~t seemed to quiet down. I 
tl1i~ if, we had switched over every
thing at one time, instead of stretching 
hov~r ~8'months, we'd have died." 

The Hartford did a near-perfect job 
of meeting deadlines, and Harrison ex
piained "that was not just because they 
were well-organized, but because the 
old equipment, whiCh \yas on' iease, 
had been committed to other custom
ers by'the leasing company." They were 
faced with the unhappy spectre of their 
b~d~q~ipment beiq.g rolled out by the 
l~asing company on the day it was due 
to· leave, ' 
- What was the biggest problem? 

There was no equivocation in Harri
son's ,voice when he answered' that 
question~his operational staff. Harri
son has nothing but' the highest praise 
for hi~ staff iIi the transitional period, 
but he says no one quite foresaw the 
"people problems" of upgrading from 
a conglomeration of scattered installa
tions to one big multiprocessing instal-
hltion. . , ' 

In a nutshell, the problem was {qat 
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the operational staff had been accus
tomed to working almost "h~nds on" 
with' a single configuration. . The 
change to an'enviro~ment in whiCh tp.e 
staff had to work remotely' \yith the 
equipment caused the problem. ' 

'~It was our biggest surprise, besides 
being our biggest problem/' Harrison 
says. "We had about 75 in all'onour 
operational staff, and we had to add: an 
additional 12, or 13 people. And the 
problem w~th the oper~tional staff nev
er stabilized during the changeover, ei
ther, because we' were constantly 
changing. Things didn't stabilize until 
May of 1972, 'when the upgraqing was 
behind us." 

The situation took care of itself to a 
large extent~ Harrison says. The more 
experienced peopiehave moved up 
into positions of higher responsibility, 
so th,ey don't tend to niiss wdrldng witli 
their ·"own" ~rsonal comP!lter. On the 
other hand, the new personnel, have 
n~ver worked' anywhere but at a multi
processing installation where the oper
aiional' staff tends to be' centrally lo-
cated imd.offsite. ' 
. Things got so' difficult in this regard 

originally, that after the integration 
began, 'attempts were made, to creat~ 
the illusion for operators that they 
were . still at small, separate installa
tions.' For instance, portable 'screens 
were put' up to block off banks of 
printers. from operators, and a minisys
tem was even installed so operational 
staff members would not feel so sepa
rate from the equipment. 

There' were other problems. Because 
of the massive physical changes, the 

If i had to layout 
ariY$ingle thing, 
it would be dollars. 

comp~ny had to renovate its central 
installation in Hartford. Because of the 
newer, more powerful' equipment. that 
required more and heavier cables, the 
8;.;inch ,floor space was Inadequate and 
the flOor had to be raised to accommo-:, 
date the new equipment. Also, addi
tional 'air conditioning was installed 
and the entire air-conditioning syst~m 
was rebalanced. 

'Throughout the upgrading endeav
o'r, the' Hartford relied almost exclu
sively on its '. own staff for the major 
moves and .!he major decisions. How
ever; they drew on help here and there 
from consultants and' a service bureau. 
The service ~ureau, National css, Inc., 
saw its interactive 'COBOL program pr~p:
aration used often. Harrison $ays that 
the" program was used' wh~n he had .to 
check out a . program quickly. "We 
used it when time was of the 'essence," 
Hinrison "said, ~'we could checkout a 
prpgram in 15 minutes. ,; , 

, One reasoli it didn't make sense for 
the Hartford' to use outside 'services 

was the sheer size of the mammoth 
insurance company and its' rapidly 
growing w6~kload. Por ,instance, the 
dp dept. ,did some 245,000 runs in 
1971 and more' than 500,000 in 1974. 

"We are. just. too big' for facilities 
management," says ~arrison .. "And 
:time-sharing doesn't make sense for us. 
The moveillent of paper: and dp ser:
vices is just too crucial in the insurance 
business for tis to go; outside for ser
viCes." 

'Harrison noted that the company 
does use some small outside supportive 
services now and then. 

Although Harrison found that the 
Hartford is more locked in to IBM:than 
ever, there are still pockets of vigorous 
competition among vendors in certain 
sectors' on the installation. "And I 
think that things improve overall when 
you have· a multiple vendor environ.; 
ment," Harrison says. "We're big 
enough to be able to generate our own 
facts and not rely exclusively on the 
vendors for them. Por instance, we 
have 36 Storage Technology tape 
drives and 32 IBM tape drives. It's. an 
apples comparison for us. 1 think that 
the competition on the site has made 
both vendors perform better. It keeps 
them on their toes." 

, All in all, though, the Hartford in
stallation is heavily committed to IBM. 
The only other equipment in sufficient 
quantity is Mohawk key-to-tape equip
ment, Sanders terminals, and Memo
rex control units. 

Would Harrison do it all over again? 
Of course he would, and the reason he 
gives is purely monetary. "If I had to 
layout· any single thing, it would be 
dollars. It's an economic thing-the 
equipment was proliferating.· 

"In the past, as the workload went 
up, the equipment went up at·the same 
rate. But we've put a stop to that now. 
Prom 1971 to 1974 our workload will 
be going up 100%, but our budget \viiI 
go up only 55%-from just under $4 
million in 1971 to about '$6' million in 
1974." " , 

Moreover, additional economic ad
vantages are becoming apparent as the 
H'artford gains ,more experience" with 
its new installation. p'or one thing, 
Harrison has been able to get a tighter 
grip on the budget, and in spite of the 
rapid growth iIi workload 'and th!! chal
lenge presented by· ope:rating' a new 
installation, the" dp budget is' currently 
ruIip.ing 6 % below its targeted budget 
figure. . . 

Not only does Harrison have the 
feeling that he has the proliferation os 
hardware under contr61-.:....it's not fn
creasing as fast, as the workload-but 
th~ operational staff isn't groWing so 
rapidly anymore either. Small wonder, 
then; that Hariison is emphatic in say:-

. ing he damn well would do it all over 
again. . 0 
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Women, to a greater extent 
than men, put forth their best effort 
in test situations and ' 
in day to day performance 

WOMEN ARE 
MORE· PREDICTABLE THAN MEN .. .. 

. . .." 

In '1962 the Journal ,of Counseling 
Psychology pubtished an' article ' by 
Harold G. Seashore of the Test Div. 
of the' Psychological Corp. entitled: 
"Women Are Mor~ Predictable Than 
Men." The 'results of Dr. Seashore's 
and othe~' st~dles 'show that aptitude 
test scores and coUege course grades in 
general correlate' more highly for 
women than for'men students. 

In the research. of the author of this 
article, with regard to testing for pro
gramming aptitude, it became apparent 
that correlations beiwe~n the aptitude 
test scores and teachers' grades in a 
programming course were sign'ificantly 
higher for the women students' than 
for the· men. This does not mean that 
the w'omen were superior to the men. 
It means that the quality of the per
formance of the women students on 
the aptitude test was closer to the qual
ity of their subsequent performance in 
the programming course than was the 
case for the men students.' Thesere
suits in the field of comput'er prograql
ming corroborate the results of Sea-:
shore and others with reference to col
lege performance in general. 

The principal role of" aptitude tests 
in a school situation is for' guidance 
purpose's. In industry their principal 
use is as one· of' the' Jactors' in 'a 'selec~ 
tion procedure: ' 

Aptitude . tests may be useful in a 
school situatIon where it .is desirable to 
form sepanite classes fqr superior, ay
erage, al1d' below average students. 
They may' also, be administratively 
helpful where limited facilities may 
preclude the enrollment of all the stu
dents who wish to pursue a course of 
study in computer science or computer 
technology. In many cases the student 
who does poorly on' the aptitude lest ~s 
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compared with his classmates will vol
untarily withdraw from further pursuit 
of that course of study. Thus the apti
tude test will have served a guidance 
function. However, strong motivation 
and good work habits ,often enable a 
student to perform significantly better 
than was indicated by the aptitude test. 

If selection is to be made by the 
aptitude test rating because time and 
personnel are not available for individ
mi.l interviews with students, it would 
be desirable to' include additional 
channels for qualifying for admiss~on 
to'the computer courseofstpdy. This 
would -open the do01: to students whose 
previous school work was below aver
age. The inclusion of the aptitude test 
is desirable because the overall work in 
the programming course is so very dif
ferent from the work in courses taken 
previously. 

A reasonable procedure would be to 
admit approximately one-third of the 
student enrollment in the computer 
c~rriculum on the basis of' previous 
record in related courses as defined by 
the' c.omputer faculty. Approximately 
one-third would be allocated on the 
basis of complete previous record. All 
o~her applicants ~ould be given the ap
titude test as the final path for the 
remaining places in the course. Term 
by term, or annually, the percentages 
allocated to these' three routes should 
be modified in accordance ,with the 
relative performance of the corre
sponding groups in their course work. 
Eventua~ly, for example, a school may 
find that" it is' allocatIng 40% of its 
places on the basis' 'of grades on previ
ous felai~d' cours~s" 25 % ' on previous 
overall record, and 3 5 % ' on the' basis of 
the aptitude test .. 

Programming aptitude tests in gen-

by Jack M. Wolfe 

eral do show a positive correlation,with 
success in programming courses. If the 
students are motivated to take the test 
because of possible personal benefit, 
the test can provide valuable informa
tion that can be particularly useful in 
borderline cases or in cases where 
inadequate pertinent information is 
available. It must be recognized, how
ever, that some students do poorly in a 
test situation but do well in their total 
course performance. In the present 
study there was a significant difference 
between the course performance of the 
men 'and women students' who scored 
below average on the programming ap
titude test. Twenty-four percent of, 
those men were ra.ted average and 28% 
above average in their course work, 
thus making a total of 52% of those 
men doing average or better in their 
course work. For the women students, 
however, 30% of those scoring below 
average on the aptitude test were eval
uated as average in their course work. 
None of the women scoring b~low av
erage on the aptitude test actually 
rated above average in their course 
work. Thus 70% of the women scoring 
below average on the aptitude test were 
so rated by their instructors, as com
pared with 48 % for the men's group. 

No aptitude test measures all the 
facets of' a, person's capabilities' and 
work habits. Nevertheless the results of 
an aptitude test do contribute an addi-:
tional and worthwhile evaluation to be 
taken into consideration as one addi
tional item of pertinent information. 
The less reliable and less standardized 
the other relevant information may be,_ 
the greater may be the weight allocated 
to the aptitude test. An aptitude test is 
particularly useful when it is necessary
to make a selection without adequate 
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or standardized information. Decisions 
made with' the aptitude test score as 
op.e of the known factors are likely to 
be· superior to decisions made without 
such infoFmation. 

The present study used the author's 
experimental Form A programming 
aptitude test, school edition, adminis
tered to 295 students in seven colleges. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the correspon
dence between the programming apti
tude test classifications and the classifi
cations by the programming instruc
tors for the 192 men and the 103 
women tested. In these tables the rat
ings of A and B were grouped as above 
average, and the D and F ratings as 
below average. 

In Table 1 it is seen that 55% of the 
192 men were identified in the same 
classification by both the aptitude test 
at the beginning of the course arid the 
instructor at the end of the course. 
That is, 33% of the men were rated 
above average by both the aptitude test 
and the instructor, 8% were rated as 
average by both, and 14% were rated as 
below average by both. Relativelyseri
ous discrepancies occurred for 4 % of 
the men, who were rated above aver':' 
age on the aptitude test and' below 
average by the instructors. Serious dis
crepancies in the opposite direction oc
curred for 8% of the men, that is, with 
aptitude test ratings of below average 
and instructors' evaluations of above 
average. Of this total group of 12 % of 
the men, twice as many did significant
ly better in their course work than the 
reverse. 

In Table 2 it is seen that 68% of the 
103 women students were identified in 
the same classification by both the ap
titude test and the instructor. That is, 
41 % were above average in both rat
ings, 13 % average in both ratings, and 

14 % below average' in both ratings. 
There was only a 3 % occurrence of 
serious discrepancies with the women 
students. None of the women who 
were rated below average on the test 
scored above average in their course 
work. In all, 51 % of the women were 
rated above average on the test. Six 
percent of this group, 3 % of all the 
women tested, performed significantly 
worse in their programming course. 
This discrepancy does not n:ecess~rily 
imply that the test was inaccurate, in 
these cases. The test, taken in one sit
ting, is like a snapshot of the person at 
one moment. The course grade on the 
other hand is an evaluation based on 
many facets of the person's perfor
mance over a period of five months. 
There are many occurrences of a per
sonal nature or reflecting a change of 
interest that can cause a student to 
perform less well in the course -than 
was indicated by the aptitude test at 
the beginning of the course: The 'fre
quency of occurrence of above aver~ge 
aptitude test ratings and below average 
course performance was almost the 
same for both men and women stu
dents, namely, 4% of the men and 3% 
of the women. 

It is significant that none of the 
women scoring below average on the 
aptitude test were actually rated above 
average by their instructors. Of the 
20% of the women Who were rated 
beIpw average on the test, 6%, or 30% 
of that 20%, were rated' average by 
their instructors. This is an occurrence 
that could well be expected. By perse
verance, conscientious effort, and 
strong motivation a student. who ap
pears to have below average potential 
can perform sufficiently well to earn 
an average grade. It is not very likely, 
however, that such performance will 
be rated above average by the instruc
tor. 

The occurrence of 8% of the men's 
group scoring below average' on the 
aptitude test and above average in their 

Classification by Wolfe P.A.T. and programming grade for 192 men students 

Test Instructors' Evaluation 
Evaluation Below Average Average Above Average 

Above 
Ayerage 4% 11% 33% 

Average 7% 8% 9% 

Below 
Average 14% 7% 8% 

T~ble 1 

'Classification by Wolfe P.A.T. and programming grape for 103 women students 

Test Instructors' Evaluation 
Evaluation Below Average Average Above Ave~age 

Above 
Average 3% 8% 41% 

Average 10% 13% 7% 

Below 
Average 14% 6% 0% 

Table 2 
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lines, depend on Bell System 

Dataphone® 4800 service. 

The Bell System's Dataphone 4800 service is designed to transmit 
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facilities. 

Dataphone 4800 service features automatic adaptive equalization. 
Turnaround times of 50 milliseconds for private lines and 50 or 150 milliseconds 
for the switched network, as you choose. And low monthly charges. 
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the 4800 data sets. Signal lights indicate the status of the sets at all times. 

And solid-state technology from Bell Laboratories fits all these fea
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In addition to our local maintenance forces, the Bell System's Data 
Technical Support Team stands behind all our Dataphone service. The Team's 
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WOMEN 

course work may be due in part to less 
than their full effort on the aptitude 
test together with extensive effort in 
the course because of strong motiva
tion toward programming as a career 
for economic reasons. This factor is 
likely to be of greater significance for 
men students than for women. In cases 
where the course performance is signifi
cantly superior to the aptitude test rat
ing, the course performance is likely to 
be the better indicator than an aptitude 
test. An aptitude test is useful where it 
is necessary to make an evaluation of 
the person's potential in a certain field 
before he has· actually established a 
record of performance in that field. 

A measure of the greater predictabil
ity of the women students can be seen 
by comparing hits to misses. The apti
tude test and instructors agreed for 23 
of the women students for every one 
studen.t for whom there was a signifi
cant discrepancy. For the men there 
was an agreement on 5 students for 
each miss. This ratio of hits to misses 
for the women is almost five times that 
of the men. 

The greater predictability of women 
may be due to the greater degree of 
cooperation of women in putting forth 
their best effort in both the test situa
tion and their subsequent day by day 
performance in their course work. 
Men, to a greater extent than women, 
rna y be inclined to be less than sincere':' 
ly cooperative in putting forth the con
centrated effort required to do well on 
a difficult test when they know that the 
results will not affect them personally. 
If women students agree to take a test, 
however, or undertake a responsibility 
such as ,a test or a course, even if :they 
are instructed to do so and have not 

chosen to do so voluntarily, they are 
more likely to be conscientious about 
trying their best in good faith even 
when they know that a high test score 
will not be of personal benefit to them. 

The author has found in contact 
with his own students that it is not very 
unusual for men students, possibly be
tween 5% and 10% of them, to have a 
rather nonchalant attitude about their 
performance on tests even when the 
test results will affect their grades. Such 
an attitude among women students is 
far less common. The author suggests 
that in all studies, and particularly 
where the testing is done for research 
purposes and the persons tested know 
that they will not be affected personally 
by their test ratings, more information 
will be obtained if the statistics are 
maintained for men and women as 
separate groups rather than as one 
composite group. 

Some psychologists believe that the 
greater conformity of girls, along with 
their indoctrination from a very young 
age to follow the instructions of estab
lished authorities, may be a key factor 
in the greater predictability of their test 
results. If this is so, there may well be a 
lessening in the predictability of wom
en as women's liberation concepts take 
greater hold among young women stu
dents and, subsequently, in the up
bringing of their daughters from early 
childhood. If freed from the adherence 
to following instructions, increasing 
numbers of girls and young women 
may eventually take an approach of 
non-concern and less than full cooper
ation if they are asked or told to take a 
difficult test, particularly if the results 
will not affect them personally. When 
the pattern of "doing as they are told" 
is broken or eroded, the greater predic
tability of women may become some-' 
what diffused as well. 

The data in the author's study of the 

Correlation coefficients of men and women students 
in Wolfe P.A.T. ratings and instructors' grades in programming 

(7 colleges, 295 students) 

Participating Schoo'l 
Men Women 

No. Pearson r No. Pearson r 

Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 20 .33 '8 .81 

Cambrian College 
Sault Ste. Marie, OntariO, Canada 35 .16 19 .72 

Eastern Iowa Community College 
Davenport, Iowa 42 .42 30 .54 

University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 21 .46 14 .56 

Nassau Community College 
Garden City, N.Y. 16 .14 11 .74 

Northeast Wisconsin Technical Institute 
Green Bay, Wis. 13 .69 8 .95 

University of South Florida and 
Hillsborough Community College 

Tampa, Fla. 45 .48 13 .69 

TOTAL 192 .45 103 .70 

It is of special significance that in every instance the correlation between aptitude 
test ratings and instructors' grades was higher for the women than for the men. 

Table 3 
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comparison of the degree of correla
tion of men's and women's test scores 
with instructors' grades in program
ming are shown in Table 3. Each col
lege was requested to evaluate the stu
dents' performance in a grading system 
of five grades. The test rankings were 
made early in the programming 
course. The instructors' evaluations, of 
course, were made at the end of the 
term. 

In order to adjust to the different 
grading standards in the various col
leges, the rankings by the aptitude test 
were converted into the grade evalua
tions on a school by school basis as 
follows: If a particular college had 10% 
A grades, 20% B's, 50% C's, 15% 
D's, and 5 % F's; then the top 10% on 
the aptitude test were classified as A, 
the next highest 20% 'On the aptitude 
test were classified as B, etc. Although 
the system of converting the aptitude 
test rankings to grades in the A to F 
scale was the same for all seven col
leges, the percentages varied somewhat 
from college to college, as should be 
expected. 

The Pearson coefficients of correla
tion ranged from .14 to .69 for the 
men and from .54 to .95 for the wom
en. For all men combined as a single 
group the correlation was .45 and for 
all women combined as a single group 
it was .70. From the data in this study 
the greater predictability of the wom
en's group is established as statistically 
significant. The likelihood that the dif
ference of predictability in favor of the 
women's group was due merely to the 
random chances of sampling is less 
than one chance in a thousand. * 0 

Dr. Wolfe is a professor of com
puter and information science at 
Brooklyn College, CUNY. He has 
served on a special committee of 
the education dept. of ACM for 
the formulation of problems for a 
standardized college placement 
test in dp and programming, and 
is the author of the Aptitude As
sessment Battery: Programming 
test currently published in England, 
Australia, and the U.S. 

*Further data for persons interested in research 
on this topic, and information and copies of the 
test for school personnel interested in partici
pating in a validation study of an experimental, 
self-scoring form of the school edition test, may 
be obtained by writing to the author. 
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Memory segmentation boxes, 
indirect addressing, and base address 
registers were all considered and 
discarded as methods for giving a 
minicomputer a million-byte memory 

THE MEGA-MINI 
SUCCEEDS THE MODEL T 
Imagine Henry Ford's first Model T 
with 250 robust "horses" under the 
hood. Ridiculous, isn't it? Nobody was 
ready for any such breakthrough in 
those dawning years of the 20th 
century. 

Imagine a "minicomputer" with a 
million bytes of directly addressable 
main memory. Preposterous. Even 
more preposterous to imagine such a 
beast before 1963 when the DEC people 
startled the world with the first PDP-8. 

Yet a rapid but evolutionary growth 
has oc'curred, and today, the minicom
puter shops are experimenting with 
different schemes to hang a megabyte 
(or more) of main memory on their 
favorite in-house processor. 

What follows is an attempt to set 
down the Interdata solution to the 
challenge of combining a minicom
puter with a megabyte of main mem
ory, the end result being a product 
called a "Mega-Mini." But first, it is 
necessary to examine briefly what the 
other mini houses have been doing in 
the same area. 

First came Digital Equipment Corp. 
with its Memory Segmentation Unit. 
Following them were Data General 
Corp., Varian, and MODCOMP. The 
DEC method of mixing large memories 
with minicomputers is representative 
of the others. And, because of the maj-
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esty of the corporation and the avail
ability of descriptive literature, the DEC 
method deserves more than just a pass
ing reference. 

Memory segmentation unit 
The DEC method for extending 

memory beyond the natural limitations 
imposed by 16-bit addressing makes a 
distinction between program space, or 
"virtual" space as it's called, and real 
space, or physical memory. 

For purposes of relocation and seg
mentation, both program space and 
physical memory are conceptually di
vided into 64-byte blocks. Through the 
magic of the Memory Segmentation 
Unit, 16-bit virtual addresses are trans
formed into 18-bit physical addresses. 
This extends the maximum addressing 
space from 64KB to 256KB. 

SAF 

Fig.!. DEC segmentation register. 

The Memory Segmentation Unit for 
the PDP-II / 45 contains three sets of 
segmentation registers: one for user 
mode, one for supervisor mode, and 
one for kernel mode. Two bits in the 
current Processor Status Word (psw) 
control model selection. Each set of 

by John Michels 
segmentation registers includes eight 
registers for instruction references and 
eight registers for data references. The 
Memory Segmentation Unit does not 
require the separation of instructions 
and data space. However, DEC software 
requires this at this time. With this 
arrangement, programs can consist of 
as much as 64KB of pure procedure 
and 64KB of data. Segmentation regis
ters are 32 bits wide and contain six 
fields, as shown in Fig. 1. 

With physical memory conceptually 
divided into 4,096 blocks each 64 bytes 
long, 12 bits are sufficient to address 
any individual block. The Segment 
Address Field of the segmentation reg
ister holds such a 12-bit address. By 
definition, this address is the starting 
location of the first block controlled by 
the segmentation register. The Seg-

SLF 

ment Limit Field indicates the number 
of contiguous 64-byte blocks con
trolled by the register. It is interesting 
to note here that segments can extend 
upward, with increasing physical ad
dresses, or downward, with decreasing 
physical addresses. If the segrrient ex-
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tends upward, the value placed in the 
Segment Limit Field is one less than 
the number of blocks in the segment. If 
the segment extends downward, the 
value in this field is 128 minus the 
number of blocks in the segment. Ad
dress and limit values together describe 
the size of the segment, which may 
range from 64 bytes to 8KB in 64-byte 
increments. 

Having this information, plus in
formation concerning the type of op
eration-instruction read, data read, 
data write-available to a unit external 
to both the processor and memory 
provides an appealing (inexpensive) 
way of achieving sophisticated mem
ory access control. DEC uses the Access 
Control Field to identify six types of 
control. They are: 
1. Not present-interrupt on all ac

cesses. 
2. Interrupt after completion of a 

read or write. 
3. Interrupt after completion of a 

write. 
4. Free access-no interrupts. 
5. Abort writes and interrupt, inter-

rupt on read. 
6. Abort writes and interrupt. 
The E· bit identifies the segment as 
extending upward or downward. The 
Aan9 W bits are used in conjunction 
with the Access Control Field for mem
ory management purposes. 

The Memory Segmentation Unit di
vides the 16-bit virtual address into 
three fields as shown in Fig. 2. (This 
process is completely transparent to the 
application programmer.) 

The first field is a pointer to one of 
the eight possible segmentation tfegis
ters. The second field is the address of 
a 64-byte block within program space. 

is added to the' Segment Address 
Field of the register. 

5. The Displacement Field of the vir
tual address is concatenated with 
the result of the previous addition. 

Since the, unit can do most of its 
error checking in parallel with the ad
dition, the entire operation on the PDP-

11/45 takes no more time than a very 
reasonable 90 nsec. Among the advan
tages of the DEC approach are: 
• It allows true hardware relocation. 

Programs can be loaded anywhere 
in memory as absolute code. 

• Contiguous segments can be scat
tered throughout memory. This al
lows efficient use of memory and 
permits overlap of shared code and 
shared data. 

• Segments do not even have to be in 
memory. A virtual memory system 
is possible. 
Other manufacturers (Data Gener

al, Varian, MODCOMP) have intro
duced units similar to the DEC Memory 
Segmentation Unit. Some are more 
elegant, such as MODCOMP'S, with its 
profligate use of LSI chips. Others are 
less elegant, but still serviceable. All are 
reminiscent of the dynamic relocation 
techniques used by IBM in the 360/67. 

Memory management unit 
We have known for quite some time 

that it was necessary to provide mini
computer systems with memories 
larger than 64KB. The big question 
was how to do it. 

There were many theories, most of 
them some variation on the IBM reloca
tion box. One of these, the one that 
looked the most promising, was very 
similar to the DEC Memory Segmenta
tion Unit. It had separate sets of seg
mentation registers for user mode and 
supervisor mode. Each set had eight 
registers for instructions and eight for 
data. This immediately gave us a max
imum program size of 128KB, pro
vided we wrote a new compiler and 

I-O ___ 2+-______ -I911-1.;..O ____ ~15 new assembler to separate instructions 

I ~SF I SN DIS I from data. This seemed reasonable. 
&... __ -"' _______ --lL--____ ---' But the first serious objection was 

Fig. 2. Virtual address. 

The third field is the byte displacement 
within that block. Construction of an 
I8-bit physical address from a 16-bit 
virtual address requires the following 
steps: 
1. Processor Status Word bits select 

the appropriate set of segmentation 
registers - User, Supervisor, or 
Kernel. 

2. The operation-instruction refer
ence or data reference-deter
mines which block of eight seg
mentation registers within the set is 
to be used. 

3. The ASR field of the virtual address 
selects one of the eight registers. 

4. The BN field of ,the virtual address 
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quick to arise: 
It's fine to say that in a 512KB 

system all programs are limited to 
128KB. However, lurking in the shad
ow, there is always one program great
er than I28KB. That one is the operat
ing system, which is actually 512KB. 
The data base for any operating system 
is all of memory. 

The answer to this objection was that 
since the operating system is mapped 
through a set of segmentation registers, 
it remaps itself whenever it needs to 
access locations outside the immediate 
area. 

This is probably an acceptable over
head to bear for the privilege of having 
128KB user programs. The next objec
tion involved user programs. We as-

sumed, and rightly, that most large 
programs would be written in FORTRAN. 

The objection: 
How many FORTRAN programs con

sist of exactly 64KB of pure procedure 
and exactly 64KB of data? Not many. 
How many FORTRAN programs consist 
of less than 64KB of pure procedure 
and more than 64KB of data? A lot! 

To make matters even worse, we 
realized we would be writing an operat
ing system and a compiler inexorably 
tied to an external device. Think of a 
compiler that can accept input only 
from paper tape. If you want to 
change the input device, you have to 
rewrite the compiler completely. Such 
a situation cannot be good. Why 
should our adaptation of an idea that 
works so well for IBM fail so miserably 
for us? The answer is: We were trying 
to make it do more than it was ever 
intended to do. IBM uses this technique 
for relocation and control. We were 
using it for this, but in addition, we 
were using it to enlarge the address 
field. It could not do this., If the maxi
mum program address is contained in 
a 16-bit field, then no amount of 
hardware can make this into 18, 20, or 
24. 

Must minicomputers and large main 
memories be essentially incompatible? 
Of course not. Theire is no natural law 
that forbids minicomputers to generate 
addresses greater than 65,535. Sure, 
put 256KB, 5I2KB, or even more' 
main memory on the system. But let 
the program address all of memory. 
This is, in essence, the concept of the 
Mega-Mini. 

Now, having freed the program 
from the 64KB address restraint-at 
least in theory-we were faced with 
two very interesting questions: How 
much memory do we allow the pro
gram to address, and' how does the 
program address more than 64KB? We 
answered the second question first and, 
in so doing, came up with an intrinsic 
limit that answered the first question. 

Once again, our engineers, scientists, 
technicians, and programmers pro
duced almost as many methods as 
there were human beings involved. 
Gradually, the number of possible 
methods narrowed as one scheme after 
another was rejected as impractical. 
New alliances formed and reformed 
around the remaining methods. For a 
while, an indirect addressing approach 
had widespread support. 

Indirect addressing, as a program
ming technique, has its advantages. 
Reentrant coding, subroutine linkage, 
and table lookup, among many other 
things, really become very simple with 
indirect addressing. However, as a 
method of addressing more than 
64KB, it is too slow. It is very cumber
some, what with references to page 
zero and to the current page. To be 
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really effective, indirect addressing re
quires multilevel indirect references 
which slow the system even more. Ease 
in programming requires extremely 
complex assemblers and loaders .. Final
ly, it is a foreign concept to program
mers accustomed to direct a~dressing 
Qn all previous lnterdata proce~sors. 
And so,· indirect addressing' was dis
carded. After this, ·only two choices 
remained. .. 

One of the two remaining ap
proaches was to go all the way with 
IBM. This meant eIlJarging the gen~ral 
registers to 32 bits and substituting a 
base-displacement field for the 6~d A2 
p.eld. The new memory reference· for
mat would then be as seen in Fig. 3. 

There was 'a certain aura of Linus
blanket security· about this approach. 
If the Olympians of Armonk endorsed 
this method, could, the moi1als of 
Oceanport presume to disagree? 

Fortunately, the Interdata ·staff in
cludes a lot of hard-nosed pragmatists, 
some of whom are also excellent' IBM 

programmers. They were quick to 
point out' that base-displacement pro
gramming . is not all beer and skittles. 
Reserving general registers for use as 
base re~sters' puts a severe restriction 
on the use of general registers as tem-:
porary storage locations, accumula::
tors, and index registers. Loads and 
stores proliferate in direct proportion 
to the size of the· program. External 
subroutirie linkage becomes a software 
simulation.of indirect addressing. . 

Supplying a separate set of registers 
for use as base registers does not help; 
it would . probably be.everi worse. The 
overhead in context· switching becomes 
much greater. Whllt is e~en more seri
ous is the· need thell fora complete set 
of instructions to· allow operations be
tween base register~, between base reg
isters arid general registers, and be
tween base registers and ~emorY. 

The method 
By now we had eliminated all the 

alternative llddressing methods excep·t 
one, and this one was really our orig
inal method. We· chose the method of 
direct addressin'g not in '1973, but in 
1967, for the company's first for-sale 
minicomputer, tp.e venerable Model 3. 
For that· processor, . we created an 
architecture that superficially resem
bled the 360, while eschewirig the use 
of base registers in favor of direct 
addressing. 

In the design of the Mega-Mini, we 
looked hard at iridirec:;t addressing 
(base-displacement a4dressing is really 
indirect addressing with the address 
word contained· in a register rather 
thallin memory) to reassure ourselves 
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that direct addressing would be the 
fastest, and from a programming point 
of 'view, the 'easiest way to access 
memory. Once again,in the design of 
the'Mega-Mini, as in the design of the 
Interdata Model 3, direct addressing 
won out. 
, The simple brute force approach of 

enlarging the address field of memory 
reference instructions to 32 bits was 
not at all satisfactory. We realized, as 
did IBM, that it is not wise to penalize 
the small configuration with a l~ng in':' 
struction format required only by the 
large configuration. Therefore, we in
creased the general register size to 32 
bits and devised three new memory 
reference instruction formats. Anyone 

tents of the first index register, speci
fied by FX2, to the contents of the 
second index register, specified by 
SX2, to the contents of the A2 field. 
The A2 field contains a 24-bit urisigned 
direct address with a range from zero 
to 16,777,215. ' 

It is in the definition of the RX3 
format that we found the answer to 
that earlier question: 'How much 
memory? Twenty-four bits in' the ad
dress field allow' for 1 '6 million bytes of 
memory, which is' a lot of memory'. We 
belIeve it is enough' memory even for 
10nR·range phinning. Although the cost 
of memory (both core and semi-con
ductor) is coming dowl1, the cost of 
putting together large memory' syst(!m~ 
-with power sur'plies and depend
able, fast bussing-has not decreased 
significantly. (For this very reason, the 
initial implementation of the Mega~ 

I" OP J R1 'f X2 T B2 r 02 
31

1 
Fig. 3. I~M type 'format. 

r r· .''1'' 'j:61~f" 
31 

OP R1 X2 02 I 
Fig. 4. RX 1 format. 

I" 
op r R1 "1" X2 15IT 02 

31

1 
Fig. 5. RX2 format. 

r ~ ______ o_p ________ 7~1_8 ___ R1 ___ ~~'1~12 __ F_x~,2_,_1~)_:~1~:~I~:~]~:~]~~O_'S_X_2 __ 2~'~2_4--J~;~ 
Fig. 6.~X3 format. 

of the three formats can access any 
location in memory. Only one'of the 
formats requires more than 32'bits for 
the coinpl(!te ,instruction'" (In the three 
formats' described below,lhefirst 
operand is the contents of, the general 
register specified by Rl.) , 

The first' memory, reference format, 
RXl,is shown in Fig. 4. In this type of 
instruction the address' of the second 
operand is formed by adding the con
tents of the index register, specified by 
X2, to the contentso.f the D2 field. 
The D2 field contains a IS-bit· dis
pl~cement that can directly a~dress up 
to 32,768 bytes. ' 

The second m~mory reference for
mat, RX2, is shown in Fig. '5. In this 
type of instruction the address of the 
second operand is formed by adding 
the current location counter to the 
contents of the index register, specified 
by X2, to the contents of the D2 fjeld. 
The D2 field contains a IS-bit, two's 
complement number with a ,range 
from minus 16,384 to plus 16,383. 

The third memory reference' format, 
RX3, is shown in Fig. 6. In this type of 
instruction, the address of the second 
o~erand is form~d by adding the con-
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Mini is limited to one million bytes of 
memory.) 

The three formats described above 
met our needs very ~ell. Small 'pro
grams, less than 3 2KB' in length, need 
never use a 48-bit memory reference 
instruction. With the relative address
ing caRability of the RX2 format, even 
large programs can very often avoid 
the use of 48-bit instructions. It is only 
when the user wants to take advantage 
of the double indexing feature (inyalu:
able in array processing); or when the 
memory reference exceeds the range of 
the Rxl or RX2 format, that a 48-oit 
instruction is required. 

One more advantage is that most of 
the time the programmer does not have 
to worry about formats. Unless, he 
specifically asks for. double indexing, 
even "a simple-minded assembler can 
determine the proper forinat. 

Back to the MMU 
Many problems, both major' and 

minor, arose before the Mega-Mini be
came a complete product. One of these 
was somewhat embarrassing. We had 
done a beautiful hatchet job on the 
Memory 'Management Unit, concept in 

order to get direct addressing. Now, 
even with direct addressing, we needed 
hardware relocation and' protection. So 
the MMU went back, this time in a very 
different form. The "Memory Acce'ss 
and Protect Controller" (a face-saving 
name change?) is no longer a 16-bit 
address, juggler with segmentation arid 
pro'tection frills. It is a simple, straight
forward adaptation of the old IBM idea. 
It relocates program addresses without 
trying to do, anythingspectaculai. At 
the same time it provides for segmenta
tion and memory access control. ' 

Ford Motor Company has' adver
tised its Pinto as the direct descendent 
of 'the "rugged, dependable Model'T." 
Similarly, the Mega-Mini desce~ds 
from· a line of minicomputers, the 
compatible family of Interdata pro-:
cessors. What distinguishes the Mega
Mini from its ancestors is analogous to 
the, differences between the Pinto and 
the Model T. Outward appearances 
aside, 'what really separates the two 
cars? Two things: horsepower, and the 
advances in automotive technology 
that have made increased horsepower a 
practical and economic reality,' per
haps even a necessity. 

Back iIi 1922, Henry Ford could 
have built a high-horsepower Model T. 
But he judged 'correctly that the buying 
public was neither ready psychological
ly, nor willing financially, to accept 
such a motor car. It has tfl,ken nearly 
50 years for the Pinto to evolve. . 

'Events move more quickly in the 
electronics, industry. Only two years 
ago, the Mega-Mini would have been 
as impractical as the 250 horsepower 
Model T. (If Ood had intended mini
computers to address more than 64K13, 
He would have created them that 
way.) Today, ~ith the ratio of mem
ory cost to cpu cost so reduced, in
creased horsepower in a minicomputer 
is psychologically and financially ac
ceptable. It is also highly desirable. 0 

Mr. Michels is manager of th ad
vanced planning and development 
group at' Interdata, Inc. Prior to 
joining Interdata in 1969, he was a 
systems software analyst for Pratt 
& Whitney Aircraft Co. He is a grad-
uate of Spring Hill College. .. 
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We've developed a truly user oriented optical 
character recognition system that can be 
delivered now-the OpScan 37. Its cost is so low 
we believe you'll be amazed. Rental can be as 
little as $1,345 a month depending on options. 
And it reads OCR-A and handprint too! 

Of course, we offer all the features needed to get 
the job done-automatic paper feed, document 
correction and format capability, and much, 
much more. 

The OpScan 37 has an especially interesting work 
and time saving feature. You can program the 

system with just a single form. To change 
applications all you need to do is insert a type
written page. It's as simple as that. 

Even more, we offer full customer support 
including forms, training and nationwide service 
by our own staff. 

For a corporate demonstration call Frank Kirby, 
Vice President-Marketing (215) 968-4611. 

Optical Scanning Corporation 

Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940 
(215) 968-4611 Nationwide Sales and Service 
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For the past few months, DEC has 
been the biggest name in real-time 
and disk-based standard operating 
systems. 

But the picnic's over. 
Now we've got two new standard 

hardware/software systems. And both 
of them have price/performance 
stories that can beat the socks off 
DEC's corresponding models. 

SAVE $20.000 
ON OUR NEW DBOS. 

DEC's disk-based systems will 
run you abol;lt $60,000. 

Our DBOS-II is only $39,500 and 
it's superior to any disk-based system 
on the market. 

If we haven't got your attention 
yet, maybe we should mention that our 
DBOS-II lets you do more computa
tion with le~s memory in far less time. 

You get faster program genera
tion because we give you both 
scientific and commercial languages. 

While other systems are confined 
to either interactive or batch operation, 
DBOS-II offers a combination of both. 
Plus a comprehensive file manage
ment system, text editors, interactive 
debug routines, mathematical func-' 
tions and commercial libraries. That 
explains our faster program imple
mentation. 

As for program execution, we do 
it faster because the heart of our 
system is the SPC-16/65 minicomputer 
which has the most powerful instruc
tion set available and therefore requires 
less memory. 

AND UP TO $40.000 
ON OUR NEW RTOS. 

If you want to combine your 
program generation and computation 
with control of real-time tasks, DEC's 
RSX -lID will set you back more than 
$80,000. 

Our new RIOS-II will do the job 
for $46,950. And if you don't need a 
line printer and card reader, we can 
start you out at $29,950. 

RIOS-II has all the advantages 
of DBOS-II in background, with a 
very responsive foreground for 
handling events that occur in real time. 

And compared to DEC's 
RSX -lID, we pack more power and 
features in far less memory. 

You can tailor our system to fit 
your application starting with as little 
as 16K memory, expandable to 128K: 

NOW IT CAN 
BE TOLD. 

Some manufacturers go to 
incredible lengths to protect their juicy 
trade secrets. 

We publish ours. 
The reasons we can give you 

price/performance advantages are all 
spelled out in "The Value of Power:' 
For a free copy, or for more 
information on RIOS-II or DBOS-II, 
'write General Automation, 1055 South 
East Street, Anaheim, Calif. 92805. 
If you're in a hurry, call (714) 778-4800. 

GENERAL 
AUTOMATION 
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t\EWS IN PERSPECllVE 
The banks and the thrift 
organizations debate the 
issue of who participates 
and who pays for electronic 
funds transfer systems. The 
Federal Reserve Board asks 
for comments. The public, 
with some odd exceptions, 
could care less. It is the 
public, however, that ulti
mately will decide when the 
concept of paperiess trans
actions catches on. Where 
it all stands is reported on 
this page ... 

Whatever happened to the 
estimated 50 Memorex com
puters, recently abandoned 
by the financially-troubled 
company? There are bar
gains, and some software 
support is emerging, 
page 82 ... 

A federal judge in Minne
sota seems to have de
frocked Eckert and Mauchly 
as the high priests of elec
tronic digital computer 
invention, page 84. Mean
whi!e, the man to whom the 
judge gave the credit in a 
fascinating decision last 
year says he and'Mauchly 
are "pretty good 
friends." ... 

How do you penetrate a 
remote access computer? 
It's easy, says Bob Abbott of 
the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory, page 90. He 
does it with uncanny regu
larity and with government 
funds ... 

Ma Bell gets a setback in 
court in the phone com
pany's effort to knock out 
the specialized communica
tions carriers, page 92. The 
decision, if it stands up, 
takes the heat off fledgling 
MCI Communications Corp ... 

There'll always be a com
puter industry in England, 
despite the energy shortage, 
as workers merely wear 
heavier woolens, page 98. 

Banking 

Electronic Funds Transfer Systems: 
Broad Issues and a Sepia-Colored Stage Coach 
Some lofty battle lines are being drawn 
this month on the broad implications 
of electronic funds transfer systems 
( EFTS). On another level, critical prob
lems are being solved with things as 
simp!e as a sepia stage coach. 

The first level is the concern of par
ties interested in EFTS who are prepar
ing responses to a request by the 
Federal Reserve Board for comment 
before March 8 on such issues as the 
appropriate roles in ownership and 
operation of various segments of a na
tionwide EFTS, extent and conditions 
of access, and how costs should be 
allocated. 

The biggest line of demarcation is 
expected to be between commercial 
banks and thrift organizations (mutual 
savings banks, savings and loans, and 
credit unions), with the latter calling 
for equal participation in and access 
to a national system. The commercial 
banks, jealous of what they consider 
their innovative efforts in developing 
the necessary software and legal frame
work and because they have assumed 
liability for transmission errors and 
failures in existing local systems, are 
seeking assurance that participation by 
thrift institutions will not createprob
lems for themselves and their custom
ers. 

The Justice Dept. is expected to 
bring up the potential of antitrust issues 
if joint ownership of switching portions 
of the systems by participating banks 
is suggested. And there undoubtedly 
will be some hue and cry on safeguards 
for data privacy. 

Even as these broad and somewhat 
esoteric issues are being debated, and 
positions on them being formulated, 
those involved in the day to day imple
mentation of EFTS are making a plod
ding kind of progress, with selling the 
concept to potential users their biggest 
area of concern. EFTS is moving, albeit 
in a piecemeal way. 

The Fed evidently thinks that EFTS' 

time has come, which is why' it has 
asked for comments on what essentially 
is an extension of its "Regulation J," 
governing the collection of checks 
through the reserve system, to cover 
the acceptance and delivery of both 
credit and debit transfers of funds by 
wire over its national communications 
network. 

The Fed has said its efforts toward 

this end are "based on estimates that 
check volume is increasing at a rate 
that will double the total check volume 
during the next decade from a current 
estimate of 26 billion items yeady." 

Selli'ng the customer 
Those most concerned with selling 

the potential user are concerned with 
this projection, too. "We've got to undo 
some of our own work," said a banker 
attending an American Bankers Assn. 
automation and operations workshop 
in Seattle ~ast November. "For years 
we've trained the customer to think of 
his canceled check as his receipt. He 
wants to see that check in front of, 
him." Under an EFTS, a statement entry 
would replace a check as proof of 
payment. 

A representative of California's 
Wells Fargo Bank said at the same 
meeting that he had met resistance 
from within - from . a bank executive 
concerned because he felt colorful 
checks had become Wells Fargo's 
trademark. The bank is getting around 
this by decorating its statements, start
ing with a sepia stage coach. 

Wells Fargo is one of III California 
banks participating in an electronic 
funds transfer system (see Nov. 1972, 
p. 155) sponsored by the California 
Automated Clearinghouse Assn. 
(CACHA), which began operations with 
great fanfare in October 1972; proc
essed its first 29 live entries on Nov. 30, 
1972; broke the 100 mark in entries 
processed by year-end 1972; and by the 
end of 1973 was processing an average 
of some 4,000 entries a month. Hardly 
impressive when compared to check 
clearances. "It's been slow," organizers 
are quick to admit. Selling, they say, 
has been the big stumbling block. 

Jesse H. Moya of City National Bank 
of Beverly Hills, a participant in the 
California system, said selling has been 
awkward because of a general lack of 
understanding. He said his bank re
ceived "many calls" when the system 
first was announced in the papers, "like 
from one guy who wanted to know if 
we were participating and when he 
found out we were, said he wanted to 
have his phone bill paid by EFTS." It 
had to be explained to the caller that a 
pre-authorized payment can be ac
cepted only if the billing customer is 
participating. 
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One of the arguments used in selling 
companies on use of pre:-authorized 
payments through the system is the 
postage that can be saved in eliminating 
billing. For California utilities this 
wouldn't apply because they are re
quired by law to inform customers of 
the bases for charges. 

California's system was brought to 
implementation stage 'by' the state's 
SCOPE (Special Committee on Paper
less Entries). A subsequent and some
what more, ambitious, project, linking 
178 banks in Georgia, was placed in 
operation hist May by the Georgia Au
tomated Clearinghouse Assn. Since 
then, similar operations have ' been 
started in Boston and the Twin Citi~s. 
All four are operating, in the batch 
mode and use FRB facilities as Auto
mated Clearing Houses (AcH). Addi
tionally, SCOPE groups have . ~~en or .. 
ganized in more than 20 other area~ 
across the country and many' plan to 
implement ACH facilities in '74. 

Ambitious Atla.,ta 
The extra, added attraction in the 

Atlanta system is the bill~check ,in 
which a bill for goods or services essen
tially becomes a check in payment for 
same. A customer signs and returns a 
portion of his bill to the person from 
whom the goods or services have been 
received. ThiS person transmits the 
payment information on, tape to his 
bank, retaining the bill-check for au
thentication if needed. The entries then 
are processed through the ACH and are 
distribute4 to the appropri,ate bank for 
posting to the customer's account. 
Initial 'public. acceptance is ,reported 
to be favorable. Plans for the future in 
Atlanta include use of a card at point
of-sale where a customer' can choose 
either to have his account debited or to 
use an established line of credit. 

While customer acceptance of ACH 

systems has come slowly so far, Bar
bara Johnson, vp at Bank of America, 
San Francisco, and project coordinator 
for California's SCOPE effort, feels pub
lic confidence was given it boost by' a 
successful pilot test c,onducted by the 
Air Force last falL It involVed elec
tronic Air Force payroll entries using 
SCOPE banks in California and Georgia. 
Among other things, she said" it proved 
the effectiveness of use of SCOPE tech
nology on an iIiterregional basis. 

The ABA is working to, foster and 
facilitate interregional p~perless ex
changes through ali ad hoc task force 
appointed last March. In' December 
this committee completed a list of rec
ommendations for standards ·and legal 
arrangements for interregional ex
changes which, upon formal acceptance 
by the ABA board of directors, will be 
promulgated as standards by the associ
ation as new interregional and local' 
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ACH associations are formed. 
While ACH systems" are primarily 

pointed to operational efficiencies, 
many payment system trends, which 
ultimately could be hooked to them 
and are at varying stages of advance
ment, can be viewed as offering to 
banks more consumer marketing op
portunities. One is the increase of on
line credit authorization for bank 

after banking, hours) . Average' use is 
closer to 1 ,000 per month (about 80% 
cash withdrawals). Equipment reliabil~ 
ity, once a sever~' problem, has, im
proved to 98.5% up-time, the ABA says. 

Then there's the in-touch pioneering 
service offered JOl: a time by Seattle 
First National Bank (see Sept., p.' 128, 
and related story this issue). One rea
son given wheri the service was aban-

On-Line Phones off the Hook 
A unique service that placed home 
phones on-line, enabling subscribers 
to pay their bills to local merchants 
with one phone call, has suspended 
operations. 

The In-Touch service went on the 
air last summer in Seattle"Wash., 
with some 30 local retail' establish
ments and utilities signed up, with
out many more paying subscribers, 
The number of subscribers reached 
400, far short of the 6,000 they were 
looking for, and more than 50 mer
chants were brought into the fold, 
according to Joseph W. Gelzer Jr., 
president of Telephone Computing 
Service, Inc., the subsidiary of Se
attle-First National Bank that de
veloped the system. 

Gelzer said the service might have 
survived if they could have signed 
up another dozen key merchants. 

charge cards. 
Another is the automated teller. Cur

rently, according to the ABA, more than 
1,500 full service. type auto .. tellers are 
installed but only a few are on-line. 
High volume machines achieve about 
2,700 transactions per month (75% 

"Just to be on the safe side, I think we 
had better have a quiet, after-hours audit 
of Axton's books." 
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He explained, that the bill"paying 
feature,among'the six major appli
cations made avaihible to subscrib
ers, was the most popular, but In
Touch lacked the few additional es
tablishments that together generate 
the bulk of local bill-payipg. For 
$6.50 a month, subscribers also 
used the calculator mode heavily, 
(]elzer said, but more for its novelty 
than out of any need. A number of 
records-keeping applications were 
also available, but subscribers who 
initially input their data from push
button phones reportedly lost inter
est in them. "We had no mechanical 
problems," he concluded. "It's a 
marketing problem." But the com
pany has not given up on the idea 
of resurrecting the service' in some 
other city, or even again in Seattle, 
Gelzer said. D 

doned was. the lack of sufficient in-touch 
telephones in the Seattle area. But such 
a service cotJ!d be something for the 
long-term. Some 23 % of the nation's 
telephone installations are touch-tone 
now but 85 % has been projected for 
1981. 

The thrift position 
The thrift institutions have been ev

ery bit as busy' as commercial banks in 
implementing automated payment sys
tem advances. Indeed; the mutual sav
ings banks, as an 'industry, lay claim 
to being more than 90%. computerized 
and on:"line as opposed to less than 
20% for commercial banks and 40% 
for savings and loans. They are, there
fore~ in a position to be in the forefront 
of EFTS. 

The. m.utual banks' biggest thrust 
toward EFTS participation will be 
through MINTS (Mutual Institutions 
National Transfer System, Inc.) an
nounced in February 1973 as an inde
pendent affiliate of the National Assn. 
of Mutual Savings Banks "to provide a 
central facility in aid of savings insti
tutions in planning and implementing 
transfers of funds services." MINTS has 
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newsih perSp,ectiv9 _______ ----
developed the MINTS money transfer 
card via which depositors, in, banks 
participating in MINTS through support 
and funding, can go to any MINTS mem
ber bank and deposit or' witHdraw 
money, make 'a payment on a mort
gage, 'or do any other banking business 
they might do I in their own. bank. 
MINTS' avowed hope is eventually to 
tie this service into a national network 
"hopefully managed by the Federal 
Reserve." 

At this writing, Roger Hotte. of the 
MINTS staff said about half of. the 
NAMSB member banks (some 230-235 
out of 482) were supporting and fund
ing the MINTS, program. Hotte. said 
MINTS was preparing a comment iri 
answer to the Fed's request and would 
have a statement ready by the March 8 
deadline. "W,e're looking forward to 
responding but I'm not at liberty to dis
close our position." 

The Savings and Loan League is 
looking, to get into EFTS with a subsid
iary'which franchises the HTrans
amatic" system, which ,provides' for 
prearranged transfers' from checking 
accounts at banks to pay mortgages at 
savings and loans, and which includes a 
cash card called "Prestige" for use with 
pos terminals and automatic tellers. 

And then there's MOhey Transfer 
Systems, Inc~, formed late last year as 
a joint venture of Wilmington Saving 
Funds Society, Wilmington, Del., arid 
PaymeI1~ Systems" Inc., New, York 
~ity .. Payment Systems' president is 
Dale Reistad, a 10ng-tirneEFTs disciple. 
The fledgling corporation will offer fi
nancial institutions what it calls "a total 
consumer-oriented financial service to 
their customers." 

This will include all the bells and 
whistles, such as a cash/ charge card 
system, consolidated statement system, 
pre-authorized payment processing, 
and merchant marketing programs, 
once MTSI gets its. computer, and tests 
out itssoftw~re-whiCh it hopes will be 
belore mid-1974. 

George W. Mitchell, member of the 
Board ofGovenlors of the Federal Re
serve System, testifying before the Sub
committee on Bank Supervision and 
Insurance of the House Committee on 
Banking and Currency, estimated there 
are .4,300 savings 'and loans, 390 mu
tual savings banks (under Hotte's esti
mate) and 23,000 credit unions in the 
nation. He used these figures to justify 
advocating what he calls the "payable 
through" clearing method for thrift 
institutions in Automated Clearing 
Houses. This method would mean a 
thrift institution' wanting to receive a 
payroll deposit would have to associate 
with a commercial bank. A c1earing-
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house computer would be .able to asso
ciate deposits bound for the thdft 
house in the clearing and settlemerit 
process. It would credit the payroll de
posit to the associated commercial bank 
which, would credit it to the savings 
bank. This, said Mitchell, could be ac
complished in the same time span as 
applica~le to customer deposits in a 
commercial bank. And it would de
cre~se the number of "end points" to 
which the ACH'S would have to ,make 
daily sorts and delivery by 24,690. 

It's not too likely that thrift institu-
tions will see it this way. ' 

For financial institutions, the advent 
of EFTS, is jusian~w .ch~pter in ah.ag~
old fight over who can do what and for 
how niu~h. Data processing 'service or
ganizations are co~cerned with its po~ 
tential for erosion of its service 
business, . partiCuhirly in payroli,' ac
counts payable, and· accounts receiv
able. For .computer industry vendors, 
EFTS :Opens. up a big newmarket. For 
p~actitioners, . ~t's anew, exciting and 
very visibl~ application are~~ one per;-

"haps,. particularly .. vulnerable .to the 
blame-dle-cQrnputer syndrome. But for 
all, EfTS heralds a need to change long
standing money habits ... to le,arn to 
live, with, less. float. It's bappening 
s!owly, but it's happening! ~ 

-Edith Myers 
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Memorex: Bargains 
For the MRX Bunch 
Around the country there are clubs 
for owners of': Corvairs and Edsels and 
other autombbiles no longer being 
made. In existence now is an even 
more elite bunch: ¥emorex computer 
users. Some who had Memorex main
frames on lease prior to the company's 
announced wfthdrawal from the busi
ness last sumfber have chosen to return 
the hardware. But a number of them 
have purchased those mainframes, now 
out of production, at handsome dis
counts. The discontinuation of soft
ware support, they say, is "one of the 
disadvantages we have to take in 
stride." 

But, it is l~arned, some members of 
the original software group have left 
Memorex and formed their own 
<?ompany, Programming Research 
Associat~s, Minneapolis. They will con
tinue maintenance of the operating sys
tem. "Memorex is setting them up and 
is giving them so much business in or
der to keep working on the operating 
system," John Gray, president of Com
puter Utilities of Seattle, says he was 

told. His company purchased a 64K 
MRX/50 with four disc drives and two 
printers "for considerably less thari half 
the original purchase price" -:-:-less than 
one year's rental on the system, he says. 

, Anothe.r' . service bureau,' Quality 
Data Processing, B~ltimore, Md., 'l1ad 
a 48K MRX/40 on lease at the time of 
Memorex's announcement. The firm 
upgraded to a 64K mod '50, added some 
peripherals, and purchased the entfre 
system at "a bargain,", according 'to 
Barry· Ries, president. Ries admits he 
had no alternative: he either bought 
the hardwa~e or lost it entirely. Or, he 
says; he could pay a half to two-thirds 
as much. again. for, a different· system. 
"Rental was somewhere on the order of 
f~ur grand a month," he explains. "To 
get ari}where close' to it from' IBM, we 
wo~ld ~ave had t~ go to their upgraded 
System/3 at just under $6,000, 'and it 
wouldn't be available to us until next 
June.'" , 

For th~ ill-fated mainframe venture 
which. saw 100 computers mam.ifac~ 
tured and only about 50' installed, the 
company ~oo~ a $40 million write-off. 
In the ,first nine months of '73, Mem,;, 
orex had aioss of more th~m $)05 mil~ 
liOll, . which include'd write-offs asset 
revaluations; and acceleration ~f de
predation on equipmeht':for:'lease' to 
the tune. of more than $94.6 inillion. 
The computer systems activity was ter
minated in July, followed by the layoff 
of 1,200 employees. Abo,ut that time, 
it looked like Memorex would be bailed 
~:)llt. of its plight by an outside organi
zation. Formal talks had been held with 
Singer Corp. and with Control Data, 
bilt to rio avail. 

At that point, the company said' it 
would seek an arrangement with the 
holders of its debt, estimated at more 
than $300 million, to go it alone. A 
basic agreement was reached, allowing 
for the budgeting of $8 million for 
R&D expenses and $35 million for the 
manufacture of new equipment and, 
most important, relieving the company 
of the payments of principal and inter
est on its debt for the remainder of '73. 
Late .last year, the company signed 
agreements with the Bank of America 
a~d creditors of ILC Peripherals Leas
ing Corp., providing for the extensions 
of credit through 1979. 

Still, the company has chosen to bur
den itself with the legal expenses' in
volved in a $3 billion antitrust' suit 
against old foe IBM. Before tripling' as 
required by antitrust law, the suit 
asks damages of $750 million for Mem
orex, $100 million for ILC Peripherals 
Leasing, and $200 million for foreign 
subsidiaries. Hang onto your Hcket. 
The ride isn't over yet. 

-E~ 1<:. Y. 
(Continued on page 84) 
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SERIAL, 
BUFFERED AND 

CONVERSATIONAL 
~~~N~=TEC ™ TERMINAL 

$995* 

BUT IT'S 
~~MINI" 

IN NAME ONLY! 

Many expensive terminals don't 
have all these standard features: 
• Buffered and conversational mode. 
• Screen capacity - Model 1400, 80x12; Model 2400 

(available June, 1974) 80x24. 
• Interface levels - RS-232C, TTL, 20/60ma current loop. 
• Tab, blink, protect - features that can be used as lT1any 

times as necessary anywhere on screen (protected 
areas displayed at reduced intensity if desired) . 

• Space suppression - used in block mode terminal 
logic can delete space codes. 

• Roll-up - in Model 1400R (80x12) this feature replaces 
tab, protect, load and read cursor address. 

• Walnut wood grain, white goatskin vinyl or Armorhide 
painted finish. . 

• 1.15/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz, switch selectable. Fan cooled. 
• Size - less than 13"x13"x22" deep. 
What costs a little bit more? Not much: buffered hard 
copy interface for popular printers, split baud rate, rack 
mount chassis and 16-key pad on keyboard. 

For information about 
these and 16 other 
DATA-SCREEN 
Terminals offering parallel, 
serial and teletypewriter re
placement interfaces contact: 
TEC, Incorporated, 
9800 North Oracle Road, 
Tucson, Arizona USA 85704 
(602) 297-1111. 
In Europe: 
TEC, Incorporated, 
25 Piper Rd., Kingston Upon 
Thames, Surrey, UK, 
01-549-1920. 
CIRCLE 31 ON READER CARD 

*Complete with keyboard 
in quantities over 500. 





Marathon iDlproves oil production techniques 
mth Texas Instrutnents tninicotnputers 

More efficient oil field and gas plant 
operations are among benefits Mar
athon Oil Company expects from 
a computer control system in the 
Yates Field of West Texas. 

Texas Instruments is supplying 
960A minicomputers and peripher
als. Systems Application Engineer
ing (SAE) provided systems design 
and software implementation. 

960A mi'nicomputers were select
ed, both for low cost and because 
the Communications Register Unit 
(CRU) simplifies system design and 
operation. 

Reliability is designed into the 
system. Full-time, real-time com
munication is provided between 

office computer and remote comput
ers. However, all computers can 
continue to operate even when com
munications are interrupted. 

Also, system operation continues 
with 24-volt battery power even in 
case of external power failure. 

-~""""---"'!C i~f' 
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Seven months after the system 
was ordered - and after only three 
weeks of installation and startup
the wells were under automatic 
control. 

At present, the system includes 
960A computers in the field office 
and five remote units. Marathon 
plans to operate virtually all of its 
219 Yates wells with computers. 

This is one of hundreds of control 
applications that use 960A mini
computers. For information on how 
960A's can help solve your problems, 
call (512) 258-5121, or write4P 
Texas Instruments Incor
porated, P.O. Box 2909, 
Austin, Texas 78767. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

Fehruary, 1.974 
INCORPORATED 
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news in perspective-----
money, we can offer these services this 
year, and also extend our network to 
Atlanta, Boston, and the Ohio Valley 
cities. If not, we'll have to wait until 
1975. But the Philadelphia decision im
proves our prospects tremendously be
cause it eliminates most of the risks 
for investors." 

Besides finances, MCI faces another 
problem-one that could turn out to be 
less tractable. Sources inside the com
pany report tremendous dissension 
there, including charges of excessive 
spending on fancy offices and expense 
accounts. Also, senior vp Carl Vorder 
Bruegge, who was trained by IBM, al
legedly is fighting with other executives 
over marketing strategy. He has given 
most of the salesmen industry rather 
than geographic territories, say these 
critics who claim this has forced MCI 

to hire more salesmen than it needs. 
Vorder Bruegge also has been criticized 
for hiring computer people instead of 
communications specialists. "The com
puter systems guy talks a different lan
guage and tends to be better educated 
than the typical customer's communica
tions manager," says one source. "This 
makes the manager suspicious, partieu
larly when an MCI salesman bypasses 
him, as frequently happens, and goes 
to the president or financial vp." 

McGowan, who is "proud of our 
marketing effort to date," replies that 
"virtually all of our salesmen are now 
working geographical territories, al
though last year they were assigned on 
an industry basis ... If you look at 
what we've spent on our offices, you'll 
find that in both Washington and New· 
York City, we're paying below aver
age rental. Our office furnishings are 
considerably less expensive than those 
of other communications carriers and, 
as a matter of fact, the layouts are so 
cost-effective that the General Services 
Administration is copying them." 

The issues i'n court 
The Philadelphia decision addressed 

three basic questions AT&T and MCl 

have been fighting about for some time. 
1. Did the FCC, in its 1971 Special

ized Common Carrier Decision, want 
to foster limited or total competition 
among suppliers of private line ser
vices? 

MCI complained it couldn't provide 
a fully-competitive interstate private 
line service because Bell operating com
panies had imposed four kinds of inter
connect restrictions. They were refus
ing to interconnect the MCI network 
with Bell customers using common con
trolled switching arrangements. They 
declined to provide local loops between 
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MCI and users in suburban areas. They 
wouldn't supply links between MCI tow
ers and those of NCCC, another spe
cialized. carrier which plans to merge 
with MCI. And they wouldn't allow 
MCI to interconnect its foreign ex
change (F-X) lines. to Bell facilities 
SO MCI could compete with AT&T Long 
Lines F-X service. 

Judge Newcomer ruled that all four 
restrictions violated the 197 I decision 
because the commission in that deci
sion "considered the full range of pri
vate line services, and it contemplated 
competition by the newly authorized 
carriers in the provision of all these 
services. " 

2. Is AT&T's Long Lines division an 
interconnecting carrier, in fact, if not 
ill name? 

MCI said it was being refused inter
connect privileges routinely provided 
by Bell operating companies to the 
Long Lines division. AT&T insisted the 
operating companies and Long Lines 
provide the disputed services in part
nership and thus there is no "intercon
nection" of facilities. Judge Newcomer 
found that "AT&T Long Lines provides 
no services completely on its own (and) 
is a functional competitor of MCI ••. 

There should be a functional equiva
lence between the services the local 
companies provide Long Lines and 
those they provide MCI." 

3. Are local loops a state or federal 
regulatory responsibility? 

Bell has argued repeatedly, with sup
port from state public utility commis
sions, that local loops and other com
munications channels located wholly 
within a state are state responsibilities. 
The phone company insisted in court 
it cou!dn't provide the local loops that 
had been requested until they were tar
iffed by each of the states involved. 
Judge Newcomer, however, came to a 
different conclusion: 

The FCC, and only the FCC, "has 
jurisdiction over the interconnection 
arrangements between common carri~ 
ers for the provision of such interstate 
priVate line services as F-X, CCSA, or 
inter-exchange. (Bell) may not delay 
compliance with orders of the FCC on 
account of filings with state regulatory 
commissions, since these bodies lack 
authority over communications facili
ties ... used to terminate interstate 
service." 

The latter part of that conclusion is 
particularly important because the ju
risdictional question underlies inter
connection hassles in North Carolina, 
Minnesota, Nebraska, California, and 
Hawaii. The North Carolina proceed
ing is possibly the most significant. 

There, the state utility commission has 
announced a plan to bar the connection 
of independently-made telephone sets 
and modems to the intrastate telephone 
network. In Washington, the FCC has 
a hearing underway aimed at determin
ing whether such a regulation would be 
beyond state authority. Previous pro
nouncements indicate the feds believe 
the answer is "yes." Judge Newcomer, 
by deciding he shares that opinion, puts 
the FCC in a significantly stronger posi
tion to impose its will. 

Although origins of the MCI-AT&T 

court battle can be traced back to 
FCC'S 1968 Carterfone decision, the 
immediate antecedents began with a 6-0 
decision by the commission last Oct. 
4, "requesting" the phone company to 
honor several long-standing MCI orders 
for local loops. That same day, Bell 
asked the FCC to review its 1971 Spe
cialized Common Carrier Decision, but 
the FCC rejected the request on grounds 
that it's "premature" -the new carriers 
haven't been in business long enough to 
provide a basis for evaluating their per
formance and effects. 

Meanwhile, Western Union, MCI, 

and several domestic satellite carriers 
have complained to the Commission 
that AT&T wants too much money for 
local loops under the interstate tariffs 
filed in response to last October's. FCC 

order. These tariffs-there are more 
than 20-cover. local loop service to 
domsat carriers and Western Union, as 
well as MCl and other specialized car
riers. 

Wyly Corp. 's Datran division has 
contended that non-Bell carriers are 
being charged more than AT&T Long 
Lines for these facilities, which it feels 
is discrimination. Western Union was 
particularly upset; its existing local loop 
contracts with Bell, signed in 1970, re
quire a five-year termination. But these 
contracts are based on intrastate tariffs 
which, ordinarily, would be superseded' 
by AT&T'S new interstate local loop tar
iffs. Last December, wu told the com
mission that the new rates proposed by 
the phone company "are significantly 
higher than those in the 1970 contract." 

Last month, the commission agreed 
that "substantial" questions had been 
raised. It decided they would be ad
dressed in the upcoming hearings set 
in motion by the show-cause order. In 
the meantime, AT&T'S tariff package was 
allowed to become effective but West
ern Union will continue, temporarily, 
to obtain local loops at previous rates. 
As for the other carriers, the commis
sion held out the possibility that their 
local loop rates will be adjusted later, 
if the evidence warrants. 

-Phil Hirsch 
(Continued on page 98) 
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The whole works on one single 
PC board with every chipa 
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OUR CRT HAS LESS GUTS 
... AND FEWER BELLYACHES 

Teleray users call it the Uptime 
Terminal because it rarely gets sick. 
If it ever does, the cure is simple. 
We replace one single plug-in board 
that contains ALL logic, character 
gene"ration, drives, interface, the· 

. works. Just about anything that can 
go wrong is on that board and is 
plug-in replaceable, right down to 
every chip. Jeleray is so quickly 
and easily repaired, you can do it 
yourself with our easy-to-under
stand service manual - or we'll do 
it fqr you. MSI circuitry and'top
grade components have drastically 

cut down the number of Teleray, 
parts that can go wrong, and that 
brings down your cost, too. Our 
price is competitive, but we're 
different on the inside ... we're 
"healthier." 

FEATURES 
o RS232-C, TTL, 20 rna current loop signal 

connections 
o ASCII coding; 98 characters generated, 

64 displayed 
o Data rates to 2400. baud 
o Displays of 960, 1728 or 1920 characters 
o Full or half duplex, switch selectable 
o Local or remote modes, switch ,selectable 

o Non-contacting solid-state keyboard 
(read-only if you want) 

o Direct TTY replacement without interface 
or software changes 

OPTIONS 
o Switch able baud rates 
o Switchable line formats 
o Numeric keypad adapter 
o RS232 output to any printer 
o 50/60 Hz, 115/230 VAC power 
o Remote keyboard 
o Slave up to 5 video repeaters 

Call collect (612) 941-3300 and ask 
for Teleray! It's a "gutless wonder"! 
(We have a warranty that's different, 
too!) 
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Digital's PDP-11/45. 
Suddenly everyone in town 

wants timesharing. 
Timesharing has taken a quan

tum leap. Digital's hottest selling 
computer ever, the PDP-1lj45, has 
combined with one of our most 
sophisticated software packages 
ever to bring more computer power 
to more people at lower cost than 
was ever before possible. 

If you thought you knew what 
timesharing was all about, you're in 
for a jolt. 

To begin with, the PDP-11/45 
Timesharing System costs only 
$130,000 fora system that supports 

a full 32 simultaneous users (or 
you can start smallerJor a lot less). 
Memory expands to 248K bytes. 
Bipolar memory operates at 300 
nanoseconds. Core at 900. The 
CPU can perform 3 million opera
tipns per second. Floating point 
hardware gives 17-decimal-digit 
accuracy, in less than 12 micro
seconds. Jobs range from calculator. 
size to 32K bytes. 

That's just for openers. 
The PDP-11/45 Timesharing 

System speeds program develop
ment, simplifies use, and handles 
every type of problem from interac-

tive problem solving to business 
data processing. 

PDP-11/45 timesharing has all 
the multi-user features you expect 
in a timesharing system. Features 
like big program capacity, powerful 
array handling, access to all periph
erals, and fast program execution. 
But it goes on to give you all the 
features you need but won't find 
- all together - in any other time
sharing system in this price class. 
For example: 



a File storage to 320 million 
characters with index access method 
and record locks for protected multi
terminal updating. 

a On-line preparation of mag 
tapes in any computer format. 

a Complete commercial output 
formatting, including trailing minus 
sign, asterisk protect, and floating 
dollar sign. 

a Disk sorting by key rather 
than by address. 

a Programmed error recovery 
for dedicated applications programs. 

And the list goes on. Far on. 
Who already owns this incred

ible system? Banks. Insurance 
companies. Manufacturers. Distribu
tors. Shippers. Investment firms. 
Common carriers. Communications 
companies. Colleges. Universities~ 
High school consortia. You name it. 

The PDP-11/45 Timesharing 
System belongs wherever a dozen 
or more users need access to large 
stores of data or interactive pro
gramming. 

We can't possibly tell you all 
about the PDP-11/45 timeshqring 
story here; we had trouble enough 
cramming it into a.44-page brochure. 
Write for it: Digital Equipment . 
Corporation, Maynard, Mass. 01754. 
(617) 897-5111. Europeanhead:
quarters: 81 route de I' Aire,1211 
Geneva 26. Tel:. 42 79 50. Qigital 
Equipment of Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 
11500, Ottawa, OntarioK2H8K8. 
(613) 592-5111. 

~DmDDmD 
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news in perspective-----
International 

U.K. Workers Don the 
Woolens and Dig In 
There is one mitigating factor in the 
U .K.'s energy famine: Britain has 
probably the most sophisticated com
puter-controlled electricity distribution 
system in the world. But even that isn't 
helping anyone to assess the likely ef
fect on business of the energy short
age created by the Arab oil cutback. 

Unhappily, an insight into the vul
nerability of the computer industry can 
be had in Britain, where the govern
ment has imposed special emergency 
regulations with a so-called "three-day 
week." It simply means that factories, 
commercial premises, offices, and shops 
are not allowed electricity from the 
public utility supply for lighting, heat
ing, or power for three days each 
week. The particular three-day blocks 
-Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday-have been 
allocated to different regions. 

The electricity industry has been hit 
because Arab oil embargoes coincided 
with an industrial dispute in the coal 
mines. As part of wage negotiations, 
the mining unions have stopped mem
bers from doing overtime work. About 
one third of the coal is produced dur
ing extra time. The bulk of electricity 
is generated by coal. Only about 25 % 
comes from oil, gas and nuclear power. 

Electricity production is controlled 
by a state-owned Central Electricity 
Generating Board and near-autono
mous regional generating organizations, 
called Area Boards. 

However, t~e central board operates 
a national monitoring and computer 
scheme of the national supply grid. 
Normally, regional boards can buy and 
sell surplus electricity to- them, at the 
most favorable price, via this network. 
But it involves dynamic modelling of 
very complicated operations. This is 
made possible because of the monitor
ing and control center's work. In the 
emergency, this method allows power 
to be distributed through the country 
according to the three-day week de
mands. Without the flexibility of com
puter control,' the situation in the U.K. 
would be far worse. 

Computers are exempt 
There are exemptions to the three

day rule. Food and process industries 
are excluded and so is the operation of 
computers and essential business ma
chines. On their non-electric days, of
fice staffs work only through daylight. 
The executive of one insurance com-
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pany said even this would have been 
impossible if the computer was switched 
off. 

The biggest U.K. computer firm, ICL, 
has not only installed power generators, 
but has bought its own tanker truck to 
move fuel between factories. Assembly 
workers wear extra woolens for 
warmth. ICL said it has not encountered 
any materials supply problems that did 
not exist before the crisis, when there 
already was a delay in shipments of 
semicondllctor components. 

IBM saw no immediate effects on 
production, but felt the circumstances 
might differ between their factories. 
One producing large cpu's had longer 
schedules. Another, engaged on a wider 
range of sub-assemblies and units for 

Benchmarks 

No Contempt Says Judge: Telex' first 
try at enforcing injunctive provisions of 
the revised TeleX-IBM antitrust suit 
failed last month when Judge A. Sher
man Christensen dismissed a Telex re
quest to find IBM in contempt of court 
for violating the provisions. Telex had 
contended IBM had "willfully violated 
the court's amended judgment" by 
failing to provide interface information 
it requested according to the decision's 
requirement that IBM "make available 
'on request, at the time of first customer 
shipment of an IBM cpu or its channel, 
information describing the design of 
the electronic interface for such prod
uct ... " In denying Telex' request for 
a contempt citation, Judge Christensen 
upheld IBM'S claim that the informa
tion requested by Telex concerned 
computer design, rather than inter
faces. 

No Uncertainty Here: The industry's 
two biggest profit makers, IBM and Bur
roughs, don't foresee any slackening in 
edp activity as a result of energy short
ages. Both reported record revenues in 
1973. IBM'S revenue rose 15% to $10.9 
billion from $9.5 billion in 1972 and its 
profits soared 23 % to $1.5 billion, 
compared with $1.2 billion a year ear
lier. Burroughs reported a 22 % in
crease in revenues-from $1 billion in 
1972 to $1.2 billion in 1973 and its 
profits reached a record $115.8 million, 
32% above the 1972 profit of $87.5 
million. 

Some analysts noted that an increase 
in outright purchases of dp equipment 
by customers contributed significantly 
to IBM'S record fourth quarter rise in 
income of 38 %, although the company 
nevertheless recorded a 15 % increase 

different peripherals and processors, 
relied more on supplies through sub
contractors, themselves facing possible 
delays from cutbacks in materials 
deliveries, particularly in steel., IBM 
thought the way work was dispersed 
among a number of suppliers would 
ensure production. However, the whole 
situation was under constant review. 

A more serious blow to the industry 
is from a spending cut in the public 
sector brought in with an emergency 
budget that accompanied the other 
energy measures. Over the next year, 
spending on the computer and com
munications sector by government 
agencies will be slashed by $20 million. 
This comes at a moment when most 
manufacturers' order books were up 
20-30% following a recovery from the 
last economic downturn. 

- Pearce Wright 

in revenue from rented equipment. IBM 
also said it had a strong backlog of 
orders at the year-end, higher than at 
the end of 1972. Burroughs said its 
backlog at the year-end soared 30% 
over what it had on its order books at 
the end of 1972. This is a record in
crease. Its chairman, Ray MacDonald, 
said the company had experienced no 
significant effect from energy problems. 
He said capital spending plans continue 
to be strong and this should have a 
favorable impact on the edp industry. 
Even the traditionally unprofitable 
Xerox Co'rp. computer operations 
won't lose as much money this year. 
The company expected to lose $25 mil
lion in 1973, but a "very encouraging" 
order rate leads.it to expect a "substan
tially reduced loss in 1974" from com
puter operations. 

Fast Fax: Ciraphnet Systems, Inc. will 
use packet switching technology in a"" 
nationwide facsimile communications 
network it plans to build. The com
pany, a subsidiary of Graphic Scanning 
Corp., Englewood, N.J., received ap
proval to operate the network from the 
Federal Communications Commission 
Jan. 5. It said its network would enable 
transmission of documents at prices as 
low as $1.50 for a typical 8V2" x 11" 
document. It is the second value added 
carrier to receive FCC authorization to 
use computer hardware and software 
to transmit data at very high speeds 
over ordinary telephone lines and mi
crowave circuits leased from the tele
phone company. The first was Packet 
CommuniCations, Inc. An application 
also has been filed by Telenet, a subsidi
ary of Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 
which developed the processors in a 
similar system for the Defense Dept. 's 
ARPA network. 0 
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There isa better way' . 
to meet the paper crisIs. 



Great nevvs for 
"floppy" disk users ... 

All 
IBM Diskettes are 

fully compatible vvith 
Information Terminals' 

new flexible disks. 
Not ,"as good as" ours, 

mind you, 
but 100% compatible. 

PEACE! 



In recent years, computer media buyers 
have been besieged by companies offering 
medici. products compatible to and "as 
good as" IBM. 
Now, we have no quarrel with this strategy, 
but if a user wants something substantially 
better, at less cost, why not give it to him? 
That's what our new line of flexible disks is 
all about. They're simply. a pretty fair piece 
better than IBM's Diskettes. 
Here's why. 
ITC offers a smoother, superior surface 
which incorporates a proprietary intermix 
lubrication that results in more than 11 times 
the wear you normally expect from 
conventional "floppy" disks. OK? 
Furthermore, our disks have an extremely 
precise, tight, standard of initialization. 
We think it to be perfect, but perhaps, 
you're the final judge. 
There's much more to be said about our new 
product but right now we'll put our mouth 
where our disks are by absolutely guaranteeing 
their performance. Fact: Every single ITC disk 
is certified to be 100% free of defects. 
There are no exceptions. 
One last comment. 
Who's Information Terminals? Well, if you think 
you've been using the world's finest data or 
word processing cassette, from one of many 
fine suppliers, it's probable that ITC made it. 
Want tile whole story? Contact us, 
we're delivering right now. 
Call toll free: (800) 538-7938 
In California: (408) 245-4400 

[};[

. Information T. erminals Corporation 
323 Soquel Way 

® Sunnyvale, California 94086 . 
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Hardware 
Off~line 
Contrary to initial reactions, 
the energy crisis might be good 
for the information processing 
industry, both in terms of in
creased sales and improved public 
image. One of Xerox Computer 
Sy~tems' steady customers is 
F&M Systems, a Dallas, Texas 
company that specializes in super
visory control and data acquisi
tion systems for most forms of 
energy distribution. Recently 
the firm automated a gas pipe
line that carries 10 million 
cubic feet of gas daily between 
Texas and Canada. Before auto~ 
mation, the pipeline required 
from 30-40% of the gas just to 
drive the pumps .thatmove, the 
gas. After the Xerox Sigma 
computers took over, a 5-8% re
duction--500,000 to 800,000 cubic 
feet per day savihgs--was 
realized. Even more impressive, 
F&M claims that computers can 
improve oil field recovery by as 
much as 15% through better pump 
control. 

Nearly 8,000 small business com
puters went to u.S. users during 
1973, a 52% increase over 1972 
shipments, according to Inter
national Data Corp~ in a recent
ly completed market study. By 
1977, Newtonville, Mass.-based 
IDC thinks small business com
puters will compose fully half 
the total number of general
purpose computers installed, or 
roughly 60,000. Another finding 
of the study: 25% of all U.S. 
businesses with 100-249 employees 
now perform in~house processing. 

Another traditional bastion of 
number crunching mainframes--
the insurance company--has fallen 
to minicomputer forces under the 
command',of Data General. When 
the Monarch Life Insurance Co. of 
Springfield~ Mass., saw that it 
was spending upwards of $i5K/year 
in time7shatirig costs for cal
culating actuarial listings, it 
checked into the possibility of 
getting the Rame job done on a 
24K N9va mini system. Although 
it couldn't find another insur
ance company using a minicomputer 
to construct its risk analysis 
tabies, Monarch is very pleased 
with the purchase of the $40K 

,system. Not only have operating 
costs decreased, throughput has 
gone up~ and having the system 
in-house contributes toward 
better data security. 

Midicomputer 
The csp-125 is avery high-perfor
mance 16-bit computer manufactured 
by a firm familiar with su~h applica
tions as signal processing arid spectra 
analysis. Accordingly, the software 
available for the machine is biased to
ward those applications and others 
'such as Fourier transforms, linear pre~ 
diction, 113 octave filtering, recursive 
digital filtering, histograms, modeling, 
etc. 

What' allows the 125 to tackle such 
formidable applications, where massive 
amounts of data typically have to be 
processed in very short times, is an 
impressive list of hardware characteris
tics. The machine can have up t6 32K 
words of 125 nsec IC memory, and up 
to ,128K of secondary core storage. 

There are 256 mnemonic i~~tructions 
including simultaneous fetch and store 
to core commands that allow fore
ground processing rates to carryon 
undisturbed by background-based op
eration. There are eight levels of hard
ware priority interrupts standard; ex
pandable to 57, hardware multiply 1 di
vide, 32 general-purPose registers, 14 
of which can be used as index registers, 
etc. A good measure of the 125's per~ 
formance is the claim that afull·16.,bit 
by 16-:bit ~ultiply can be, co'~pleted in 
1.25 usec. Systems software includes 
FORTRAN'IV; an editor, loader, debug
ging package, and peripheral drivers~ 
The manufacturer installs the 125 on a 
turnkey basis, with prices starting at 
approximately $50K for a 4K system. 
CSP INC., Burlington, Mass. 
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Disc Storage 
The 3673 is perhaps the first alterna
tive disc storage device available to 

users of the IBM 370/125. The disc 
pack storage systems are plug-compat
ible with IBM'S 3330 models I and II, 
with a choice of. either 100 or 200 
megabyte-per-pack storage densities. 
The 3670 also hooks to the 370/135 
through a controller, but since the 
370/125 doesn't have a channel upon 
which to append a controller, Memo
rex has figured out a way to attach the 
system directly to the 125's Direct Disc 
Attachment (DDA) integrated control 
unit. Up to eight drives of either den
sity can be controlled by the 3673 con
troller, and string switch features simi"': 
lar to IBM'S permit additional drives to 
be attached. Now if they can only find 
a way to hook up to the 3701115 so 
users aren't forced to use the Winches
ter disc file or go without. Pricing on 
a two-year iease is $265 for the 3673 
controller and $600 for each disc 
drive. MEMOREX CORP., Santa Clara, 
Calif. 
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General-purpose System . , 
The developers of this system, which is 
based on the Datapoint intelligent ter
minal, have decided to call it Omni
share, which seems like a' good name 
considering all its capabilities. For ex
ample, when talking to a host comput
er in a network configuration, Omni
share can run emulators to make it 
look like an IBM 2780 or 360/20 ter
mirl~l, a CDC User 200, or a Univac 
1004 or DCT-2000 terminal. While 
processing as a standalone' unit, the 
Omnishare knows routines. that can 
make it act as a key-to-disc system or a 
letter generation' system, and it can 
also do text processing, file mainte
nance, and a considerable amount of 
processing by itself in RPG II and BASIC 
(with COBOL scheduled for later this 
year). Up to eight remote crt terminals 
can use the system concurrently. A 
typical system with 16K bytes of mem
ory, a 5-megabyte disc, line printer, 
card reader, tape drive, an eight-port 
terrriinal multiplexor, and, all software 
rents for approximately $2,5001 
month. OMNIWARE SYSTEMS INC., 
Rosslyn, Va. , 
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COM-to-crt Device 
Get ready for what may turn out to be 
the birth of a common generic product 
type within a few years. It's, called 
Computer Output Video (cOY) and 
what it does is take digital page records 
-typically destined for an off-line 
COM device-and convert them irito 
high density video images which may 
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then be routed directly to a display 
monitor with associated video buffer, 
or even to a videotape unit for storage 
and later retrieval. The coy page con
verter would allow industries, e.g., the 
airlines, to display information on 
1,280 tv line crt's to make it easier to 
read the small lettering. The coy con
verts two full J,888-character pages 
per second from an 800-bpi density 
tape. The price of the COY unit is ap
proximately $40K which includes the 
tape drive required. AMPEX CORP., 

Redwood City, Calif. 
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Operations Aid 
Here is another source for a product 
that seems like a good idea-a volume 
serial number display for helping oper
ators keep track of mount messages on 
tape drives, disc drives, and, printers in 
IBM system environments. Mount mes
sages are intercepted from the cpu-to
console data line and transmitted to 
individual displays atop the devices. 

This particular system does not require 
any modifications to existing software 
since its operation is totally hardwired. 
A malfunction in the VSN system in no 
way affects computer operation. A typ
ical system rents for $450/ month on a 
three-year lease and includes a con
troller and 10 displays. GENESIS ONE 

COMPUTER CORP., New York, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 285 ON READER CARD 

Tape Drives 
The three members of the 2700 series 
tape drives contain some features sig
nificantly different in design and philos
ophy from many of their competitors' 
-which should at least be considered 
by oem's. For example, while two of the 
drives are vacuum column units, they 
share 80% of the parts with the third 
member of the series, a tension arm 
unit. The commonality should greatly 
reduce systems designers' problems in 
stocking spare parts. Additionally, the 
manufacturer of the 2700 series is con
vinced that automatic load will never 
become a popular option for lower
speed units (75 ips and below) and has 
therefore designed the tape path so 
that it is very easy to load manually. 

All models use 1 Olj2 -inch reels and 
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now number one in 
magnetic tape control 

@(]wO(]@ £)@C?)O 
Available off trie srielf 
for tne/e computers 

POP8E 
POP8M 
POP81 
POP8l 
PDP 11 
POP12 
NOVA 800 
NOVA 1200 

IBM 1130 
Micro Systems 810 
HP 2100 
HP 2114 
HP 2115 . 
HP 2116 
CAl 816 
Varian 620i 

Varian 620l 
Honeywell 416 
Honeywell 316 
Honeywell 516 
XOS CF 16 
XOS CE 16 
Univac 1616 
Pacer 100 

DATUM 5091 Series Magnetic Tape Systems, Controllers 
and Formatters outsell any others (more than 2000 sys
tems installed to date). One reason is our fast delivery. 
We fill orders from units stocked for the above com
puters so you can be in operation without delay. Units 
plug together and into the computer for uncomplicated 
installation~ 

Series 5091 consists of Formatter and Computer 
Adapter, with complete controls, chassis and power 
supply. Series 5091 Input/Output System consists of a 
Controller, and as many as four magnetic tape recorders. 

Select NRZ or Phase-Encoded formats; control 7-
and/or 9-track tape units; compatible with computer 
software while handling multiple-speed, multiple
density tapes. 

It's your choice: complete System, Controller or Formatter 

Write for specifications 
and prices 

1363 State College Boulevard, Anaheim. California 92806 • 714/533-6333 

CIRCLE 69 ON READER CARD 
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hardware_-
can be equipped with seven- or nine
track NRZI and/ or phase-encoding 
heads. Actually, all models have the 
same recording heads, with their par
ticular recording mode determined by 
a single pc board swap that can be 
made in the field. The 2730 tension 
arm model is available in 12.5 to 45 ips 
speeds; the 2740 features a three-inch 
wide vacuum column to reduce sound 
levels for office 'environment operation 
at 12.5 to 45 ips, and the 2750 has dual 
vacuum columns for operation at up to 
75 ips. Prices for the three models are 
$2,800, $3,200, and $3,500, respec
tively, based on orders of 100 units. 
Units come with 13-month warranties. 
BRIGHT INDUSTRIES, INC., Sunnyvale, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 286 ON READER CARD 

Magnetic Tape' 
Before starting development of its 
fourth generation of magnetic tape 
during its 12-year history, Memorex 
surveyed .1,000 computer sites trying 
to find the principal reasons why old 
tape has to be scrapped. We're told 
that the answers were nearly unani
mous: edge damage. That is the prob
lem prin\.ipally addressed by a product 
code naI':'ed "Super tape" which will be 
dubbed something perhaps more mod
est by the time you read this. Pricing 
has yet to be established, but officials 
state that the tape will probably be 
somewhat more expensive than their 
current top-of-the-:-line models (roughly 
$30-40 depending on quantity), but 
should wear much longer due to its 
being structurally stronger than previ
ous tapes of its make by a factor of 
two. MEMOREX CORP., Santa Clara, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 287 ON READER CARD 

More IBM Data Entry , 
It's no secret that IBM'S 3740 hasn't 
met with unqualified success, but the 
addition of the models 3 and 4 may 
change that considerably. The units 
are user programmable and contain in
structions for performing arithmetic 
operations, I/O control, logical tests, 
branching, and operator guidance. All 
of this is done in a new language called 
ACL (application control language). 
Application programs can be designed, 
coded, and tested at the 3741 without 
the need for using the host computer 
for object code creation. A translator is 
offered for generating new programs or 
modifying existing ones. The models 
differ in that the model 3 is a stand
alone model, and the model 4 is 
equipped with a binary synchronous 
communications adapter, enabling it to 
talk to other computers or data entry 
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devices when it's not operating under 
ACL'S' control. Other than the addition 
of ACL, the models 3 and 4 function 
exactly like the original diskette data 
entry devices. Standard monthly rental 
for the units ranges from $253 to 
$288, with the ACL translator renting 
for $35/month. IBM CORP., White 
Plains, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 288 ON READER CARD 

Portable Data Entry 
The Source 1100 is a portable key
board-operated terminal that stores up 
to 8K 10-digit ASCII numbers 'typically 
representing inventory items for subse
quent transmission to a computer for 
processing. The all solid-state device is 
battery powered and has control but-

product 
spotlight 

Communications System 
Characteristically, IBM has announced 
a product that in some degree will af
fect our thinking about the place of a 
number of products in the coming 
years, specifically intelligent terminals, 
data entry/inquiry, and, to some ex
tent, data preparation devices. It would 
seem that the industry giant has done a 
complete about-face from its tradition
al stance of completely endorsing cen
tralized processing (begun with the 
3705 programmable communications 
controller) and is willing to let more 
processing be done at remote sites on a 
network with the 3790 communica
tions system, though programming for 
it still must be supplied from some 
remote 3704 or 3705 controller 
through NCP / vs. Only time will tell 
whether all of the 3790's features will 
be exactly what any specific industry 
wants, but it would seem to be just 
what the insurance industry would 
have designed to do its particular kind 
of distributed processing. 

The 3790 consists of the 3791 con
troller, one or two 120-lpm line print
ers, and up to 16 terminals, which can 

tons and indicators for showing er
roneous entries, low battery level, etc. 
Transmission of the memory contents 
is at 40 cps through a standard tele
phone receiver. Prices start at approxi
mately $900. MSI DATA CORP., Costa 
Mesa, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 289 ON READER CARD 

Crt for Nova Systems 
The Lexiscope 2000A is this manufac
turer's entry into the dp field, although 
it has built instrumentation products 
for some time. The crt can be supplied 
in various forms ranging from the pc
board controller alone (so that users 
can attach the crt of their choice to 
Data General minis), on up to a com
plete, ready-to-run system using either 

be 3793 keyboard printers (in reality 
these are modified Selectric II type
writers with operator guidance con
trols) and/or- 3277 display stations. 
The 3791 is expandable from 4.8 to 
27.5 megabytes of disc capacity for 

. storing application programs and local 
data files. This storage might typically 
represent a branch office's daily trans
actions, against which operators can 
apply various local programs. The 3791 
also can record data on diskettes for 
batch transmission to the host cpu dur
ing non-peak activity times. Each ter
minal operator can be dealing with a 
separate application. routine such as 
data entry and validation, range check
ing, etc. 

A typical configuration of the 3790 
might include the 3791 and its integral 
line printer, 27 megabytes of disc stor
age, four 3277 crt displays (each with 
1,920 character capacity), and two of 
the modified Selectric II terminals. 
This version would sell for $103,330 or 
rent for $2,817. Deliveries are slated 
for about this time next year. IBM 

CORP., White Plains, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 280 ON READER CARD 
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a 12-inch or 15-inch crt. Options in
clude an expanded ASCII character set 
with upper and lower case capability, 
blink and underline attribute features, 
etc. Software support allows such op
erations as scrolling, tabbing, field pro-

tection, and other editing functions. 
The basic system is set up to show 

25 lines of 80 characters, and can 
transmit them back and forth between 
the 'cpu and crt at rates approaching 
200K cps. System designers can obtain 
the controlling circuitry alone for 
$1,495, or users can get a complete 12-
inch crt system for $2,095. LEXICON, 

INC., Waltham, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 290 ON READER CARD 

Disc Storage 
A complete disc and controller system 
has been developed for the Computer 
Automation Alpha 16 minicomputer, 
consisting of one fixed and one remov
able 5440- or 2315-type disc cartridge. 
More than 2.5 megawords of storage 
are thus available, with access times of 
35 msec and a 1.56 megabit! second 
transfer rate. The controller provides 
the word buffering and signal timing 
for core-to-disc transmission, using the 
block 110 and auto 110 data transfer 

mode of the computer, thus not requir
ing the direct-memory-access channel. 
The model 1l01A is also compatible 
with Computer Automation's 116 and 
216 mainframes, and also with the re
cently introduced LSI Naked-Mini ma
chines. Single unit price for the disc 
subsystem is $7,500 and includes the 
drive, controller, and supporting soft
ware. DIGIMETRIX, INC.,. Hayward, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 291 ON READER CARD 
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blindfold a computer ••• 
it can·t tell em apart 
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(ASSITTI SYSTlm 
uses all existing 1/2/1 tape software 

for these popular mini's 
PDP8E 
PDP8M 
PDP81 
PDP8l 
PDP 11 
PDP12 
NOVA 800 
NOVA 1200 

IBM 1130 
Micro Systems 810 
HP 2100 
HP 2114 
HP 2115 
HP 2116 
CAl 816 
Varian 620i 

Varian 620l 
Honeywell 416 
Honeywell 316 
Honeywell 516 
XDS CF 16 
XDS CE 16 
Univac 1616 
Pacer 100 

The only cassette system that emulates an industry-compatible 
V2" tape drive. DATUM's 5091-C lets you use all of your existing 
V2" drive software - without modification. And you can mix 
cassettes with V2" tape decks in the same system, up to 4 drives 
per controller. Those with 5091 Controllers already own half the 

system. Simply plug in Model 4400 Cassette Drives using '. 
any unused channels. Cassette drives without 

V2" tape emulator also are available. 

3D-Day Delivery 

Write for specifications 
and prices 

1363 S.State College Boulevard, Anaheim, California 92806 • 714/533-6333 
CIRCLE 70 ON READER CARD 
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...... nvoM 
The Paperless Portable vs.Portable Paper. 

The Paperless Portable is a sleek 
26 poundeR Tterminal. . It looks and 
acts like an engineer's fondest day
dream,' but it's as real as the tip of your 
nose. 

Until now, man has been con
tent with 'portab~epaper:Heplltanoisy 
Ioo .• poun<iTelet¥p~.t1\)orl\¥~~elsa.nd 
ca.~r~ed a. t>ox ofpap~r ..• arou114···.and •• ca.lled 
itpol"tabl~ ..•. · •....•.••...•••••••... «< ..•..•..........•...•...••.• >.<..........., 

().1" ..... 11~.····~.~·.~9·.· ••. a..··pgr~·~.~le •.• ·the.r~a~ 
···l?rint~r.··.I!.·.tq.o •. 4~l1}a.p·~~9.· .• 1".~.a.m~ .... Qfp.a.per, 
a.ll~· it~~~Hwceigll.~<:i.a.I1'I1qst ds~ 

ilie.end .. '!" ·.4:i1'o.,.,.,.· ••.• ••• '1"\,",,1'01"0 

display capability for presentations. 
Unlike the two mechanical con

traptions described above, Envoyisre
liable. Its solid state electronics can't 
get out ofalignment.Andt~eonlyn.oise 
you'll hear . is~he. faint hurn.ofpr9gress. 

N o\¥,asthe nal1}t! itnl'lit!~~~e 
Envoyis.·.papt!rles~ ......... Ifpaperi~.· .. ~~s~l1tia.l 
to .your.·.()per~ti()l1' ·.··y-gll'llb.a.y~.·· •• ~().mal,e 
do.\Vi~h··.Tel~types~.g~ •• l'rilltC:!l".s~ 

~.~J ... i~ •.. ¥911'~~ •.•••.. ~§.iBg ..,...,,1 ..... 0 .... "'1' .............•.••..•..........••..•...•..•... 

~e.9.~~.s~ .• ·.y-.()~)r.~.· .• ··1.l~ •• eq .•••. J() .•... i~; 
you ... likethe ••... ~~~<;1l1"i'ty~.9f n,at,,}f.~r .. 
it ·d"" ...... ~ ...... '11'.'"' 



hardware __ 
Minicomputer 
There were a lot of users who thought 
this manufacturer's 704 minicomputer 
was the best on the market, primarily 
due to its extensive instruction reper
toire and well-checked-out software. 
They probably won't be disappointed 
with the extension of the 704 philoso
phy, the RDs-500-which has been 
dubbed SUPERMINI. Available to both 
oem's and end users, the internal speed 
of the 500 hasl been, increased by a 
factor of two over the 704, running 
from up to 64K of directly-addressable 
800- or 900-nsec core memory. The 
cpu speed is 100 nsec. Also inside the 
RDs-500 are 98 instructions, with an 
additional 24 commands standing by 
should the user want floating-point op-

eration. Standard in the 
vectored priority interrupts, printer 
controller, automatic· bootstraps for 
four devices, and an operator's con
sole. A 32K version with these features 
is priced at approximately $14K and is 
also available on leasing contracts. 

Options include single- and double
preCISIon floating-point hardware, 
power fail! restart, an eight-device 
memory multiplexor for each of two bi
directional bus structures, multipro
gramming memory protection, and 
memory parity. Software includes 
FORTRAN IV, SYM III, a two-pass macro 
assembler, COBOL, RPG, and all earlier 
700 series software libraries. RAYTHEON 
DATA SYSTEMS, Lexington, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 292 ON READER CARD 

370/145 Memory 
MULTIMEMORY 73701145 is the name 
for this line of semiconductor add-on 
memory products offered for IBM'S 
370/145 models one and two. The 
plug-compatible increments are 256K 
for the 3145-2 processor, and both 
256K and 128K for the 3145-1. With 
the price of nearly everything in a state 
of flux currently, the vendor doesn't 
want to quote an exact dollar figure for 
the units, but will say that rental will 
be approximately 90% of whatever 
IBM is currently quoting for the popular 
I to IH conversion (512 to 768K in
crease), based on a two-year lease. 
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Disk 811d DI~lll'l 
MillicOI'lPlIIEI~ 
MEI'lOI~iES 

SAVE WITH THE LEADER ... 

DATUM offers you savings with the most 
complete selection of disks, drums and 
system controllers available for this list of 
minicomputers. They are engineered to use 
existing software. And DATUM's high sales 
volume keeps the equipment price low. 

PDP8E NOVA 800 HP 2100 
PDP8M NOVA 1200 HP 2114 
PDP8F Univac 1616 HP 2115 
PDP11 HP 2116 

Remember DATUM memories when you 
specify your new or expanded system. 

1363 S.State College Boulevard, Anaheim, California92806 • 714/533-6333 
CIRCLE 47 ON READER CARD 
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HANDS OFF!· 
That-'s WANGCD's" new. 

Modt200 
Aut-oload Tape Drive 

Load a reel of tape, close the door, and you're on line. 
No tape threading, no tape handling, no torn or wrinkled 
tape ends. 

Use the dust-proof IBM wrap-around cartridge, or get 
the same operator convenience and speed with stan
dard tape reels. You get longer tape life, and increased 
data reliability. You save time, tape and tempers. 

The Mod 1200 has vacuum column buffers for gentle 
tape handling at speeds to 75 ips. It offers data densities 
of 800 cpi NRZI, 1600 cpi phase encoded, or both, in 

switch-selectable dual-density combination. Transfer 
rates are as high as 120,000 bytes per second. 

Tape interchangeability with IBM tape drives is en
sured, and the Mod 1200 operates with all standard 
WANGCO interfaces, as well as most low-cost tape 
system controllers. 

Mod 1200 ... operator convenience, reliability and low 
cost. For more information call the WANGCO office 
nearest you, or write for our latest literature. WANGCO 
Incorporated, 5404 Jandy Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 
90066. (213) 390-8081. 

WANGCO 
SETTING THE PACE IN PERIPHERALS 

New York, N.Y. 516/294-0893 • Boston, Mass. 617/444-9264 • Washington, D.C. 301/937-2215 • Huntsville, Ala. 205/881-7836 • Chicago, III. 312/336-1555 
Houston, Tex. 713/785-0581 • Dallas, Tex. 214/620-1551 • Denver, Colo. 303/355-3521 

San Francisco, Calif. 408/732-6210 • Seattie, Wash. 206/632-0710 

LONDON - GENEVA - MUNICH - PARIS 
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hardware_-
Service is available both nationwide 
and in Europe. ELECTRONIC MEMORIES 

& MAGNETICS CORP., Hawthorne, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 293 ON READER CARD ~ 

Line Printer Controller 
A line printer controller has been e-
veloped that enables users of the Digi
tal Equipment PDP-II minicomputer 
to attach nearly any line printer to the 
system. Buffered or unbuffered print
ers, such as the Centronics, Data 
Printer, Data Products, Pertec, and 
Printec are interfaced via printed-cir
cuit boards inserted into the mini. Op
eration and programming remains the 
same as described in the PDP-II opera
tional manuals, including operation 
codes, comm~nds, and diagnostics. 
Prices, including cables, start at $450. 
MDB SYSTEMS, INC., Orange, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 294 ON READER CARD 

Key-to-disc System. 
The model 1200 is a compatible mem-
ber of Mohawk's key-to-disc data entry 
systems that is optimized for shops 
requiring from 4-12 keying stations. 
More than ju:st a packaged configura
tion of the larger 2400 system, the 
1200 marks the debut of a design that 
puts a 32-64K word processor, 8K byte 
(Diablo) disc drive, and tape drive in a 
common cabinet to help keep the cost
per-key board-and floor space require
ments-at a minimum. 

One of the 125-character crt stations 
can be designated as the supervisor's 
station for initiating operations such as 
dumps, transfe1rs, startups, closedowns, 
batch searches, and status checks. Two 
110 channels are the. limit for the 1200, 
one for 2780-mode half-duplex com
munications at up to 9600 baud, and 
the other reserved for a choice of four 
hard copy printers ranging from a 100-
cps serial printer to a 760-lpm line 
printer. Pricing on the 1200 starts at 
$625 I month for the control unit! tapel 
disc combination, plus $501 month for 
each keyboard. First systems won't go 
to the field until August. MOHAWK DATA 

SCIENCES CORP., Utica, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 295 ON READER CARD 
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economy leader 
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Optical Mark Reader 

HIGH PERFORMANCE WITH REAL SAVINGS 

Pencil marked DATUM-MarkTM forms are 
read by DATUM'S new Model 5098 Optical 
Mark Reader in one second or less. You can 
now buy this high-speed data-source input 
capability from DATUM for much less than 
you would expect to pay for any other com
plete OMR terminal. - The Model 5098 is 
completely RS-232C compatible, ready to 
install on your computer system. And, it has 
an .auxiliary connector for CRT or TTY. Let 
us send you the complete details, plus a kit 
to let you custom design your own form. 

Write for specifications 
and prices 

1363 S.State College Boulevard, Anaheim, California 92806 • 714/533-6333 
CIRCLE 72 ON READER CARD 
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Come to the 
computer conference 

that's coming to you, and save 
time, money and energy_ 

The Computer Caravan does the travel ing, so you 
don't have to. That was a good idea when we started 
two years ago, and more than 45,000 computer 
professionals have attended the Caravan in a city near 
them. During an energy shortage with decreased air
line schedules, the Caravan's unique convenience is 
even more important. 

1974 Schedule-
City Date Site 
Washington, D.C. Feb. 20-22 Shoreham Hotel 
Cincinnati Feb. 26-28 Cincinnati Convention 

Center 
Houston Mar. 5-7 AI bert Thomas Conven-

tion Ceoter 
Anaheim Mar. j9-21 Anaheim Convention 

Center-South Halll 
Sheraton Anaheim Hotel 

San Francisco Mar. 26-28 Civic Auditorium 
St. Louis Apr. 3-5 Chase Park Plaza Hotel 
Chicago Apr. 9-11 Hyatt Regency O'Hare 
Boston Apr. 15-17 Northeast Trade Center 
(Woburn) (Rte. 128, Exit 39 or 40) 
Charlotte Apr. 23-25 Charlotte Convention 

Center 
New York Apr. 3D-May 2 Americana of New York 

Lockheed Electronics Company; International Com-
, munications Corporation, a Milgo Company; lomec, 
Inc.; General Computer Systems, Inc.; Computer 
Devices, Inc.; American Telephone & Telegraph Com
pany; Sycor, Inc.; Auerbach; Prime Computer, Inc.; 
BASF Systems; Cincinnati Milacron; Western Union 

_ Data Services Company; Boeing Computer Services, 
Inc.; Quantor Corporation; Incoterm Corporation; 
Delta Data Systems Corporation; Texas Instruments, 
Inc.; Anderson Jacobson, Inc.; Penril Data Communi
cations, Inc.; Electronic Memories & Magnetics 
Corporation; Computer Transceiver Systems, Inc.; 
Interdata, Inc.; Modular Computer Systems; Data 
General Corporation; Hazeltine Corporation; Cul
linane Corporation; Control Data Corporation; 
Pansophic Systems, Inc.; Digital Equipment Cor
poration; Complanco, Inc.; Raytheon Data Systems; 
Intertel; Un iversity Computing Company; Strom berg 
DcitagraphiX, Inc.; California Computer Products, 
Inc.; Pertec Corporation; Scope Data, Inc.; Shugart 
Associates; MSI Data Corporation; Gould Data 
Systems; Centronics Data Computer Corporation; 
Hewlett-Packard Company; and Decision, Inc. 

-We give you a business show, not 
show business. 

The CODlputer 
Caravan/74 
sponsored by ~] COMPUTERWORLD 
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The Caravan is unique. It will help increase your 
installation's efficiency with new ideas, new products 
and new se.rvices. 
Our user-to-user forums and workshops give you 
current, practical dollars and sense information. 
Our topics for '74: 

First Day - Sou rce Data Automation Today 
- Second Day- Data Communications Update 

Third Day -Operations Managementl74 -

Pius, our three-day exposition (10 A.M. to 6 P.M. each 
day) gives you a chance to explore the latest products 
and services in our pleasant, uncrowded exhibit hall. 
You'll see everything from complete systems, to inde
pendent peripherals, to software, to terminals. Here 
are some of the companies we're keeping: 

r-----------. 
Registration Office 

I The Computer Caravan I 
797 Washington Street 
Newton, Massachusetts 02160 I 
D Please send me further information and a registration form 

for The Computer Caravan Users Forums. I understand that I 
no advance registration is required forthe Exposition. 

D Please send me a free guest ticket for the Exposition only. I 
Name 

Title _________________ _ 

Company ____ -,------__________ _ 

I 
I 

I Address I 
I City State Zip - I 

~------------.I 
DRTRMATION 



When a Pertee stops, 
he starts. 

Almost anywhere 
on earth. 

A piece of cost-effective equipment isn't very cost effective during 
down-time. And since economy is an important part of every tape trans~ 
port, disk drive and printer that we make, we've set up an unparalleled 
international service network for the OEM to keep our products running 
economically. 

Strategically. located Repair Services Depots perform repairs and 
refurbishments on your warranty and non-warranty units. 

Our Technical Support Group provides technical backup directly 
to you. 

Our Spares Administration supplies your inventory needs, plans dis
tribution of emergency spares, stocks regional offices and provides cus
tomer logistics support. (You can reach us for emergency spares 24 hou rs 
a day, 7 days a week, simply by calling [213] 882-6980.) 

And you get assistance in the design and development of your sys
tem. Factory training for your service people. And backup by a sales, 
service and support network spanning major U.S. cities and many 
foreign countries. 

All because Pertec is serious about keeping down-time down. Con
tact us and we'll prove it. 

For more information about Pertec's tape transports, disk drives, 
printers and service, call us collect in the area nearest you: Boston (617) 
890-6230; Chicago (312) 696-2460; Los Angeles (213)996-1333; 
London (Reading) 582-115. Or write us at 9600 I rondale Avenue, Chats
worth, California 91311. 

The best values in 
computer peripherals 
come from 

[Q)~~(C 
Already the world's 

largest independent 
manufacturer 
of tape transports. 

CIRCLE 83 ON READER CARD 



Software & Services 
Updates 

A technique has been found for 
analyzing the content of un
structured English language 
narrative data. Developed by 
Analytics Inc., Jenkintown, Pa., 
under a contract with the Office 
of Naval Research, the technique 
was initially used to grade the 
performance of officers during a 
naval exercise by, analyzing 
records of the verbal information 
on which they based co~and 
decisions. Analytics' method
ology searches strings of 
information--which may be entire 
sentences or clauses--and es
tablishes what is being talked 
about by building up hierarchical 
relationships and creating a 
thesaurus. Particular attention 
is paid to keywords and operators 
(verbs). While not presently 
offered as a product, it would 
seem that the' analysis technique 
could be used in other disci
plines, particularly psychology. 

Today's army has automated the 
recruitment function, using a 
progra~ called "Request" that 
runs on Computer Sciences Corp.'s 
INFONET time-sharing network. 
It's claimed that the days of 
sending physicists to cooking 
school (and cooks to physicist 
school) have ceased, and the 
recruiter can find out in real
time whether particular training 
or stations can be promised. 
The new system is credited with 
helping the army meet its re
cruiting goals for the first 
time since the draft ended. 

ACM has announced that it is 
willing to turn over the tapes ••• 
tapes of its highly successful 
ACM '73 conference held in Atlanta 
last August. Guaranteed not to 
contain any mysterious blank 
spo~s of critical conversations 
regarding data bases, computer 
research, and virtual memory man
agement, a selected portfolio of 
lO,tapes is priced at $85 for 
ACMmembers; $100 for non~members. 
They are available from Infor
mation Cassettes, Inc., 866 N. 
Wabash, Chicago, Illinois. 

The National Bureau of Standards 
is, now distributing a metric con
version software package (FORTRAN 
IV), documentation, and test 'cases 
for approximately $500. Developed 
by the Caterpillar Tractor Go., 
the double-precision program has 
a maximum difference of .OOOS-inch 
between millimeter and inch values. 
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System Security 
A major improvement to the data pro-
tection capabilities of IBM operating 
systems is said to be provided with the 
Data Access Security System (DAS). 

Soine minor modifications to -the moni
tor are required for its implementation, 
but 'these can be accomplished over a 
weekend, states the vendor. The altera
tions are said to result in slightly in
creaSed system overhead. 

Job control statements or TSO pro
cedures are used by DAS to determine 
authorized access to data sets. Unauth
orized accesses result in ABEND'S, and 
all accesses are logged in the SMF audit 
facility. Included iIi the DAS package is 
historical, analytical, and exception re
porting modules. DAS operates on all 
versions of os, release 21 or later, in
cluding HASP, TSO, MVT and MFT. Sup
port for multiprocessor 360/ 65s is also 
available for releases 19 arid 20. The 
product is delivered complete with 
source and load libraries; technical de
scription, program logic manual, and a 
recipe type procedures guide for instal
lation and use of the system. Yearly 
license is $2,400 for the first year, 
$1,200 for each additional year, or 
$4,400 for a perpetual license. Virtual 
memory versions will be ready in the 
near future. INTERNATIONAL COMPUT

ER TRADING CORP., San Francisco, Calif. 
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Carpool Scheduling , 
It would seem that with the prospect of 
gasoline rationing, organized car pools 
would be the only way many of us 

software 
spotlight 
Teieprocessing Aid 
The intent of the Telecommunications 
Translator (TL T) submonitor is to re
duce the entire process of developing 
message processing routines for tele
processing monitors to a one-step op
eration the user may perform at a crt. 
Usable with such telecommuniCations 
monitors as CICS, Task/Master, and 
Minicomm, TL T requires only a free
form list of the words, phrases, and 
data a message may contain. TL T ana
lyzes the message, using the specifica
tion as a guide, and identifies its infor
mation content for the user's on-line 
system. The translator then . tells the 
user what information the message 
contains and what is missing. Data sat-

could su'rvive on the allotments cur
rently being mentioned. Here's a com
puterized service that may b~ of inter
est to governments, universities, and 
larger business entities for generating 
lists of car pools. Subscribers to the 
service are provided input forms for 
employees to fill out with information 
such as destination point, origin point, 
telephone number, address, and 
whether the employee is merely a rider 
or can also drive. These forms, togeth
er with a map of the area in which the 
employees reside, is furnished to the 
vendor of the -service. A directory is 
then given the customer; coded by geo~ 
graphic points and by time of depar
ture for individuals leaving and arriv
ing in . the same areas. The' pricing 
varies by number of records to be 
processed, but a run on 5,000 records 
would cost $4,500, with each addition
al 1,000 records costing $190 extra. 
The pricing seems high, considering 
that employees move around, change 
jobs, etc., and it may be that the ven~ 
dor could be talked into selling the 
software outright for some nominal 
fee. AUTOPOOL, INC., Seabrook, Md. 
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370 Simulation 
The S/370 Simulator consists of rou
tines for performing in software the 
seven instructions that make a 370 dif
ferent from a 360. In addition to the 
mnemonics CLCL, CLM, ICM, MYCL, 

SRP, STCM, and STCK instructions, the 
byte alignment feature is also simu-

isfyirtg the user's specifications is cop
ied ,out of the message, edited, and 
made available to the user's system for 
further processing. TL T also detects in
appropriate or erroneous data and pin
points it, so that it may be returned to 
the operator for correction. , 

The assembler language module re
quires approximately 4Kbytes, arid is 
compatible with any of IBM'S 360 and 
370 operating systems. The package is 
available under a license agreement Jor 
$95/ month, with the user receiving a 
paid-Up, irrevocable license after 48 
months. A 30-day trial period is of
fen~d. SOFTWARE CREATORS INC., Port 
Washington, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 260 ON READER CARD 
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Over 1,000 ASI-ST job streams are executed each month by more companies than 
any other similar product. One firm calls on ASI-ST over 4,000 times a month! 

WHY SUCH HEAVY USAGE? 

o Extreme execution efficiency 

o Dramatically 'reduced solution effort versus other languages 

[J Easy to use by non programmers as well as programmers 

[J Self-contained cataloging of recurring ASI-ST job streams 

o Dynamic modification of cataloged ASI-ST requests 

[J Complete batch and on-line interfaces to IMS and TOTAL 

By contrast, competing products are either used for one-time reports , , , or are 
seldom used at all. 

For more information on obtaining real benefits through use of the ASI-ST Data 
Management System contact: 

Director of Marketing 
Applications Software, Incorporated 
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard 
Torrance, California 90503 
(213) 542-4381, Telex 653-563 , , , , other offices in Boston a,nd Tokyo 

Ern THE Software Manufacturer 
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REPLACEMENT 
MEMORY PUTS 

EMM 
IN THE 

LINE-UP 
AT THE NFL 

PLAYER DRAFT 

The annual draft analysis for three NFL football teams 
is only one of the many uses to which Optimum 
Systems, Inc. puts their two 360/65 systems, each with 
a total of 2 megabytes of EMM memory. Others include 
such applications as the development of stress fac
tors for multi-story office buildings and record con
trol for six neighboring municipal departments. 

Why have so many Systems 360 and 370 users like 
Optimum Systems chosen EMM compatible memory? 

With some, reliability was the key. They. know that 
EMM has more experience with 'semiconductor, core 
and disk memory technology than any other memory 
company. They know that EMM controls every step of 
its manufacturing processes from basic storage com
ponent through finished system. 

Others had a budget problem: They discovered that 
EMM is willing and able to tailor its terms to meet 
their specific needs .. 

With still others it was essential that their memory 
supplier be around to stand behind their products. 
And they knew that EMM has the stability of a major 
NYSE company committed to the memory market. 

But whatever their reasons, they are now satisfied 
customers of EMM, and our best references. Ask them 
about us. 

And ask about our compatible memory systems for 
360 and 370 systems. They come in all degrees of 
capacity, but only one degree of performance: 
dependable. 

E m m COMPUTER 
. PRODUCTS 

A Division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation 
12624 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250 
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lated. The module receives control 
from the hardware on program inter
ruptions by a program status word 
switch. Operation and specification ex
ceptions are interrogated to determine 
if they are caused by S/370 instruc
tions or byte alignment. If that is the 
case, the requested instruction is per
formed and control returned. 

The Simulator package is priced at 
$750 for a one-time, non-exclusive, 
nontransferable license, and might be 
a very handy way for service bureaus 
or other large users to back up opera
tion of 370 equipment with the greatly 
lower-cost 360 systems. MHT SERVICES, 
Jersey City, N.J~ 
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VirtualAPL 
A program interface has been devel
oped that allows the APL language to 
run under IBM'S vM/370 operating sys
tem. Considering how compact the APL 
language is, it's hard to conceive of a 
user requiring a workspace of 800K; 
but with virtual APL, it's there if 
needed. Other -attributes of the new 
product include file compatibility with 
other high-level languages such as 
FORTRAN and COBOL, extensive periph
eral device support, and all the capabil
ities of APL 3601 DOS and APLI CMS. 
Including installation assistance, the 
package is priced at $2,500. AMERICAN 
INFORMATION SERVICES, Greenwich,· 
Conn. 
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Performance Measurement 
SLACMON is a hardware and software 
performance monitoring package, 
written at StanfordUniv., for monitor
ing IBM osl MVT and MFT operating 
systems with subtasking. It monitors 
various system events, such as 110 in
terrupts, and samples many others, 
such as alterations to control blocks, to 
provide a statistical profile of system 
performance. Input to SLACMON is 
twofold: the parameter field on the 
EXECUTE card, coupled with the cor
responding operand in the operator's 
START command, allows various func
tions to be performed or omitted; five 
data sets (optionally) provide names 
of queues, 110 devices, or modules that 
SLACMON is specifically to track. 

Output from -the assembler language 
routines consists of up to 12 reports 
detailing the performance of the sys
tem, together with a single page that 
summarizes the 12 reports. SLACMON 
is priced at $600, with documentation 
an additional $12.50. COSMIC, Ath
ens, Ga. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 265 ON READER CARD 
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Volume Utilization 
A software package is now available 
that produces reports on direct access 
storage device volume utilization under 
IBM OS and vs monitors. DISCLOSE sup:
plies users with volume-table-of-con
tents information in alphabetical order 
by data _ set name, and an accounting of 
physical track use sequentially by abso
lute track address. Additionally, a map 
of the free space on a volume, arid a 
detailed report of all VTOC data are 
generated. The, package is priced at 
$370, for which the purchaser receives 
the assembler language source pro
grams on tape and associated docu
mentation. The package is also avail
able on a 30-day trial basis, in which 
case object decks are temporarily pro
vided. DISCLOSE requires approximate
ly lOOK bytes of memory for opera
tion. PROGRAM MART CORP., Cam
bridge, Mass. 
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Sort/Merge 
Seven man-years -are said to have gone 
into this sort! merge package by its de
velopers, who also claim that it is being 
well-accepted in Europe, where it was 
developed. It is "plug-to-plug" compat
ible with tbe IBM 483 DOS sort, but has 
additional capabilities such as sorting 
in .less than 22K bytes (with 2314 
drives), 32 sort keys, merging of up to 
nine files, and minimum elapsed time 
improvements on the order of 20-25 % . 
All common IBM disc models are sup
ported, including the 2311, 2314, 
2319, and 3330 peripherals. CA-SORT/u 
is priced' at $6,700 and is supplied in 
object code form on tape or cards. 
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL 
LTD., Geneva, Switzerland. 
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Real-time Submonitor 
When added to Digital Equipment 
Corp.'s RSTS time-sharing monitor, 
LABX enables the PDP-II minicomputer 
to do double duty as a time-sharing 
and as a real-time system. The only 
restriction is that the user must be able 
to tolerate real-time response delays on 
a par with those that time-sharing users 
are accustomed to. The LABX module is 
coded in BASIC+, and since the source 
code is supplied for the package, users 
may modify it to suit their particular 
applications. As supplied in standard 
form, LABX would typically allow up to 
16 independent RSTS jobs to be sharing 
an AI D converter, with each job own
ing one multiplexor channel. With the 
minimum recommended buffer size, 
LABX requires approximately 1,250 
words of the PDP-II's memory. The 
price for the real-time module is $IK, 
with support provided in the form of 
revised versions mailed to customer 

There's an 
EMMoffice 

near you. 
SAN FRANCISCO 

BURLINGAME 1818 Gilbreth Road 
CALIFORNIA Suite 214 

94010 -(415) 692-4250 

_ LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES 10960 Wilshire Blvd. 

CALIFORNIA Suite 320 
90024 (213) 477-3911 

CHICAGO 
DES PLAINES 1400 East Touhy Avenue 

ILLINOIS (312) 297-3110 
60018 

BOSTON 
WELLESL.EY #4 Wellesley Office Park 

MASSACHUSETTS 40 William Street 
02181 (617) 237-4800 

DETROIT 
SOUTHFIELD 21411 Civic Center Drive 

MICHIGAN (313) 352-1040 
48075 

ST. LOUIS 
CLAYTON 130 South Bemiston 
MISSOURI Suite 101 

63102 (314) 863-0015 

NEW YORK 
SADDLE BROOK 299 Market Street 

NEW JERSEY (201) 845-0450 
07662 

CLEVELAND 

CLEVELAND 6500 Pearl Road 
OHIO (216) 884-1980 
44130 

PHILADELPHIA 
ABINGTON 947 Old York Road 

PENNSYLVANIA (215) 887-4940 
19001 

PITTSBURGH 
PITTSBURGH 395 Seven Parkway Center 

PENNSYLVANIA (412) 921-1221 
15220 

DALLAS 
DALLAS 2655 Villa Creek 

TEXAS Suite 280 
75234 (214) 243-2374 

HOUSTON 
HOUSTON 1200 South Post Oak 

TEXAS Suite 104 
77027 (713) 626-3592 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ANNANDALE 7617 Little River Turnpike 
VIRGINIA (703) 941-2100 

22003 

BRUSSELS 
BRUSSELS Rue Du Luxembourg #19 

BEL<3IUM First Floor 
1040 (02) 12-30-80 

TWX: 846-22462 

LONDON 
FELTHAM 92 The Centre 

MIDDLESEX 01-751 1213/6 
ENGLAND TWX: 935187 

TW 13 4BH 

PARIS 
PARIS 17 eme 92, Rue Jouffroy 

FRANCE 227-5619 
TWX: 21311 
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PORTABLE KEY·PU 

SPEEDS SOURCE DATA ENTRY 
Instead of using hand 
written source data which 
must go to keypunching 
before entry, you can 
punch source data at any 
location using the Wright 
Punch. These cards then 
go directly to data entry. 

Send today for complete details. 
NEW printing model for simultan
eous sight verification. Plus manual 
and electric models for Hollerith 
punching plastic I.D., badge, and 
credit cards. Special units consid- .............. , ",,,.s 
ered. 
160 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01606 
A DIVISION OF BARRy WRIGHT CORPORATION 

A NEW (iENERATION OF 
INTERACTIVE SymBOLIC 

DEBUGGERS FOR vm/370 
INSTAllATIONS 

STANDARD DATA CORPORATION 
OFFERS THE FINEST INTERACTIVE 

SYMBOLIC DEBUGGERS AVAILABLE
SYMBUG™o FOR COBOL USERS AND 
SYMBUG-F™FOR FORTRAN USERS 

• Complete execution control of your program. 
• All references to code and data are through the 

same symbols used by the programmer in his 
source program. ° •• 

• Ability to start, stop and trace execution; ex
amine and modify data during execution. ° 

• Ability to patch the source program, and to 
scan data or source program files. 

• Ability to test subprograms without main call
ing .modules or main calling programs without 
the called subprograms. 

For further information and our free comparison 
ana.!ysis of ° debuggers contact . . . 

snmulU 
U\H 

Since .1959 

STANDARD DATA CORPORATION 
1540 Broadway~ New York, N.Y~10Q36 

212/586-3100 

______________ c_�R_cL_E_640NREADERc=A~RD~ ____________ ~-~--~----~--C~I~RC~L~E~50~O~N~RE~A~DE~R_C_A_RD __ ~~~---

IS NOW AVAILABLE-

• FEASIBILITY STUDIES AND SURVEYS 

• INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

• ENHANCEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS 

• NON-STANDARD TERMINAL SUPPORT 

• APPLICATIONS SYSTEMS 

• SYSTEM UPGRADE AND CONVERSION 

OS ' VERSION 1 DOS ENTRY 

OS VERSION 2 DOS STANDARD 

FROM LIMITED COUNSELING THROUGH FULL 

"TURNKEY" RESPONSIBILITY - IN BOTH 

"SYSTEMS" AND "APPLICATIONS" AREAS 

'IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES, INC. 

PHONE OR WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION NOW 

. CONTACT: VICE PRESIDENT, MONITOR SYSTEMS DIVISION 

ON-LINE mo 

® 

3) SOFTWRRE 
INCORPORRTEO 

411 Hackensack Ave 
Hackensack, N.J. 07601 
PHONE (201) 489-0400 
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It's here 1 ... 132 characters per line on l2.!!.!. ASR-331 

... have your ASR;:~3 
print 132 positions per line also! 

TMK modification kit easily installed. 
immediate delivery ... S7!.50 ° 

" . 

"I' "I' S 2928 Nebraska Avenue· Santa Monica, Ca. 90404 (213) 829-2611 
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sites. EVANS GRIFFITHS & HART, INC., 

Lexington,· Mass. 
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PL/1 File Utility Package 
TRNSFR is offered as an alternative for 
IBM'S IEBGENER, IEBTPCH, and IEBISAM 

PL/l utility subroutines for all 360 and 
370 installations having PL/l libraries. 
The program can transfer any sequen
tial or indexed sequential file from, 
memory to any output medium, such as 
disc, tape, card, or hard copy. Addi
tionally, the package can convert se
quential files to indexed sequential for
mat and vice versa, with control pro.:, 
vided through the parameter entries in 
J CL cards. The TRNSFR routine can 
require as much as 11 OK bytes of 
memory for operation. It's priced at 
$99 and is supplied in object deck form 
with documentation and examples. 
PAUL-ANDRE DESJARDINS, Quebec, 
Canada. 
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Installation Security 
A nationwide computer~based service 
is now available for registering office 
machines such as typewriters, calcu
lators, dictating machines, and even 
small computers for protection against 
theft. Subscribers to the. Identifax pro
gram are provided exclusive code 
numbers to engrave on the equipment. 
These numbers are available to police 
departments across the country via a 
toll-free 24-hournumber. The electric 
engraving tool is also furnished, as are 
warning labels to be posted stating that 
property has been marked for instant 
identification. It is known that poten
tial burglars - and employees - gen
erally avoid taking· property that has 
been marked for identification by po
lice. The monthly charge for catalog
ing up to 2,000 items is $10. LISTFAX 

CORP., New York, N.Y. 
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APT Home Study Course 
UNIAPT, United Computing Corp.'s 
popular version of the original Auto
matic Programmed Tools numerical 
control software, is now offered as a 
home study course (number 43 6x) 
from Brigham Young Univ. The cod
ing exercises are submitted either on 
specially marked cards available from 
the university, or on traditional key
punch cards if you have access to a 
keypunch. The course costs $98 plus 
texts, approximately $12-14. BRIGHAM 

YOUNG UNIV., Provo, Utah. 
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ugraf/perf 
is the most widely used 
graphic-to-digital· . 
converter 
in the worldl" 

"That's . because it's the unrestricted dig,tizerl" 
It's easy to understand how graf/pen, the sonic digitizer, became the 
standard device for converting graphic information - graphs, maps, 
physiological shapes and so on - into the language used in data pro
cessing, recording or transmission. 

Consider graf/pen's flexibility. 
It's a multi-media digitizer. Unlike other digitizers, the graf/pen uses 

sonic waves. to generate position coordinates. Hence, the sensors 
which detect the position of the graf/pen point can be mounted adja
cent to any flat display surface - a drawing board, a CRT screen, a 
blackboard, a projection screen. There are even 3-D versi'ons which 
require no writing surface at all. Naturally, if you need a tablet, it is 
available with graf/pen. 

Ideal for big jobs, too. graflpen sensors come in lengths up to six 
feet. This means you can digitize oversize drawings, the profile of an 
automobile seat or even a human form. 

You'll go "beyond" graphics. By placing a preprinted "menu" on 
your graf/pen tablet, you can also enter alphanumeric information or 
programming instructions by simply touching pen to a printed letter or 
message, 

Creat operational freedom. Only a single wire connects the pen to 
its control unit; there are no clumsy mechanical connec
tions. You can select continuous digitizing, as when tracing 
a curve, or point digitizing to create one set of coordi
nates each time the pen touches the display surface. You 
can choose between a ball-point pen tip to genE7rate 
"hard" copy as you digitize or an inkless stylus which 
leaves no trace. . 

Service is international. In the unlikely event 
your graf/pen should ever require service, it's 
available on-site internationally. 

There are a lot more freedom-of-use ad
vantages to the graf/pen. So, if 
your data handling system re
quires graphic-to-digital con
version, get all the facts on 
graflpen - the unrestricted 
digitizer. Call our marketing 
vice president, Rolf Kates, at 
(203) 255-1526 or write: 

SAC SCIENCE 
ACCESSORIES 
CORPORATION 

65 Station Street 
Southport, Connecticut 06490 
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E I)ECISION- 3 
E MAKINQ 3 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ Nay, lad! Deciding's not your ploy, ~ 
~ For that's a risky game. ~ 
~ It's making a decision ~ 

E 
That's your surest road to fame. ~ 

~ ~ 
~ Decide means to take action, ~ 

E 
And that might rock the boat, ~ 

~ And you act and don't succeed, ~ 
~ Small chance you'll stay afloat. ~ 

~ But ... making a decision. ~ 

~
~ Ah! That'sthe way to swing. ~ 

It keeps the masses happy ~ 

~ And doesn't change a thing. ~ 
~ So get yourself a task force ~ 
~ Well-skilled in all the arts ~ 
~ And call them all together ~ 
~ And watch them flip their charts. ~ 

~ For Jack says no and Jim says yes ~ 
~ And Billy says perhaps 
~ And Chester asks good questions ~ 
~ ... When he isn't taking naps. ~ 

~ And Bertram, chomping his cigar, ~ 
~ Is chock full of statistics, ~. 
~ While Waldemar, who smokes a pipe, ~ 
~ Is famed for his heuristics. ~ 

~ "The figures prove ... ," "The model says ... " ~ 
~ "The forecast bears me out." ~ 
~ "The complex simplex program ~ 
~ . Shows I'm right without a doubt." ~ 

~ Let's tiptoe out and close the door ~ 
~ And let them stew a while. ~ 
~ No fear that they'll do something rash, ~ 
~ For doing's not their style. ~ 
.~ ~ 
~ Reality's an untamed beast ~ 
~ That's difficult to master, ~ 
~ But models are quite docile ~ 
~ And give you answers faster. ~ 

~ So build yourself a model ~ 
~ To glorify your name. ~ 
~ Then get yoursdf a task force ~ 
~ And learn to play the game. ~ 
~ --J.C.L.Guest ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ . . ~ 

~AAAAAAAAAAA~AAAA~AAAAAA~~ 
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Think. 
of what 
just one 

company 
cando 
to stop 

pollution. 
We have. 

Twenty years ago some 
farsighted businessmen had an 
idea. To establish an organization 
to combat littering. They called 
it Keep America Beautiful, Inc. 

Since then, KAB Inc. has led a 
national movement to stop not 
just littering. But pollution as well. 
A movement that involves almost 
70 million Americans. 

To show you what companies 
like yours are doing to fight 
pollution, we've put together this 
folder, "What industry is doing 
to stop pollution." 

It's a special way to celebrate 
our first twenty years. 

r------~---~-----------~ 

People start pollution. 
People can stop it. 

Please send me a free copy of your guide. 

Name __________________ _ 

Street ________ _ 
City _________ _ 

State .. Zip __ _ 
",,,,~ ~""~f'0 rm ;;,.; '.~~,,:a 
"", . v" ~ \.III! The -"",,,,'"9 Counc' 
~!t- lOUlCl 

Keep America Beautiful 
99 Park Awnue, New York. New Yoft 10016 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 

.. -----------------____ .I 
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Your computer 
is only as good as 

its cassette. 

Introducing 
the Maxell DC-300. 
Don't blame your computer for dropouts, read-errors or write-errors. Blame 

the cassette. 
Or, better still, replace it with a Maxell DC -300. 
We subjected the DC -300 to a comprehensive inspection on the working tracks 

on all reels, one-by-one, according to standard specifications. 
The results: The DC -300 proved to be completely free of read-errors and write

errors over an extended testing period. 
Maxell also developed a special binder for the DC -300 that has resulted in a 

radical decrease in drop-outs. And by finishing the binder to a mirror-like surface 
the tape is now in closer contact with the head. 

Another feature of the DC -300 that will upgrade your computer sys~em is the 
enhanced recording density of the magnetic tape. 

In addition, we created a cassette shell that is stronger and more durable than 
any other on the market. Four carbon-impregnated guide rollers-instead of two 
of ordinary plastic-reduce torque for tension and static-free operation at high 
speeds. Forget about having your tape jamming or becoming ripped and inop
erative. 

In other words, the new Maxell DC -300 is the finest data cassette on the mar-
ket today ... and tomorrow. II 

And if you don't believe us, ask your computer. m ~ X8 
Or write us for technical data. 1:1 ® 

The answer to all your tape needs. 
Maxell Corporation of America, 130 West Commercial Ave., Moonachie, New Jersey 07074 
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The'74NCC 
"Everything Card" 
It~ Yours for $50. 

The '74 NCC gold 
Everything Card is 
your passport to all 
exhibits, program ses
sions, and a variety 
of special events 
throughout the Na
tional Computer Con
ference & Exposition, 
May 6-1 O,in Chicago's 
McCormick Place. 

Your Everything 
Card will also provide 
you with a special dis
count for the NCC 
luncheons, your copy 
of the conference Proceedings, and 
the opportLfnity to make your hotel 
reservations at reduced convention 
rates. And more - you'll be in the 
running for a one-week trip for two 
from Chicago to Stockholm, Sweden, 
for IFIP Congress '74, August 5-10; 
and one of five NCC lifetime registra
tions. 

Just $50 plus the attached coupon 
is all you need for the Everything Card 

r-----

-your first-class tick
et to a wide range of 
conference features 
including: • More 
than 100 conference 
sessions plus an ex
hibit program featur
ingover 250 compa
nies and more than 
80,000 square feet of 
actual exhibit space. 
• Your one opportun
ity to examine virtual
ly every existing data 
processi ng product 
and service at one 

time and at one place. • The chance 
to exchange information with 35,000 
of your colleagues at the computer 
field's single national forum for data 
processing users, manag~.ment, and 
computer professionals:~ • An in
depth survey of EDP applications in 
ten major user areas, including com
munications systems, health care and 
biotechnology, education, manufac
turing, retailing, distribution systems, 

I 
'74 Nee, c/o AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N. J. 07645 

go~ernment, finance, process control, 
and transportation. • An update on 
new developments in five basic areas 
of computer science and technology, 
including software systems, architec
ture and hardware, computer network
ing; information management systems, 
and management acceptance. • A 
high interest special program, includ
ing addresses, by prominent national 
figures, a look at exciting develop
ments in the computer arts, a com
puter science fair, a science film 
theater, plus luncheons, receptions, 
and special activities. 

To receive your personalized Every
thing Card, just send $50 by check or 
money order with the preregistration 
coupon to '74 NCC, c/o AFIPS, 210 
Summit Avenue, Montvale, New Jersey 
07645. Your gold card will be mailed 
to you shortly plus additional informa
tion on '74 Nee, together with housing 
application forms which will permit 
you to make your reservations at a 
reduced rate. 

---, 
DTM-274 I 

I 
Yes, send me my gold Everything Card. I've enclosed $50 covering the entire 
'74 NeC program and exhibits plus preregistration benefits described above. 

Just send me all the facts. 

My company is interested in exhibiting at '74 Nee. 

Name __________________ Title ________ _ 

Company __________________________ ___ 

Street ______________________________ _ 

City State Zip _____ _ 

\... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ ,.J t' '74 NeC The Biggest Computer Show on Earth ., 
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Books 
Academic Computers in Service 
by C. Mosmann 
Jossey-Bass, Inc., 615 Montgomery 

St., San Francisco, Ca., 1973 
186 pp. $8.50 

Mosmann has made an important con
tribution with a book that ought to be 
known more widely than it is likely to 
be. He' writes in the preface that his 
book "is a practical handbook for ad
ministrators and for students and fac
ulty' performing administrative func
tions," i.e., for everybody concerned 
with computing in academic environ
ments. In my opinion, however, he has 
written a practical handbook for any
one associated with computing, be he a 
provider or consumer of computing 
services or just the guy who pays the 
bill. 

Let me give a brief indication of the 
scope of this book by enumerating 
(partly paraphrased to suggest the gen.,. 
erality) some of the chapter headings: 
Computing as a Service, Determining 
Needs of Users, Alternative Sources of 
Computing Services, Computing Ser
~ices Networks, Setting Policy, Financ
ing a Computing Services System, Ac~ 
quiring Systems (Hardware and Soft
ware), Computers for Innovation and 
Service. In addition, there is a list of 
organizations which can serve readers 
of the book, an annotated bibliography 
and a very helpful index. 

On page 80 Mosmann presents the 
reader with a collection' of questions 
aimed at formulating a policy to, guide 
an academic computing services cen
tre. Among them: 

"1. What is the function of the 
computing establishment in terms of 
the ideals or goals of the college as a 
whole? 

2. Whom does it serve? In cases of 
conflict, whom does it serve first? 

3. Who determines the policy of the 
establishment? In cases of differences 
of opinion, who has the last word: the 
administration, the computing centre 
management, the users, or some other 
body? 

4. What level of service and what 
style of operation will best satisfy the 
objectives? Should the centre be run in 
a formal or informal fashion? Will the 
user receive lots of guidance or will he 
be ,'expected to learn by making his 
owri mistakes? 

5. How will planning be done? 
What is the relationship of the comput
ing plan to the long-:range institutional 
plan, if one exists? > 

6. How important is good comput
ing to the college? What is it worth in 
terms of money and in terms of the 
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attention and time of the busiest and 
most talented members of both the 
faculty and the administration? 

7. Who will decide how much 
money is going to be spent on comput
ing: the users, the computing director, 
the chief budget officer of, the college? 

8. Is the computing centre a busi
ness run by the college for its own 
convenience or is it an unofficial, not
for-credit academic department, where 
research and education are carried 
out?" 

To this list ought to be appended six 
that appear on page 59 in another con
text, management and control: 

"How can we evaluate the comput
ing situation on our campus? How can 
I tell if we are getting our money's 
worth? Have we got a good director of 
computing or a bad one? How can we 
tell if we are doing the right thing? Are 
my people telling me the truth? How 
much should we be spending for 
computing?" . 

I believe two important aspects of 
academic computers in service have 
been neglected by Mosmann. The 
more important of the two has to do 
with what I have come to believe is the 
most important attribute of a com
puter: storing knowledge in directly
usable form. Computers know how to 

protection 
Nothing is more important, or more vulnerable, than your computers. 

The data center world is buying the extraordinary Ruscard® electronic 
access control systems~ almost faster than we can produce and install them. 

Why? Security means access control. Who goes where, and when. 
If you can confine traffic only to those authorized individuals who require 

access to the computers ... with an automatic printout of every access, by 
individual-point of access-and time of access ... and if you can do all this 
economically ... you have, in effect, a 24-hour guard on every door. 

A 24-hour guard costs $35,000 a year. That's why you don't have one on 
every critical door today. 

Now you can. 

FREE! Send for the new Ruscard access control guide. 

Rusco ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ITI!1 
A RUSCO INDUSTRIES COMPANY 

For full information, circle the reply card 
number, write or phone: Rusco Electronic Systems, 
Box 2848D, Pasadena, California 91105; 
phone toll free (800) 423-4194, or call collect in 
California: (213) 682-3691. Ask for Mr. Martin. 
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llOOw fto mmaihmRaibm illue -ranny llDllibmitelr 
Just clean it. Occasionally-like every month or so. Easy. 
No lubrication. No adjustments. No grief. 
Our elegantly simple print mechanism is so reliable that we 
guarantee it for one full year. Our original 1000-hour 
predicted MTBF now looks a little conservative. 
No wonder the Tally printer is becoming the first choice of 
computer mahufacturers and users who demand reliability. 
If you're looking for an impact printer that can churn out 
200 lines per minute day in and day out without fuss or 
failure t see your Tally man, now. 

['~'~. ~. ~ .. ' .' . Tally Corporation, 8301 S. 180th Street, Kent, Washington 98031 
~ &:I. Data Terminals • Printers • Card Reader Terminals • 
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Books 

solve differential equations; they know 
how to draw animated figures; they 
know how to determine economic or
der quantities. If computers know, 
what shall man learn? We do not have 
to look far to find computers (ma
chines that know) coupled to ma
chines that do. If computers know and 
do, what will man do with himself? 
The search for answers to these two 
questions will very likely radicalize 
educational institutions everywhere, 
from kindergarten through graduate 
school. 

The second neglected subject is that 
of the use of software purchased or 
rented from others. Mosmann notes 
there is very little such use, little evi
dence that the situation will change. 
The whole business of using software 
created by others has been relegated to 
a secondary role, for the most part. 
Who among you can identify a text
book or manual on programming, or 
computer science, in which . there is 
more than passing mention of the sub
ject? One would guess that it is not 
socially acceptable to buy programs! 
The point, I believe, is that the au
dience for Mosmann's book deserves to 
be made aware of the issue and to be 
provided with suggestions for dealing 
with it. 

Despite these omissions, this book 
ought to be read by everybody in our 
business. I must say, however, that I 
missed the wonderful drawings of 
Robert Osborn which added just the 
right note of levity to the seriousness of 
the predecessor to ACS, Computers on 
Campus. 

-Robert M. Gordon 

Development of Information Systems 
for Education 
by Khateeb M. Hussain 
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1973 
419 pp. $10.95 

This book reflects the usual attitudes 
of university administrators toward the 
role of the computer in support of 
administration and management. 
There is something in it for just about 
everyone concerned in any way with 
administrative data processing in high
er education in the traditional sense of 
those words. However, there is nothing 
in the text addressing the really excit
ing prospect of use of computer-based 
informational technology to manage 
the instructional process itself, permit
ting use of highly modularized instruc
tional units, self-paced learning, and 
with the potential of tailoring the 
academic program to each student's 
needs and desires. 

The preface states that the book is 
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addressed primarily to the administra
tor and would-be administrator in edu
cational administration. The computer 
technology content (mostly input, 
output and data format) is very ele
mentary. With increasing sophistication 
of the lay public in basic computer 
concepts (20% of our public high 
schools currently offer computer 
technology instruction), it seems hard
ly necessary to state: "The transforma
tion of written data into machine
readable data by punching prescribed 
holes on a card is achieved by using 
equipment called key punches." In
deed, use of the book could be 

strengthened by eliminating chapters 
two and three on tools of analysis, as 
the subsequent use of the notation de
veloped there is probably obvious 
when used in context. 

There are five parts, two appendices, 
and a glossary. There are 18 chapters 
distributed among the five parts, and 
each chapter is essentially self-con
tained with an introduction, several 
sections dealing with the subject of the 
chapter, a summary and conclusions 
section, a key terms and review ques
tions section, and a selected annotated 
bibliography. 

Part One distinguishes between ad-

Invest $10 in uS1 

'11 
Better able to handle the information demands of your job 

as a user, supplier, or simply spectator in the data processing 
marketplace. 

We're Datapro Research Corporation. We provide useable, 
useful information about the computer industry, and we do it in a 
simple, understandable -way. 

Through our DATAPRO 70 and DATAPRO REPORTS ON 
MINICOMPUTERS information and reference services-compre
hensive packages of performance that include a basic looseleaf 
service, updated monthly; a monthly newsletter that provides 
perspective on the world of data processing, and the minicomputer 
world; and Datapro's exclusive level of custom Inquiry Service 
that delivers the personalized answers you need to perform your 
job more effectively. 

For $10, it can all be yours. For 60 days. Under this special 
Trial Subscription offer, you'll have complete use of either the 
entire DATAPRO 70 package or the entire DATAPRO REPORTS ON 
MINICOMPUTERS package right in your own office-your chance 
to find out firsthand why DATAPRO information services are the 
most widely used in the world. 

Send in the return coupon below (or call us collect at 
609/764/0100!), authorizing us to bill you $10, and we'll begin 
your 60-day Trial Subscription to DATAPRO 70 or DATAPRO 
REPORTS ON MINICOMPUTERS. clatapro 
DATAPRO RESEARCH CORPORATION 1805 Underwood Boulevard 

Delran, New Jersey 08075 
6091764/0100 

o Yes, I want to take advantage of your $10, 60-day special trial sub
scription offer to 
o DATAPRO 70 0 DATAPRO REPORTS ON MINICOMPUTERS 
I understand that if I do not continue this subscription, I will return all the 
material to DATAPRO when my subscription expires. 

Signature------------------____ _ 

o $10 check enclosed 0 Bill me $10 (plus $2 for handling/shipping) 

NAME TITLE _______ _ 

COMPANY PHONE ______ ___ 
ADDRESS ______________________ ____ 
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If the new Talos graphic tablet 
were a mousetrap, it would 
need no baiting or setting, 
never fail, last longer and cost 
less than any other trap sold. 
Graphic input tablets have been around for a while. Good ones. But better 
ones can be built. 

We know. We just did it. 

Meet the Talos CYBERGRAPHICITMI Tablet. And a combination of tablet 
features that unmistakeably says best: 

Highest resolution (±.005") for greatest position·data accuracy. 
Greatest independence from environmental! physical phenomena - no 
annoying restrictions on working conditions. State-of-the-art -
electronics, with minimum parts count, in a completely passive tablet 
- highest stability, no periodic adjustments needed. One of the flattest, 
thinnest (most comfortable, convenient) profiles you've seen. Standard 
or custom sizes (in low quantities). Ours or your analog to digital 
electronics. Special interfaces to existing systems, too. 

, That's a "best" right there. Now add 
Talos' high-volume production (we're 
big in graphic tablets for business 

, communication, too) and meet the 
clincher: The lowest tablet 
prices on the market! 

More for less. To believe 
that, you've got to see 
it, right? 
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We're ready: 
Talos Systems, Inc. 
7311 East Evans Road 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260 
(602) 948-6540 

Dalos 
Cybergraphic is a 
trade name of 
Talos Systems, Inc. 

DP-7 
DIGITAL PLOTTER 

1800 STEPS PER SECOND 
D Three automatically se

lectable colored pens_ 
D 1800 increments per 

second continuous speed 
at 0.0025" step size. 

D 36" wide ~ can do the job 
of many larger, more ex
pensive flat beds. 

MTR-4 
MAGTAPE READER 

D 7 or 9 TRACK 800 BPI 
D Automatic block search

forward and reverse. 
D Hardware vector genera

tor - cuts computer time 
significantly. 

D Buffered Mag tape reader. 

•
H 

R DER 
PANY 

[fU@QJ]@~@(ji)'t I DIVISION OF BAUSCH&LDMB@ 

Ins'trumen 
4950 TERMINAL AVENUE, BELLAIRE, TEXAS 77401 

(713) 667-7403 TWX 910-881-5782 

Rochesterlaan 6 8240 Gistal Belgium 
European OHlca Telephone 059-27445 Telex BAUSCH 19399 
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Books 

ministration and management, gives 
the scope of the book, and talks about 
analysis tools including decision tables. 

Part Two deals with the concepts of 
systems, information and information 
systems. 

The concepts of data and its orga
nization are covered in Part Three. 

Part Four is the meat of the book. 
Beginning with a glossary in prose it 
goes on for about half the text of the 
book, developing through eight chap
ters the various states of evolution of 
an information system, including ex
plicit consideration of the users' needs 
and training needs of the personnel 
intended to drive the system. ' 

The fifth and last part deals with 
uses of an information system and is 
primarily "blue sky" stuff. 

Appendix A is 'a supplement to Part 
One and includes eight pages of Deci
sion Tables technology. 

Appendix B is a seven-page anno
tated list of input and output equip
ment. For example, item 14 (of 15) is 
headed "Plotter" and reads: "Some in
formation is best described graphically 
as a curve. This can be done by a 
plotter." , 

The glossary, selected from the 

American National Standard Vocabu
lary for Information Processing, X3.12 
- t 970, contains about 350 terms and 
their definitions. 

The author states he has excluded 
much technical material dealing with 
informational technology and systems 

theory.' Administrators in higher edu
cation are under increasing pressure 
toward computer networking' on the 
one hand, and use of minicomputers 
on the other, within the framework of 
administrative d'ata processing. Addi
tionally, administration in higher edu
cation 'requires decisions to. be made 
about use of computer-based techno 1-

MMS General Ledger 
Protects Your .. 
Professional· 
Reputation 
Don't take chances on just any corporate financial 
reporting system. Look into the world's number 
one seller- the MMS General Ledger. 

The MMS General Ledger is ready to go 
anytime you are-whether you use DOS, O/S, 
IMS or TOTAL. It's a proven software package, 
already hard at work for more than 80 leading 
corporations of all sizes. 

ogy in the instructional process and in 
academic research. 

Explicit recognition of these prob
lems and opportunities would have 
added significantly to the impact of the 
book. These developments have under
gone great change in the 'past four 
years. 

The author's style is fairly lively. His 
occasional examples generally add to 
understanding as well as serving to 
concretize the concepts being devel
oped. The annotated bibliographies are 
impressive in their' scope (even Bess 
Sondel is mentioned!) and the annota
tions are interesting reading all by 
themselves. But' the . references are all 
four years old or older, so many im:
portant works are not mentioned! 

Mastery of the ideas and terminolo
gy-in-context in this book should en
able administrators in education, gov
ernment, and the private sector' to 
communicate more' effectively with 
their systems analysts, while the bibli
ographies point the way to hunting 
grounds where more comprehensive 
treatment may be found. More impor
tantly, the book gives administrators a 
feeling for what they can expect from 
informational technology as a support 
tool in traditional administration, both 
in the way of problems and opportuni
ties. 

-Peter Lykes 

Data processing professionals who have installed the MMS General Ledger are heroes to their users 
(and bosses). 

Get the MMS General Ledger ... and live up to your reputation. 

A. SOFTWARE .INTERNATIONAL CORPO. RATION 

~ 2 Elm Square, Andover, Mass. 01810 
, '. (617) 475-5040 

New York (212) 972-9540 Chicago (312) 729-7410 Atlanta (404) 255-0039 Los Angeles (213) 437-3301 
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Can't afford 
comp··u ..... te ...... r outpu .. t microfi .? . .. 

You don't have to buy a computer 
output microfilmer or even 
rent one . Just call on a service 
bureau equipped with a Kodak 
Kom microfilmer. 

Using d service bureau is similar to 
time-sharing. You get all the savings 
of computer output microfilming. Without 
a big investment. 
. The service bureau can handle all the 

details for you. It will convert your tape 
to microfilm, process the film, and get it 
back to you fast. 

Take your pick of microforms. Depending 
your application requirements, you can in
struct the service bureau to microfilm in roll or 
fiche formats. You can even have your busi
ness forms superimposed on the microfilm 
images. 

When you select a service bureau equipped 
with a Kodak Kom microfilmeL you can do so 
with confidence.' Kodak backup makes the 
difference. Full software support. Kodak 

. Information 
....... '-A.l. .I.'-A.'-" emen t know-how. Everything 

S needed to make the most of COM. 

Get all the facts. 

For more information on computer out
put microfilming, please write us. Eastman. 
Kodak Company, Business Systems 
Markets Division, Dept. DP547, 
Rochester,N.Y.14650.· ~ 

For better infonnation management. ~ 
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Literature 
Whether You Win or Lose 
Make friends with your computer and 
challenge it to a game of poker-or 
bingo, or checkers, or craps, or base
ball, or basketball, or monopoly, or 
hangman. Or, if you're feeling roman
tic, let it write you some poetry in four
part harmony. Then again, if you've 
been wondering where the four Mug
wumps are hiding on the 10x10 grid, 

this is the time to find out. This book 
of 101 BASIC computer games, col
lected and edited by the editor of Digi
tal's EDU newsletter, is the perfect 
companion for those long weekends 
without gasoline. The cost is $5, plus 
50¢ for postage and handling. DIGIT ~L 
EQUIPMENT CORP., Software Distribu
tionCenter, Bldg. 1-2, 146 Main St., 
Maynard, MA 01754. 

Private Line Rates 
A $30 research report entitled A New 
Private Line Rate Structure analyzes 
AT&T'S new Hi-Lo private line rates, 
which went into effect Jan. 15. The 
report, which includes a set of work 
sheets for pricing private line services 
under the new rate structure, examines 
the cost impact for large and small 
users, explores network design com
plexities, and reviews the problems and 
opportunities inherent in the Hi-Lo 
plan. Also available are various ex
cerpts from AT&T'S tariff filings; the 
cost for the research report and the 
complete set of excerpts together is 
$75. CENTER FOR COMMUNICATIONS 

MANAGEMENT, INC., P.O. Box 324, 
Ramsey, NY 07446. 

Communications and COM 
Three recently updated Datapro .re
search reports, reprinted from supple
ments to DATAPRO 70 (a loose-leaf 
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information service) are available for 
$10 each. All About Modems, 36 
pages long, includes comparison charts 
on more than 225 modems from 48 
suppliers, as well as general informa
tion on modems. All About Multiplex
ors and Concentrators, 18 pages long, 
explains communications mUltiplexing 
techniques and surveys 49 products of 
28 mailUfacturers. And the 27-page All 
About Computer Output Microfilm 
(COM), with comparison charts on 37 
commercially available COM recorders 
from 16 suppliers, describes the char
acteristics, applications, advantages, 
and disadvantages of COM. DATAPRO 

RESEARCH CORP., 1805 Underwood 
Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075. 

Records Management 
Records Management is a 64-page col
lection of essays by 12 authors on as
pects of reports management, systems 
documentation, data collection, data 
base management, forms control, and 
microfilm usage. In the words of o·ne 
of the authors, "a records management 
program, effectively initiated and 
maintained, is the most meaningful, 
practical, and comprehensive adminis
trative technique to profitably identify 
and administratively control paper
work, records, and data." The cost of 
the booklet is $4.50. ASSN. FOR SYS

TEMS MANAGEMENT, 24587 Bagley 
Rd., Cleveland, OH 44138. 

Telecommunications Market 
A detailed table of contents and a de
scriptive letter give information on a 
$445 160-page report (#229) on the 
computerized telecommunications ser
vices market in the U.S. The report 
analyzes major trends and forecasts 
that the market-already more than 
$600 million-will be almost $3 billion 
by 1983. Fro~t & Sullivan,publishers 
of the report, does market research on 
many industries including data pro-· 
cessing, communications, instrumenta
tion, pollution, oceanography, medi
cine; aerospace, optics, education, 
power, and transportation. ~ROST & 

SULLIVAN, New York, N.Y. 
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Conversion Tables 
Eighteen pages of tables give over 
1,100 conversions for metric, electri
cal, electronic, and physics measure
ments. In addition, this booklet in
cludes a one-page listing of metric 
measurements and charts of useful 
physical constants, prefixes used in the 
metric system, and the Greek alphabet. 
The cost for a single copy is $1.50; 10 
copies are $1.20 each, postpaid. HENRY 

LAVIN ASSOC., INC., 12 Promontory 
Dr., Cheshire, CT 06410. 

Careers in Dp 
AFIPS and the Council of Better Busi-
ness Bureaus have prepared a 16-page 
brochure for people considering ca
reers in data processing. The brochure 
gives basic information on edp, as well 
as descriptions of job functions, aver
age salaries, and advice regarding 
training. For a free copy, please send a 
stamped, self-addressed #10 envelope 
to COUNCIL OF BETTER BUSINESS 

BUREAUS, INC., 1150 17th St., N.W., 
Washington, DC 20036. 

Edp for Management 
A series of three booklets-Edp Plan
ning for Management, Edp Feasibility 
for Management, and Edp Audit for 
Management-gives advice on plan
ning and preparing for installation of 
an edp system. The first is intended to 
help new edp users understand the ef
fort behind every successful computer 
installation; the second describes the 
main steps in evaluation of dp needs; 
and the third examines the computer 
as a tool or resource in the framework 
of a business. The series, or individual 
booklets, may be ordered free of 
charge through local NCR branch of
fices. NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., 

Dayton, Ohio. 

Texas Directory 
Texas A&M Univ. has published a 234-
page directory of 1,036 computers op
erated by 763 organizations in Texas. 
Facilities are listed three times-alpha
betically, geographically, and by 
manufacturer and model. Included is 
the following information: type of 
computer, memory size, peripheral 
equipment, operating system used, 
whether rental use or programming as
sistance is available, application areas, 
and programming language. The cost 
is $10. TEXAS A&M UNIV., Industrial 
Economics Research Div., College Sta
tion, TX 77843. 

Standards Catalog 
More thaI). 350 standards publications 
are listed by subject as well as by nu
merical sequence in this 32-page IEEE 
Standards 1974 Catalog. The many 
ANSI standards published by IEEE are 
included. Standards developed within 
IEEE cover communications, comput
ers, integrated electronics, information 
theory, logic diagrams, and definitions. 
IEEE STANDARDS DEPT., New York,. 
N.Y. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD 0 
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FOUR-PHASE SYSTEMS, INC. 
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Who Gets 
. Excited 

When The 
Computer 

Brea-ks 
Down? 

EVERYBODY. 

The cost of computer downtime can 
be horrendous. Last year, a computer 
failure shut down the Chicago Mer
cantile Exchange half a day-the cost, 
an exciting half million dollars. 

Computers are different from people 
in more ways than one. They require 
a constantly controlled environment 
held to critical tolerances that com
fort air conditioning can't provide_ 

EDPAC process cooling helps en
sure uninterrupted computer opera
tion at a cost of only 1 % of overall 
investment. If you are interested in 
protecting your computer investment, 
you should read our informative, non
commercial book, "Process Cooling 
for Data Center Environment." AC 
Manufacturing C;ompany, Cherry Hill, 
N.J. 08034, or call 609-428-9800. 

It could'prevent some unnecessary 
excitement! 

45A 

EDPAC 
PROCESS ·COOLING FOR COMPUTERS 
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THAT'S WHAT PHYSICISTS ARE FOR 
Meet Leo Esaki, an IBM research 
scientist who shares one-half of 
this year's Nobel Prize in Physics' 
with Dr. Ivar Giaever of General 
Electric, with the remaining half 
going to Britain's Dr. Brian 
Josephson. If it is ever possible for 
us to "think of the computer as a 
lot less energy"-to bend IBM'S 

latest pr pitch, it may be in no 
small part due to Dr. Esaki's curi
osity about a- physical phenome
non called "tunneling," the mys
teries of which he laid bare in his 
doctoral thesis Tunneling Phe
nomena in Semiconductors for the 
Univ. of Tokyo in 1959. 

Tunneling describes a phenom
enon that occurs in very low elec
trical current levels where the clas
sical laws of physics break down 
and allow extremely low energy 
electrons to "tunnel" through 
stronger-though still extremely 
small-resistance levels. "Physi
cists had known about these ef
fects for years but no one ever took 
the time to investigate what was 
really happening," says Dr. Esaki. 
"I thought it would perhaps be 
something that would be useful to 
the academic community, and to 
my employer at that time, a little 
company called Sony. Believe it or 
not, Sony was small in those days, 
with perhaps 400 people." Esaki 
was right. The first device devel
oped with the newly-understood 
tunneling theory was the tunnel 
diode now used in communica
tions, for which he and Sony were 
granted the original patent. 

The key to the importance of 
Esaki's studies was that the tun
neling phenomena occurred ex
tremely fast, in trillionths of a sec
ond. The high speed with which 
the signal could be detected, to
gether with the low energy levels 
'that made it possible, made tunnel
ing devices a promising technol
ogy for future computer memo
ries. Since 1960 Dr. Esaki has 
been involved in related studies for 
IBM at its Yorktown Heights, 
N.Y., research center. 

"It's fair to say that tunneling 
devices are a possible future cir
cuitry technique. Some aspects are 
very promising, especially the 
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Leo Esaki 

speed and low power consump
tion. But there are problems, too, 
that keep the technology in the 
research laboratory. For example, 
for such a memory to work it 
must be kept in a refrigerated 
chamber only a few degrees above 
absolute zero: minus 273 degrees. 
This raises questions such as: how 
do we maintain such a device in 
the field, and what are the effects 
on a computing installation of a 
memory that is so cold, in terms of 
ambient temperatures and person
nel?" 

Where was Dr. Esaki when he 
heard he had won the prize? "I 
was in bed. A New York City 
radio announcer called me. I 
thought it was a joke and told him 
that it was six o'clock in the mor-

ning. He said, 'yes, but it's two 
o'clock in the afternoon in Stock
holm!' For the rest of the morning 
my wife and three children kept 
bringing me telegrams, pouring in 
from all over the world. But noth
ing official. I searched all the radio 
stations and heard them say the 
prize had been awarded to two 
Americans and a Briton, so I 
thought, well, I'm almost an 
American citizen now, so maybe it, 
is me. Finally, around noon, came 
the official telegram." And the 
good Doctor's reaction after he 
realized it was indeed true? "I 
think it's more than I deserved for 
just trying to understand some
thing. That's what physicists are 
for." 

FROM CENTRAL CASTING 
The scenario of successful com
puter companies usually starts 
with a group of go-go entrepre
neurs starting up the firm, getting 
it off the ground, and then grad
ually turning it over to a profes
sional management. But what us
ually happens is that the go-go 
entrepreneurs like the empire they 
have created so much that they 
won't give up the reins. 

Entrex, Inc. is following the 
classical scenario, however, and if 
central casting were called upon to 
produce a professional manager, 

(Continued on page 130) Donald W. Fedderson 
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The National Association of Securities 
Dealers asked usto determine if their new 
automated over-the-counter quotation 
system (NASDAQ) would work and meet 
specifications before going on-line. 

We proved it would by employing unique 
computational programs and algorithms 
developed by our own staff. The fact is, 
NASDAQ has performed Virtually trouble
free since it began operating in early 1971. 

We've also performed growth and reli
ability studies for the system. Plus economic 
studies that have uncovered ways to reduce 
operating costs by more than 20%. 

We're able to solve many large and small 
scale network problems that are normally 
unsolvable. And we do many things besides 
proving out a system before it goes on-line. 
For instance, we design totally new data 
communications systems. Redesign existing 
ones. Analyze ways to optimize response 
time, reliability and traffic during network 
growth, while minimizing costs. And that's 
only part of it. 

We have the know-how to help you solve 
a present or future problem without selling 
yourself short. Let's discuss it. Write or call 
us collect today. Network Analysis Corpora
tion, Beechwood, Old Tappan Road, 
Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542, (516) 671-9580. 

NETWORK ANALYSIS CORPORATION 
Beechwood, Old Tappan Road, 

Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542 (516) 671-9580 
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he would likely be Donald W. Fedderson, the Massa
chusetts data entry firm's new president. Fedderson had 
had a more extensive background in the fields of trans
portation and finance than in the computer industry. But 
when he took over as general manager of Gould, Inc.'s 
Data Systems Div. in 1972, he welded together four small 
companies with combined sales of under $3 million annu
ally, and within 12 months increased sales to a .$10 
million-plus rate. Naturally, he's hoping to continue that 
record at Entrex. . 

The company is something of a sleeper in the data entry 
field. Entrex is No.3 behind Inforex and Computer Ma
chinery Corp. and Fedderson takes a page from the Avis 
merchandising routine by saying, "When you're No.3 
you try harder." Fedderson has high hopes for Entrex's 
marketing deal with Redifon in England, Marubeni Elec
tronics in Japan, and Nixdorf in Germany. 

Another pa:rticularly interesting arrangement-some
thing of a wild card-is with Recognition Equipment, 
Inc. of Dallas; it calIs' for mating key-to-disc and OCR 

tpchnologies. 

HIS ROOMATE'S 
FATHER 

When Allen Burris was go
ing to college his aim for 
the future was to get into 
"general management." He 
had no specific interest in 
banking or dp. Today he 
is vice president of the Sys
tems and Planning Dept. 
of the Northern Trust Co. 
of Chicago, and the new 
president of GUIDE Inter
national, one of the largest 
and most influential of IBM 

computer user groups, 
Allen J. Burris composed.of users of large-' 

scale IBM computers. 
Burris, who has been with the Northern Trust Co. for 

26 years, credits his college roommate's father with get
ting him interested in banking. "I was living at school 
and he (the roommate) was living at home. I used to 
freeload at his house on weekends." The roommate's 
father was with Northern Trust Co. at.the time. 

How did he get into data processing? Easy. "Top 
management said: get into it." That was seven' years ago 
and he has been active in GUIDE ever since. His aim as 
GUIDE president: to represent the wishes and issues of 
concern of 1 ,600 institutional members and to see to it 
that these are communicated to IBM. 

Burris received his M.B.A. from the Univ. of Chicago. 
in 1948. 

. .. 
GORDON N. THAYER, executive vp of Bell Labora
tories in charge of the Business Information Systems 
Programs Area, retired after 43 years with .the Bell 
system ... DR. EBERHARDT RECHTIN, former 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Telecommunications, 
joined Hewlett-Packard Co. as manager oftelecommuni
cations ... WILLIAM A.' O'BRIEN, formerly a princi
pal with Cresap, McCormack & Paget, Inc., joined the 
Stamford, Conn., firm of Mathews & Co. as a vice 
president .' .. BERTRAM H. WITHAM was elected 
treasurer of IBM, effective Feb. 1. 0 
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Save time ... money. .. trouble ... 
Lease your Teletype* equipment 
from RCA ... 
Model 33ASR (with tape perforator 
and r~ader) $53 per month. 
Model 33KSR (send/receive) 
$39 per month. 

• Immediate delivery in any quantity. 
• Includes nationwide maintenance 
service by RCA's own technicians. 
Call or write nearest office: RCA Service Company 
A Division of RCA, Technical Products Service 

Bldg. 204-2 43 Edward J. Hart Rd. 
Camden, N.J. 08101 Liberty Industrial Park 
Phone: (609) 779-4129 Jersey City, N.J. 07305 

3310 South 20th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19145 
Phone: (215) HO 7-3300 (Pa.) 

Phone: (201) 434-2318 (N.J.) 
(212) 732-9494 (N.Y.) 

7620 Gross Point Rmid 
Skokie, III. 60076 
Phone: (312) 965-7550 

(609) WO 3-2043 (N.J.) 

1778 Marietta Blvd., N.W. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30318 
Phone: (404) 355-6110 

2711 Irving Blvd. 
Dallas, Texas 75207 
Phone: (214) ME 1-8770 

5121 W_ 161st Street 
Cleveland, Ohio 44142 
Phone: (216) 267-2725 

1501 Beach Street 
Montebello, Calif. 90640 
Phone: (213) 685-3092 

nell If. Registered trademark 
of Teletype Corp. 
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Computer users: 

When's the last time your computer told you 
something really interesting? 

Most computers just stand around spewing out a lot of numbers. 
Make yours tell you what you want to know in easy-to-read charts, 
graphs and plots. 
With a TSP Plotting System you'll never have to wade through a 
pile of numbers again. Why TSP? Because we have 

February, 1974 

1. Fastest systems on the market-at least 
3 times faster than anybody else. 

2. Lowest cost-basic system is only $3300. 
3. Most versatility-both On Line (10-30 

CPS) and Off Line Systems available. 
4. Most ~xperience--we were the first in 

the field. 
. Want proof? Just call or write for a free 

demonstration in your office, lab or plant 
and we'll show you how much you need a 
TSP Plotting System. 

Spend a little time with us-you'll spend 
a lot less time with your computer. 

!Ila~CORP. 
TIME SHARE PERIPHERALS CORPORATION 
Route 6, Bethel, Connect!cut 06801 (203) 743-7624 
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Computer Scheduled 
, MAGNETlCAU.V 

Write for'16 Page '~lIustrated Catalog FR EE 
• Keep your computer runnlng-notldle.' 
• Schedule in 6,10,15 & 30 min. cycles, 

for daily, weekly or monthly periods. 
• Know in advance when slack periods or 

heavy work loads are coming. 
• Make changes· & additions immediately. 
• Every hour saved saves you $20-$40-$60. 
Representation throughout most of the United States 

mETHODS RESElicR 
70 Asbury Avenue, Farmingdale, N.J. 07727 
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OUR PUNCH FEATURES 
OUTNUMBER YOUR PROBLEMS 

• 75 cps , • Powered, wired and space 
provided for extra PC board • 5-8 track standard, 6 track TTS 

optional ' • Built in tape supply and take-up 
spools • Automatic tape monitoring 

system • No routine lubrication necessary 
• Back spacing for accuracy 

control 
• Includes control and drive 

electronics 
• Modular construction 

• Very qUiet-54 db. 
• lightweight 
• Low power consumption 
• Immediate delivery from stock 

l------------------D~M~ 

, Facit-Addo Inc. It I I 501 Winsor Drive . I 
I Secaucus, N.J.. • I 
I Gentlemen: " I 

I I am interested in receiving detailed data "I 
I on your Tape Punch ' , ' 
I Name Title. ,. I 
I Phone I 
I Company I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
L~ ____________________ ~ 
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Shipping something heavy
like a ton of books? 

Uniteds Lower Deck Containers 
give you the speed of air. .. 

at the rates of truck. 

DENSITY COUNTS! 
Our Low~r Deck Containers 

ride in the bellies of 'our 
new 'wide-body p'assenger jets. 

Our freight rates for them 
are calcwated from point to 

point, per container. So 
the more weight you load in 
each container, the less you 

pay per ~undredweight. 

GET THE CONTAINER 
TO US BETWEEN 4 A.M. AND 

4'RM.AND SAVE! 
Load our Lower Deck Container 

and get it to us during our 
least-busy time (between 4 a.m. 

. and 4'p.m.). We'll reward you 
with our big discoimt. We call it 

"Day,ight ~avings:' 

COMPARE UNITED'S ~'DAYLIGHT SAVINGS" TO TRUCK RATES 
(example: LD-3 container vs. LTL*). 

United's New York to Los Angeles LD-3, door-to-door rate: $379~* 

Wt.of LD-3 
contents (lbs. ) 1500 

Density per 
cu. ft. 10 lbs. 

LD-3 cost per 
1001bs. $25.26 

Class 
Truck 771h $12.37 
Rates 100 1:).~)6 

12:) 19.97 

2100 2700 

141bs. 181bs. 

$18.04 $14.04 

$11.69 $11.G9 
15.06 15.0G 
18.86 18.86 

(max.) 
3130 

211bs. 

$12.10 

$11.69 
15.06 
18.86 

"Less than truckload. 
""Based on airport-to-airport 
Time of Tender "Daylight 
Savings" rate of $269 plus $90 
(estimate-may vary slightly) 
pickup and delivery charge. 
These rates were effective 
January 1,1974, and are 
subject to change. 

United Air ~inesJet Freight 
. .. No.1 m the US. sky 
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LOOKA..-EAD 
(Continued from page 18) 

quantities. Evaluation models may be out as early as April. 

A~~ SPEEDED UP, AND NOWHERE TO GO 
It'll be another month or two before the fate of ElectroPrint's fast 
non-impact printer can be determined. The Cupertino, Calif., company 
that announced an 8,000-lpm printer a year ago last October, claims 
to have improved print quality at 10,000 lpm and has built a few 
prototypes, but lacks the cash to carry the project much further. It 
also continues the search for a company with cash at the front end 
which could undertake the manufacturing and marketing functions. Nor 
has its Japanese licensee made any further progress. "We're both 
behind in our development schedules," says EPI's Jim Sutherland. 

WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
During hearings conducted by an H.E.W. Advisory Committee, which led 
to the report "Records, Computers, and the Rights of Citizens" (Sept. 
1973, p. 112), committee members listened to assurances from law 
enforcement agencies that their data bases were regulated tightly on 
a need-to-know basis. One committee member, a young law student, 
excused himself and put in a phone call to the Philadelphia police 
department. He identified himself as a potential employer, gave the 
names of two other committee members, and asked if the department had 
any record of them. The clerk came back soon saying there was no 
record on either of the names he had given, but there was one for a 
name which closely resembled one of them, and then read a long record! 

RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA 
Nixdorf Computer, long rumored to be thinking about a low-end 370-
like computer, has a five-man development group hard at work and 
planning to expand in Costa Mesa, Calif. But it won't say what's 
being developed ... National BankAmericard, Inc. is offering member 
banks a $1 million software package that doesn't discriminate against 
sexes. The system, to issue separate accounts within families, 
replaces all references to "his" ~n4 i'her" wi th the word "person" ... 
When the Tacoma Times Herald had time to spare on its PDP-II based 
time-sharing sysi:-e-;--X:-unning under DEC's RTSS , it offered services 
outside. The first customer: a service bureau, Boeing Computer 
Services, which is awaiting delivery of a PDP-ll ... lt's been 21 years 
since the Digital Computer Assn. (DCA) was formed in Los Angeles. 
It's a loosely knit group of some of the computer profession's 
earliest practitioners that holds one meeting a year, on the Friday 
nearest to St. Patrick's day, this year on March 15 at the Airport 
Marina hotel in Los Angeles ... Although the company won't confirm it, 
Cordura Corp. (formerly Computing & Software) suffered big losses 
conforming to such recent legislation as the Fair Credit Reporting 
Act, and this was the factor in its decision to sell off its credit 
reporting business to Chicago's Trans Union Systems Corp. TRW Credit 
Data's Edward J. Brennan Jr., meanwhile, says all credit reporting 
agencies have had "significant added costs" from the new laws and 
from demands by customers for more positive data ... Group Insurance to 
pay legal bills is catching on, says Donald Caldwell, a.Sacramento 
consultant who has formed Unimark/Caldwell to offer a computerized 
service for administering such policies. Labor unions, with increas
ing frequency, are asking employers to provide group policies that 
pay for workers' attorney fees. 



FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
FOR PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS 

Serving Northeast, Southeast and Midwest U.S. 
RSVP will provide free employment 
counselling and develop and selec
tively distribute your resume. 

Our openings include sCientific and 
cO!T1mercial applications, telecommu
nications, control systems, software 
development and systems program
ming utilizing most languages, com~ 
puters and operating systems. We 
also serve engineering and market

ing personnel in the computer field. 

Call or send resume or rough notes of objectives, salary, location 
restrictions, education and experience (including computers, models, 
operating systems and languages) to anyone of our offices. Or 
check the reader service card for a free sample resume and typical 

, job descriptions. We will answer all correspondence from U.S. 
citizens and permanent residents and will guarantee our best ef
forts in a professional and ethical manner to all qualified appli
cants. Our client companies pay all of our fees. 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall, 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034 (609) 667-4488 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., Suite 104, Towle Bldg., 1777 Walton 
Road, Blue Bell, Penna., 19422 (215) 643-5550 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., 1651 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Va. 
22101 (703) 790-5166 
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RSVP SERVICES 
Employment Agency for Computer Professionals 
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COMPUTER PERSONNEL 
If You Earn $10,000 to $16,000 Base 

Take 53 Seconds and Change Your Life 

So you like data processing but have had second thoughts about 
wh::J you work for. Perhaps the program challenge isn't there, 
maybe your income doesn't increase as it should, or you're just 
held back by the way your company is structured. 

If you are even thinking of a change, Cadillac may be able 
to help. As the largest placement service for executives in the 
nation, we have had years of experience helping EDP personnel 
to positions where they achieve their full potential. Cadillac 
represents you in strict confidence in today's job market. Our 
service is absolutely free of charge to you. Client companies 
pay all fees and expenses. So tear out this ad and when the 
time is right, contact us. It will be a step in the right direction. 

FREE JOB OPPORTUNITIES BULLETIN 
Our bulletin, published quarterly, listing available opportunities 
in the Systems & Data Processing fie Id is available free of 
charge an,d will be mailed to your home upon request. 

For your free bulletin, without any obligation, circle reader 
service card # 115. Please USE HOME ADDRESS ONLY! 

E. W. Moore 
Executive Vice President a . CADILLAC ASSOCIATES, INC. 

32 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III. 60601 
(312) 346-9400 

"Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than 
Anywhere Else in the World" 
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SENIOR 

APPLICA TIONS 

PROGRAMMER 
We are seeking an applications-oriented programmer as 
technical computer systems architect for computer systems 
serving a variety of user operated functions. Will be respon
sible for configuration of computer systems, data base design 
and manipulation, program/module tasking, as well as as
sisting in department technical training. 

The candidate must have minimum of 4 years in an IBM 
360/50, 370/135 or larger operation. Must have in-depth 
experience in modular programming, common program com
munications areas, function code control supervisory pro
grams and IBM JCL. Good understanding of file manage
ment systems, operating systems concepts and capabilities 
and access methods. 
Degree in computer science, information science or industrial 
management preferred. Salary commensurate with experi
e~ce and ability. 

This position is located in a very pleasant north central Ohio 
community with good recreational facilities, schools and easy 
access to Columbus and Cleveland. Send resume in confi
dence to: 

DATAMATION Magazine 
Box E-2-1 

35 Mason Street, Greenwich, Conn. 06830 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

Even Webster's 
Kno\Ns About 
GUEST 
QUEST (kwest). v.1. To make a search; to go on a quest. 

QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The 
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely 
in the computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment 
fees, interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its 
deep personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an indi
vidual with individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 
6 years of experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members 
have direct hands-on experience in programming, systems, hard
ware sales, etc.) 4. Quest is presently searching for degreed pro
grammers and analysts (commercial, scientific, systems software) 
for over 3,500 client companies in the U.S. Quest has openings in 
over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5. Methodology - see Questsystem. 

QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sis'tem). n. 1. Discussing with a man what he 
would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2. Ana
lyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current Job 
marketplace. 3. Contacting client companies and other Quest staff 
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing 
the job candidate to his prospective employers by providing com
plete details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use 
of ev~ryone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers 
are extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, com
pensation and opportunities (and relates those to the initially stated 
objectives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of 
professionals at no expense, whatsoeve,r. Ask your friends of their 
past dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. 
For additional information on this subject, please inquire directly 
to Quest, Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be 
responded to immediately and in confidence). 

I Q I ~:!~~~~~~'-~f~~1~2~4~o~B® 
Baltimore: (301) 265-1177 • Philadel hia: (215) 839-3437 
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Interested in 
Database 
Software! 

Then attend free seminars 
on the IDMS and EDP
AUDITOR/CULPRIT 
Systems. 
IDMS-The Integrated 
Database Management 
System is the only system 
for IBM computers that 
meets CODASYL specifi
cations. Also, it runs in only 
5DK core. It has many 
other features that make it 
The Way of the Future in 
Database Management 
Systems. 
EDP-AUDITOR/CULPRIT 
- These retrieval systems 
have special interfaces 
with database systems 
including IDMS, IMS, 
TOTAL, and ROMS. Other 
interfaces include CFO and 
ALIS for the Insurance 
Industry and BOMP, 
DBOMP, MRP, and CFMS 
for the Manufacturing 
Industry. 

WHERE WHEN 
Washington, D.C. Feb. 21 
Cincinnati, Ohio Feb. 27 
Houston, Texas March 6 
Anaheim, Cal. March 20 
San Francisco, Cal. March 27 
St. Louis, Mo. Apri 14 
Chicago, III. Apri 110 
Boston, Ma. Apri 116 
Charlotte, N.C. Apri 124 
New York, NY. May 1 

Seminar attendees will 
be able to participate in the 
Computer Caravan as our 
guests. 
.------------, 
I DYes ... reserveaplaceformeintheDIDMS I 

o EDP-AUDITOR/CULPRIT seminar. 

I 
0 No ... 1 can't attend, but please do send me a 

brochureonD IDMS 0 EDP-AUDITOR. I 
I NamemUe I 

Company _________ _ 

I Address I 
I City I 
I State Zip __ . -

(Mai I t~ Cullinane Corporation or phone for an I 
I Invitation.) L..- _______ --I 

II_ Cullinane 
corporatlon 

One Boston Place, Boston, Mass. 02108, Phone: 
(617) 742-8656 
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Why make a project 
out of a special project? 

Special projects have a way of fouling up an 
entire operation. They waste too much time,· 
tie up too many people. 

Instead, why not call Manpower. We'll get 
those special projects completed quickly, reli
ably and professionally. No matter what you're 
up against. Just give us a call. 

TEMPORARY SERVICES 

DATAPOWER"SERVICES 
We'll give you all the help you need. 

Keypunch Operators. Tab Operators. Computer Operators. Edit 
Clerks. Systems Analysts. Coding Clerks. Computer Programmers. 
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Our list of impressive client companies offers unlimited 
job opportunities for career minded individuals. Unpre
cedented demand for cQmputer skills far exceeds the 
available supply of EDP professionals, thus affording ex
cellent financial rewards for the exceptional candidate. 
Industries include: Banking, Utilities, Manufacturing, In
surance, Hospitals, Government and Service Companies. 
Language needs include: COBOL, ASSEMBLY, FORTRAN on 
any manufacturers' hardware. Additional background 
skills in any of the following would be desirable: as, 
SYSGENS, JCl, DOS, TP, IMS BTAM, QTAM or related 
manufacturers' software. 
Our clients assume a/l fees. Submit your resume in 
confidence including salary history and geographical 
preference to: 

EXEIlUTIVE IlA~EE~S, INIl. 
2 Penn Plaza, Suite 1500, New York, N.Y. 10001 

15 E. Ridge Pike, Whitemarsh, Pa. c/o Conshohocken P.O. 19428 
Phone 1-215-242-3932 
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REAL TIME/SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 

POSITIONS AVAilABLE IN ANAHEIM, CALIF. 

• Define requirements for Airborne Computer Pro
grams 

• Conduct Systems Requirements Analysis 

• Perform trade-off studies 

• Define experimental test and verification require
ments 

• Analyze and evaluate test results for: 

Command and control 

Performance analysis 

Simulationl Automated testing 

Send resume to: Government Products Divisions 

3370 Miraloma Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803 
Attn: R. P. Nickens, D/U51 BA39 ? Electronics Group 
~ ~ Rockwell International 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH 
COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 

Applications are invited for a full time appointment to 
teach fn a fully developed undergraduate programme 
which places particular emphasis on information pro
cessing. 

Candidates should have a doctorate in computing 
andlor information science or in a related field, and 
should have 3-5 years experience in commercial, in
dustrial or governmental systems analysis and pro
gramming. 

They should have had responsibility for successful 
projects at technical and managerial levels. Previous 
teaching experience will be an advantage. 

Rank and salary will be: 
at Assistant Professor (salary floor 1973/74 
$12,350) 

OR 

at Associate Professor (salary floor 1973/74 
$15,800) 

commensurate with qualifications and experience. 

Applications, accompanied by full curriculum vitae 
and names and addresses of three referees, by 31 
March 1974 to: Dr. C. K. Capstick, Chairman, Depart
ment of Computing and Information Science, Univer
sity of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, N 1 G 2W1, Canada. 
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DATRMATIDN 



Blame it on the programmer, or 
maybe an ailing diode. But the last 
thing you need is an error that makes 
basic even more of a d rag for 
5,000 recruits. 

What you do need is a way to 
cut your possibility of crror down to 
an absolute minimLllll. 1\1 i( j Ihe easi
est time to start is WhCll Y( HI t llace 
your next order for cOlllf llill 'I· tape. 
Just specify BASF. 

At BAS F, we prod uce com
puter tape that's probably a lot better 
than you'll ever need ... just in case. 
For example, our special finishing 
operation produces a hard, smooth 
tape surface that's a lot kinder to 
your tape head, and keeps your 
maintenance time to a minimum. 

One more point. Our tapes 
don't cost any more than the compe
tition's. You're already paying for 

BASF quality ... you might as well 
have it. Write today for the complete 
story of how BASF tapes stack up 
against the competition. Remember, 
nobody makes better tape than the 
people who invented it. BASF 
Systems, Crosby Drive, Bedford, 
Mass. 01730. 
~ 
~ 

Whelm ifs lmA$ri •• oV@WJ ~'Iro@W D~'s rra~ ~~ue iltml1De ~Gil([il~ g@.~. 
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For years, 
people thought 
Teletype 
machiDes oDly 
talked to 
themselves. 

Fact is, Teletype machines 
have been carrying on intelligent 
conversations for years with some 
of the fastest information movers 
in the world. Computers. 

We've earned a good, solid 
name for ourselves in computer 
communications because our 
equipment is compatible with 
practically any computer-based 
system. 

Our product line proves 
the point. 

The number one standard
duty data terminal in the industry 
is our model 33 series. And our 
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new wide-platen model 38 offers 
big system features at economy 
system prices. 

Heavy-duty operation with 
minimum maintenance? Check 
out our model 35. And our model 
37 series delivers the utmost in 
flexibility and vocabulary for 
complex data systems. 

We also build equipment for 
paper tape systems, as well as a 
magnetic tape terminal for greater 
on-line savings. As you can see, 
our reputation in point-to-point 
communications has served us 
well in computer terminals. No 
one comes close to us in reliability, 
flexibility and economy. 

I t takes more than manu
facturing facilities to build the 
machines Teletype Corporation 
offers. It also takes commitment. 
From people who think service is 
as important as sales. In terminals 
for computers and point-to-point 
communications. 

That's why we invented 
a new name for who we are and 
what we make. The computer
cations people. 

TELETYPE 

f Inri ~ 
For more information about any Teletype product, wrilo or call TERMINAL CENTRAL: 

Teletype Corporation, Dept. 81F, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie,ll1lnols 60076. Phone 312/982.2500. 


